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1
00:00:00.000 --> 00:00:00.450
Give a

2
00:00:02.700 --> 00:00:05.190

wah chiu: To give their practical experience how to

3
00:00:05.190 --> 00:00:09.300
wah chiu: Get the structure of the images are a saw yours. Thank you.

4
00:00:10.710 --> 00:00:13.440
Ali Punjani: Thank you so much fun. I'll just start sharing my screen in one
moment.

5
00:00:28.560 --> 00:00:30.630
Ali Punjani: cancelling confirm that the screen can be seen

6
00:00:33.720 --> 00:00:37.380
michael schmid: Yes, we're seeing the screen. Thank you very much. Ali.
Excellent.

7
00:00:39.090 --> 00:00:47.160
Ali Punjani: All right. Well, welcome everyone and thanks so much for joining
us today. And thanks to the organizers and everyone has put this workshop
together, and especially to

8
00:00:47.760 --> 00:00:52.770
Ali Punjani: Dr. Jersey for the very insightful and useful lecture this
morning. I want to give a

9
00:00:53.460 --> 00:01:00.360 Ali Punjani: Specific shout out to Professor
watch you for inviting us to do this workshop today, amen to all the
participants in viewers who are watching with us.

10
00:01:00.990 --> 00:01:11.610
Ali Punjani: We're hope we're very excited to be here to talk about Christ
bracket, how you can use it in practice for a single particle reconstruction
and yeah will be very happy to answer questions and explain absolutely as
much as we can.

11
00:01:17.160 --> 00:01:23.970
Ali Punjani: Just to give a little overview of what we're planning to do



today. This workshop is a little bit of a long one. And we're going to be
going quite a bit of detail.

12
00:01:24.870 --> 00:01:31.560
Ali Punjani: Today's session will overall will be focusing on the theory
algorithms and practical aspects of single particle data processing.

13
00:01:31.950 --> 00:01:36.060
Ali Punjani: In lots of detail from end to end from raw microscope data, all
the way to refine to 3D structures.

14 00:01:36.840 --> 00:01:41.220
Ali Punjani: Will be using the latest version of Christ work that's version
two point 15 for the actual tutorial.

15
00:01:42.090 --> 00:01:51.960
Ali Punjani: There will be 60 approximately 60 practical participants who are
using Stanford slack compute resources to follow along with us with the
practical using all the data sets that we've prepared.

16
00:01:52.320 --> 00:01:58.020
Ali Punjani: And of course, many remote viewers who will be also can also
follow along, will also be doing a demo of all the data processing.

17
00:01:58.380 --> 00:02:08.430
Ali Punjani: That we're asking the participants to do on my screen here, so
you'll be able to see exactly how things work. And this whole video is also
going to be recorded to be available later, along with the slides.

18
00:02:09.990 --> 00:02:18.510 Ali Punjani: The webinar portion that we're
using right now will be used the webinars zoom webinar rather will be used
for lecture and demo presentations, as I mentioned, that's for all viewers to
see

19
00:02:18.810 --> 00:02:24.210
Ali Punjani: They're also going to be sometimes during the day today and
tomorrow that will be reserved for meeting times where we'll switch over to a
zoom meeting.

20
00:02:24.570 --> 00:02:28.050
Ali Punjani: That will be interactive question answering for practical
participants only

21
00:02:28.740 --> 00:02:35.010
Ali Punjani: But at all times, please all viewers feel free to ask questions



via the zoom, zoom webinar Q AMP a feature that's now being

22
00:02:35.370 --> 00:02:43.380
Ali Punjani: Moderated by our team members and will be trying to answer as
many questions as possible. We've actually set out specific times at
intervals throughout the presentation.

23
00:02:43.680 --> 00:02:47.430 Ali Punjani: For answering questions. So we're
hoping to get through a lot of them at those moments.

24
00:02:47.940 --> 00:02:54.720
Ali Punjani: And for practical nurse pens. If you have any questions about
the computing systems set up, being able to log in, etc. Those can also be
asked to be a Q AMP a

25
00:02:55.140 --> 00:03:03.660
Ali Punjani: The slot Stanford team members will be able to answer those. And
we can also take up those questions during meeting times before we actually
get into the whole presentation and practical

26
00:03:04.200 --> 00:03:12.870
Ali Punjani: I just want to make sure that all the practical participants
have tried and are able to log into your price Park instances that are hosted
on the Stanford servers.

27
00:03:13.590 --> 00:03:21.270
Ali Punjani: So please take a moment and read these instructions. It's
hopefully relatively easy to login you have been sent an email already from
the Stanford.

28
00:03:21.990 --> 00:03:33.480 Ali Punjani: Team with two usernames and
passwords. The first one is an HTTP authentication username. When you attempt
to go to the particular kreuzberg instance that you have been assigned to
which has also been listed in your email.

29
00:03:34.140 --> 00:03:40.260
Ali Punjani: You'll be asked for that username and password. First, and there
you can put in the first username and password. Once you enter

30
00:03:40.980 --> 00:03:50.970
Ali Punjani: That outer authentication. You'll then be grid of the Christ
Burke login page where you have been given a participant specific Christ Park
username and password. So, those should be used for the second login

31



00:03:51.900 --> 00:04:03.180
Ali Punjani: I'm going to leave this page up for just a minute or so. So that
if anyone needs to take a screenshot, or if there are any questions that come
up in the Q AMP. A immediately, how we can address those. But hopefully
relatively quickly, everyone should be able to login

32 00:04:06.720 --> 00:04:20.130
Saara Virani: Hi everyone this is Sarah from the crowd spark team Ali, sorry
to be raising a technical issue so early on, but I'm actually not able to see
your screen at all. And I think we might have a couple of other people on the
call, who are in a similar position. Would you mind me sharing

33
00:04:20.640 --> 00:04:21.450
Ali Punjani: Sure, I can do that.

34
00:04:40.230 --> 00:04:41.070
Ali Punjani: Can you see the screen. No.

35
00:04:42.630 --> 00:04:43.440
Saara Virani: I cannot

36
00:04:47.340 --> 00:04:49.320
Ali Punjani: Is anyone else able to see the screen.

37
00:04:50.250 --> 00:04:50.610
michael schmid: There are

38
00:04:50.640 --> 00:04:53.520
michael schmid: No, that can i can

39
00:04:55.050 --> 00:04:59.430
michael schmid: Yes, there's a lot of people are saying, I can I can I can
see the screen.

40
00:05:00.660 --> 00:05:19.260 michael schmid: Some people said that that they
had to log out of zoom and back in again they themselves, not you. They had
to log in and until I left the meeting and joined again. So, so there there
are apparently some people that that need to log back out and in. Again, I'm
sorry, but it looks like

41
00:05:20.580 --> 00:05:28.620
michael schmid: People who log out and log back in again can see the screen.
In addition to other people who never lost in the first place. So I don't
know.



42
00:05:29.400 --> 00:05:29.760
michael schmid: Okay.

43
00:05:29.940 --> 00:05:32.700
Saara Virani: Anyone who can. Okay, we'll take that

44
00:05:33.060 --> 00:05:44.970
michael schmid: Try it again. Remember, Joanne you if for the panelists who
logged back out. And again, you have to remake them a co hosts technical
issue from our side. Okay.

45
00:05:47.460 --> 00:05:53.100
Ali Punjani: I'll just pause for a minute on the slide. So whoever can see
can also start to try and login. Yeah.

46 00:05:53.130 --> 00:06:12.570
michael schmid: Apparently, everyone else. Everyone who cannot see who logs
out logs back in again can. So that's the, that's the fix for anyone yet see
yet. But again, like I said, Joe, and we'll have to re, re promote people
back to co hosts, who are on the panel. Sorry.

47
00:06:14.550 --> 00:06:18.210
JoAnn Polizzi: They are already on none of them were changed.

48
00:06:19.050 --> 00:06:22.800
michael schmid: Oh, good. Okay. I guess it carried over. Thank you.

49
00:06:28.650 --> 00:06:43.410
michael schmid: Now, let us add don't say that you can. But anyone who cannot
see it now can can try chatting or the yet don't use the chat box for that, I
guess. Anyone don't say you can please say if you cannot

50
00:06:44.610 --> 00:06:46.620
michael schmid: Whoever's not here, raise your hand. That's

51
00:06:52.140 --> 00:06:57.060
michael schmid: I am getting no responses. So I presume that everyone can see
it. Thank you.

52 00:07:01.290 --> 00:07:02.370
michael schmid: Okay, go ahead.

53
00:07:03.540 --> 00:07:03.930
Ali Punjani: Alright.



54
00:07:05.610 --> 00:07:07.470
Ali Punjani: I will continue that at this point. Thank you.

55
00:07:08.970 --> 00:07:18.630
Ali Punjani: So hopefully all the person practical participants have been
able to try and login with the the instructions that are on the screen here.
If not, please do feel free to ask those questions in the Q AMP a

56
00:07:19.950 --> 00:07:29.880
Ali Punjani: I'm coming back to the overview of the workshop today's session,
which is day one will cover a few topics and day two will be about more sort
of advanced topics on day one. Today we'll be talking about

57
00:07:30.180 --> 00:07:36.570
Ali Punjani: cars parked algorithms and methods in depth the specific
techniques for how we perform all the various operations to deal with the
issues.

58
00:07:36.960 --> 00:07:44.490 Ali Punjani: That were outlined in Dr Dorothy's
talk for how we can actually recover three dimensional structure information
from electron micro graphs in a single particle context.

59
00:07:44.910 --> 00:07:52.560
Ali Punjani: There will be some light mathematical theory, not too much math
mostly focusing on intuitive concepts and the actual methods that we use in
practice.

60
00:07:53.520 --> 00:08:00.330
Ali Punjani: concurrently with those with that presentation, we will be doing
end to end processing of a simple T 20 s proteasome data set.

61
00:08:00.840 --> 00:08:11.100
Ali Punjani: Where we'll see how to use all the different parts of Christ
girlfriend ROM movie inputs, all the way to a refined high resolution
structure and we should be able to reach around 2.9 extremes and if someone's
lucky maybe 2.8

62
00:08:11.940 --> 00:08:13.830
Ali Punjani: Depending on how your particle picking and so on goes

63
00:08:14.310 --> 00:08:22.560 Ali Punjani: Well, so have some brief case
studies about other results that people have using crossbar using some of the
more advanced algorithms which we will discuss in much more detail on day to



64
00:08:23.070 --> 00:08:29.220
Ali Punjani: Day to will cover advanced processing jobs and parameter
settings for each different type of processing or phase within

65
00:08:29.640 --> 00:08:32.460
Ali Punjani: single particle reconstruction will be covering how to deal with
heterogeneity.

66
00:08:32.820 --> 00:08:38.160
Ali Punjani: How to deal with membrane proteins and other forms of other
proteins that have disordered regions using non uniform refinement.

67
00:08:38.490 --> 00:08:47.910
Ali Punjani: Dealing with continuous flexibility using 3D variability
analysis, etc, as well as various advanced versions of the simpler algorithms
like to declassification and things that will be discussing today as well.

68
00:08:48.390 --> 00:09:01.380 Ali Punjani: On day two will be processing for
different data sets at various stages either starting from scratch or with
particles already extracted. Those will cover he PCR complex a triple A plus
unfolds protein.

69
00:09:02.310 --> 00:09:13.860
Ali Punjani: A simple able fair to an example that goes to a relatively high
resolution and a VA ATP a molecule that has an interesting confrontational
dynamics. So all those will be covered in day two, and hopefully those who
are watching and listening can

70
00:09:14.940 --> 00:09:18.150
Ali Punjani: Choose to be here for all of them will be covering lots of
things in detail.

71
00:09:19.350 --> 00:09:29.340
Ali Punjani: The agenda. I'm going to post here again for just a moment in
case anyone wants to take a screenshot or anything so they can remember what
time will be trying to do things. And this is a little bit more detail than
the agenda. That was a previous show

72
00:09:31.680 --> 00:09:32.400
This per second.

73 00:09:41.820 --> 00:09:42.120
Okay.

74



00:09:43.170 --> 00:09:52.080
Ali Punjani: So getting started, I'd like to give a little bit of background
about Christ work press Park is a full pipeline computational platform for
single particle chromium.

75
00:09:52.710 --> 00:10:03.720
Ali Punjani: It includes the computational tools for all phases of single
particle data processing project and allows users to interactively and
intuitively process their data in a visual manner via a streamline user
interface that we've designed

76
00:10:04.500 --> 00:10:10.860
Ali Punjani: Today, Christ Park is used around the world on a daily basis by
thousands of users across hundreds of institutions and has been cited many
times

77
00:10:11.160 --> 00:10:15.150
Ali Punjani: In major structural studies on which is something we're very,
very excited and happy to see

78
00:10:15.960 --> 00:10:22.080 Ali Punjani: And prosper. Originally when it
first started was a research project at the University of Toronto and the
computer science department.

79
00:10:22.800 --> 00:10:34.440
Ali Punjani: The first versions of prize, but we built at that time in 2016
and since then it's been under heavy development by the great team that we've
assembled that structural biotechnology Inc, which is a spin up from the
University of Toronto.

80
00:10:36.090 --> 00:10:43.380
Ali Punjani: Our focus in building Christ Park is to combine new algorithms
that we developed through our research projects fast GPU implementations of

81
00:10:43.740 --> 00:10:52.830
Ali Punjani: Various methods from around the chromium community that we try
to optimize into a streamlined workflow, as well as professional software
engineering to create a reliable robust and

82
00:10:53.370 --> 00:10:57.510
Ali Punjani: Ultra High performance as far as possible, computational
platform for single particle reconstruction.

83 00:10:57.960 --> 00:11:06.960
Ali Punjani: The reason we're doing this is that we see single particle crowd
em continuing to grow in adoption and capabilities in many biological



contexts and across different types of users.

84
00:11:07.470 --> 00:11:12.210
Ali Punjani: And our goal is to support the program community that's evolving
and growing with the best tools and workflows possible

85
00:11:12.840 --> 00:11:25.980
Ali Punjani: That's why our team spends a lot of time and effort that we do
on an energy to continually improve Christ spark we release updates, usually
on every couple of months and distributed freely for academic users. It's
also available for commercial use through our company.

86
00:11:28.950 --> 00:11:35.760
Ali Punjani: Just to give some more context of what's been going on with
Christ growth, development since Christ is really one of the newest and
youngest correct single particle

87
00:11:36.240 --> 00:11:42.570 Ali Punjani: Data Processing projects over the
past few years since we released the first version of price park there have
been many major updates and versions.

88
00:11:43.260 --> 00:11:50.250
Ali Punjani: In 2017 we had our first major publication in Nature methods
around some of the new algorithms that we had developed at that time, those
are techniques for doing

89
00:11:50.580 --> 00:11:58.800
Ali Punjani: Ab initio reconstruction of protein structures from 2D image
data without initial models as well as it very high speed refinement of those
two high resolution structures.

90
00:11:59.580 --> 00:12:09.390
Ali Punjani: We also developed during the year of fast to do classification
techniques new methods for 3D heterogeneity analysis and the first web user
interface for dealing with particle data sets in Christ work.

91
00:12:09.900 --> 00:12:19.050 Ali Punjani: In 2018 we developed and released
Christ version two, which at that time was and is still by far the fastest
full pipeline for single particle em data processing.

92
00:12:19.530 --> 00:12:24.600
Ali Punjani: Covering motion correction CTF estimation particle picking and
all the stages that you need to get a reconstruction.

93



00:12:25.170 --> 00:12:33.690
Ali Punjani: We also introduced some new advanced techniques for refinement
for things like membrane proteins specifically non-uniform refinement as
well. Some new pre processing and post processing routines.

94
00:12:34.050 --> 00:12:43.470
Ali Punjani: And created a new web interface that encompasses the entire
processing chain that's priced version two of the same one that we we will be
using or has been developed since then that we will be using today.

95
00:12:45.000 --> 00:12:51.780 Ali Punjani: Last year in 2019 we continue to
build on Christ Part two. And we also introduced kreuzberg live, which is
something we'll touch on very briefly in the workshop today.

96
00:12:52.200 --> 00:12:56.160
Ali Punjani: Which is a real time processing solution for recovering 3D
structures.

97
00:12:56.640 --> 00:13:03.630
Ali Punjani: In real time during data collection wireless sample is in the
microscope. It's being used by many large facilities today around the world
and

98
00:13:03.960 --> 00:13:07.200
Ali Punjani: Hope to show you just a little bit of detail what's possible in
that realm at this point.

99
00:13:07.650 --> 00:13:13.410
Ali Punjani: We also developed some new methods for dealing with continuous
heterogeneity flexible molecules and dynamic molecules.

100
00:13:13.800 --> 00:13:21.030 Ali Punjani: This year we're continuing all
those directions we have lots of new exciting developments on the pricing. So
please do. Stay tuned for more Christ updates every little while

101
00:13:22.500 --> 00:13:29.970
Ali Punjani: Finally, just as part of the introduction. I just want to give a
shout out to the Christ Park team of great people dedicated and energetic
people who are building Christ spark today.

102
00:13:30.720 --> 00:13:42.060
Ali Punjani: Four of us, and you can read all their names here four of us,
myself, Elise Saara. So hello and Stephen are all part of this workshop today
to help answer any questions and present all the topics that we have to
discuss



103
00:13:43.710 --> 00:13:50.880
Ali Punjani: Once again before we actually get started the practical. I'm
just going to show everyone to slide again about logging in and hopefully all
the practical participants have been able to do so.

104
00:13:52.830 --> 00:13:59.730 Ali Punjani: Otherwise, please message in the Q
AMP. A and otherwise I'm going to now hand it off to Sarah to start talking a
little bit about

105
00:14:00.030 --> 00:14:10.260
Ali Punjani: Before we get into actually processing Christ bark documentation
and user support so that everyone who's watching knows where they can go to
read and learn more about everything that we're going to talk about the next
few minutes.

106
00:14:15.960 --> 00:14:20.790
Saara Virani: Great. Thank you so much, Ellie. I'm just going to start
sharing my screen at the moment. Thank you.

107
00:14:25.200 --> 00:14:28.440
Saara Virani: please confirm you can see across series of Chrome tabs.

108
00:14:28.770 --> 00:14:29.430
Ali Punjani: That's correct, yeah.

109
00:14:30.810 --> 00:14:40.710
Saara Virani: Okay, so before we get too far into the tutorial itself. I'd
like to go over some of the documentation and resources that are available
for all users of Christ Park both

110 00:14:41.100 --> 00:14:55.320
Saara Virani: Those attending the practical session of this workshop, as well
as those who are following along remotely. So the place that you need to
start off at is our website Christ spark calm and specifically, I'd like to
direct you to the documentation section.

111
00:14:56.640 --> 00:15:00.060
Saara Virani: So if you head on over into that section, it's organized into
several components.

112
00:15:00.390 --> 00:15:07.710
Saara Virani: If you're first setting up your own Carlsberg instance you
you'll probably want to start at the Quick Start which has everything you
need to get that set up and going



113
00:15:08.070 --> 00:15:17.370
Saara Virani: As well as our introductory tutorial, which we will also be
going through today. The other sections that are around relevance rather are
the tutorials and the reference guides

114
00:15:18.240 --> 00:15:25.290 Saara Virani: You can also browse all of these
links on the left hand side here. And that's how I will take you through
these sections at the moment.

115
00:15:25.560 --> 00:15:36.450
Saara Virani: So under the reference section, you'll want to know the
installation and management guide, which is a detailed instruction for how to
actually configure and set up Carlsberg in your specific environment.

116
00:15:37.290 --> 00:15:47.130
Saara Virani: The user interface and usage guide is what you'll want to look
at for getting an understanding of the user interface, how the different
components such as projects workspaces and jobs.

117
00:15:47.430 --> 00:15:54.420
Saara Virani: Are actually laid out and how to navigate the different
information that's present when you're going through the Carlsberg interface.

118
00:15:55.290 --> 00:15:56.910
Saara Virani: Saara. Yes.

119
00:15:57.030 --> 00:16:08.430 michael schmid: This is, this is Mike. And we
have a question on the chat on the chat box that if if people are using their
own resources. These are not the people that are signed up on on the slack.

120
00:16:09.570 --> 00:16:10.260
michael schmid: Resource

121
00:16:10.920 --> 00:16:18.960
michael schmid: Can you give them the Empire information for the data sets
that you are using during the tutorial.

122
00:16:19.470 --> 00:16:32.370
michael schmid: So that they can use those data sets, if they want to follow
along. Exactly. With with what you're doing. So this would be information
about people getting data that the same day that you will be using

123
00:16:33.240 --> 00:16:41.100



michael schmid: For for your own tutorial here for the for the practical for
the people that are logged on to slack computers so

124
00:16:42.780 --> 00:16:44.040
Saara Virani: Yeah, go ahead. OK.

125
00:16:44.550 --> 00:16:59.880 Ali Punjani: So the data processing, we're
going to be doing today is gonna use the same data is our standard price per
tutorial that's online and so anyone who has a price per instance can
download this data with a single command which is it's from empire 1020
10,025 rather

126
00:17:00.210 --> 00:17:02.250
Saara Virani: Have it open at the moment so

127
00:17:02.280 --> 00:17:04.170
Saara Virani: If you navigate either they can find it.

128
00:17:04.770 --> 00:17:08.790
Ali Punjani: You don't need to download the entire data set from empire,
since we're only using a subset of the movies.

129
00:17:09.390 --> 00:17:16.980
Ali Punjani: But if you're using across. For instance, you can use the
command choir spark em download test and that downloads the entire test set
that we're using for this.

130
00:17:17.310 --> 00:17:23.850 Ali Punjani: We will provide the information
about tomorrow's data sets a little bit later on, we don't have a slide for
that right now. But we can make that up, perhaps over lunch.

131
00:17:24.870 --> 00:17:25.290
Thank you.

132
00:17:26.340 --> 00:17:36.240
Saara Virani: Okay, thanks. So sorry. I think it was on the user interface
and usage guide. So this is a really handy way to kind of remember how to
access and navigate the car spark interface.

133
00:17:37.230 --> 00:17:42.180
Saara Virani: There are various things covered in here like how to build
jobs, how to use various keyboard shortcuts.

134



00:17:42.930 --> 00:17:46.200
Saara Virani: And how to basically really do anything in the interface.

135
00:17:46.650 --> 00:17:55.740
Saara Virani: The other thing I'd like to point out is the jobs and
parameters guide, which is kind of like an A to Z reference of all of the job
types that are currently available in cryo spark.

136
00:17:56.070 --> 00:18:07.770 Saara Virani: If you navigate into any one of
them, you'll be able to find out more information about what it does, the
various inputs and outputs that you expect to have and to generate and other
notes that are useful.

137
00:18:08.430 --> 00:18:17.700
Saara Virani: There's also a number of tutorials here on the left hand side.
So I'll just pick up one of them. As an example, these cover everything from
how to use various aspects of the interface.

138
00:18:17.970 --> 00:18:32.490
Saara Virani: To data management to actually in depth theory on some of our
job type. So as an example, 3D variability analysis, which will be covered in
day two of this tutorial, we have a two part tutorial online here that you
can access and read at your leisure.

139
00:18:33.630 --> 00:18:38.040
Saara Virani: Finally I'd also like to point out that on our documentation
section, we're making

140
00:18:38.430 --> 00:18:45.510 Saara Virani: More efforts to create a
comprehensive guide for Claire spark where all of this information, which
sometimes can be a little bit disjointed.

141
00:18:45.930 --> 00:18:55.740
Saara Virani: Will be able to be found in one place. So if you head over to
the new Carlsberg guide which is currently under construction. But you can
view the sections that are already live and available for you.

142
00:18:56.310 --> 00:19:06.360
Saara Virani: For example, the entire setup Configuration Management section
is available here including things like management and monitoring for, for
example, various command line.

143
00:19:07.050 --> 00:19:17.400
Saara Virani: Interface commands that you may be interested in using and then
also the Christ, the 20th tutorial, which will be covering today has also



been made available here.

144
00:19:17.760 --> 00:19:25.680 Saara Virani: And all of these sections will be
further populated with a lot more detail in the coming weeks and months. So
these are really great resources that you should definitely start off at

145
00:19:26.190 --> 00:19:42.060
Saara Virani: Finally I'd also like to mention that this new version of the
guide is fully searchable. So as an example, if you're looking for
information on how to update your instance, you'll just go ahead and search
for that and find the relevant links throughout the entire documentation.

146
00:19:43.590 --> 00:19:49.620
Saara Virani: So, yes. So how to actually get help and stay in the loop as
the next thing that I'd like to kind of touch on

147
00:19:50.190 --> 00:19:56.580
Saara Virani: So the main way that you can communicate with us at any time is
through the discussion forum that's discussed car spark calm.

148
00:19:57.210 --> 00:20:10.650 Saara Virani: It's fairly heavily used at this
point. And also, like our guide is fully searchable. So if, for example,
you're looking for data processing strategies for membrane proteins. You can
find information like that.

149
00:20:11.640 --> 00:20:16.710
Saara Virani: By doing a quick search and various posts from the crossbar
team as well as from other users of Carlsberg

150
00:20:17.010 --> 00:20:27.990
Saara Virani: Similarly, if you receive a trace back in a failed job and
you're not sure what to do about it. You might would have put in some
keywords and also look up various information related to that air.

151
00:20:28.710 --> 00:20:34.020
Saara Virani: For additional help. You can always contact us for academic
users at feedback at structured up bio

152
00:20:34.620 --> 00:20:46.740 Saara Virani: Or fairly good with our replies
and lastly a really good way to stay in the loop about new updates and
tutorials is through our newsletter. So you can subscribe on the bottom of
the Christ Park website page here in the footer.

153
00:20:47.100 --> 00:21:01.110



Saara Virani: And just to give you an example. We send up approximately one
newsletter per month. So it's not really too much. And here's an example of
the most recent one that we sent out regarding the version two point 15
update that was released last month.

154
00:21:02.940 --> 00:21:04.620
Saara Virani: Finally, as Ali mentioned

155
00:21:05.790 --> 00:21:08.310
Saara Virani: I will be reviewing all the questions that are sent in

156
00:21:08.670 --> 00:21:23.610 Saara Virani: Via the Q AMP a feature
throughout the webinar and it specified points. I'll actually be gathering
those questions together and getting them answered live so please do continue
to send in your questions and we will answer those as as soon as possible in
that form. Thank you.

157
00:21:26.970 --> 00:21:27.570
Ali Punjani: Thank you, Sarah.

158
00:21:28.410 --> 00:21:29.880
Saara Virani: I'm just going to start sharing my screen again.

159
00:21:36.240 --> 00:21:37.080
Ali Punjani: Can we all see the screen.

160
00:21:40.170 --> 00:21:40.500
Ali Punjani: Great.

161
00:21:42.060 --> 00:21:44.580
Ali Punjani: Alright, thank you, sir, for covering documentation and user
support.

162
00:21:47.010 --> 00:21:55.470
Ali Punjani: Once again, just to remind everyone who is a practical
participant, please do log in as soon as possible using these instructions
you are assigned a specific Carlsberg instance

163
00:21:56.100 --> 00:22:04.560 Ali Punjani: These two numbers are filled in,
in the email that you received and you have a password for the authentication
layer as well as your own class Burke account where you also have your own

164
00:22:05.970 --> 00:22:08.940



Ali Punjani: Numeric user ID for what you need to log in on the prospect
page.

165
00:22:10.770 --> 00:22:17.400
Ali Punjani: Okay, when you do login you may be presented with a non
commercial user agreement for new software, just click accepted the bottom
and continue

166
00:22:18.780 --> 00:22:23.250
Ali Punjani: Okay, next we're going to move over to the Christ per user
interface overview. That's what I was going to present

167
00:22:25.740 --> 00:22:27.660
Suhail Dawood (Structura): It. Thanks, how they can everyone hear me.

168
00:22:28.710 --> 00:22:30.450
Ali Punjani: Yep, so I'm

169
00:22:30.870 --> 00:22:33.420
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Just gonna go ahead and share my screen. One
second.

170
00:22:38.940 --> 00:22:40.140 Suhail Dawood (Structura): Can everyone see my
screen.

171
00:22:42.030 --> 00:22:43.380
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Yes. Great.

172
00:22:44.160 --> 00:22:53.190
Suhail Dawood (Structura): So hi, everyone. I'm still helping the Christ Park
team. Before we get started, processing the 20th data set. I just wanted to
give a quick overview of how to use Christ parks web interface.

173
00:22:53.580 --> 00:22:56.280
Suhail Dawood (Structura): In order to create jobs and also view results.

174
00:22:56.760 --> 00:23:05.100
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Will go into much more detail about different jobs
types available in Christ bark, as well as how to configure their parameters
and the outputs that they produce later on in this session.

175
00:23:05.550 --> 00:23:11.280
Suhail Dawood (Structura): And as I mentioned, we have comprehensive



documentation available online, including references for the user interface.

176
00:23:14.610 --> 00:23:20.700 Suhail Dawood (Structura): Surprise spark is a
software system that's comprised of multiple components, allowing you to
easily run and inspect jobs.

177
00:23:21.390 --> 00:23:27.300
Suhail Dawood (Structura): One core component of Christ spark is its web
application interface which becomes available automatically when Christ spark
starts

178
00:23:27.780 --> 00:23:35.160
Suhail Dawood (Structura): The web interface is accessible through a modern
browsers, such as Chrome or Firefox and it's hosted on the local network of
the machine that is running Christ spark.

179
00:23:35.730 --> 00:23:41.250
Suhail Dawood (Structura): You can connect to the web application locally or
remotely. As long as you have a connection to the machine that's running
Clarksburg

180
00:23:41.640 --> 00:23:52.200 Suhail Dawood (Structura): And we actually have
a post on our blog that details how to access Christ spark and it's a web
interface from a remote computer, such as your laptop. When you're working
from home, so make sure to check out that blog post.

181
00:23:55.620 --> 00:24:07.050
Suhail Dawood (Structura): I have the web application open in this tab. The
first page that you'll see. Once you log in, is the dashboard and it contains
some helpful links as well as information such as our change log, which is a
list of our recent updates Grossberg

182
00:24:07.530 --> 00:24:13.410
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Additionally, the dashboard contains some
statistics about the instance which is helpful to keep track of as you
process more data.

183
00:24:14.460 --> 00:24:22.110
Suhail Dawood (Structura): The crisper web application has a pretty simple
and intuitive layout. That's comprised of three main sections, you have your
navigation at the top and the bottom of the screen.

184 00:24:22.560 --> 00:24:28.860
Suhail Dawood (Structura): They contain buttons to go to different pages,
such as our resource manager, as well as actions to create new projects, for
example.



185
00:24:29.490 --> 00:24:33.330
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Next, you'll have the content area which is where
you'll browse and inspect jobs.

186
00:24:33.630 --> 00:24:43.620
Suhail Dawood (Structura): And then finally the sidebar which adapts to your
selections and houses the drop builder, which is where you'll create jobs set
their parameters as well as queue. The job to available computer resources.

187
00:24:44.220 --> 00:24:53.550
Suhail Dawood (Structura): We've specifically designed the web application to
make working with lots of projects and jobs and to that end, I'm going to
explain a little bit about how project management works inside of Christ
Park.

188
00:24:57.180 --> 00:25:06.270 Suhail Dawood (Structura): There are three main
layers of entities within Christ spark you have projects workspaces and drops
projects are the main containers for jobs that you run inside of Christ work.

189
00:25:06.600 --> 00:25:16.290
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Each project is associated with the project
directory on your file system, the meta data as well as result out of jobs
will be stored in these project directories within sub directories.

190
00:25:16.890 --> 00:25:28.890
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Next workspaces are logical grouping of jobs
within your project. You can create as many workspaces as you'd like and
assign them a name that you get that will make it easy to refer back to as
the number of jobs within your project increases.

191
00:25:29.400 --> 00:25:41.280 Suhail Dawood (Structura): And then finally,
jobs are containers for a specific step in the data processing pipeline and
their unique two projects they are created inside of workspaces, and can be
either moved or link between works if spaces.

192
00:25:42.030 --> 00:25:50.910
Suhail Dawood (Structura): This diagram depicts a typical tree structure for
a project within Christ Park workspaces are shown as different colors and
they actually split the project into manageable groups.

193
00:25:51.480 --> 00:25:56.940
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Raw data is imported once, but can be referred to
in multiple workspaces for different iterations of processing.

194



00:25:57.870 --> 00:26:05.940
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Projects workspaces and jobs all are identified by
a number prefixed with either p for Project W for workspace and j for jobs.

195
00:26:06.540 --> 00:26:17.790 Suhail Dawood (Structura): Workspace
workspaces, as well as jobs have identifiers that are unique to the project
that they're created in which means that the first workspace in a project is
always W one and the first job is always day one.

196
00:26:21.270 --> 00:26:26.160
Suhail Dawood (Structura): To view a list of projects in the user interface,
simply click on the projects button. You can also

197
00:26:26.670 --> 00:26:37.590
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Choose to look through the project and workspace
switcher UI at the top of the screen, which allows you to quickly navigate to
a particular project or workspace. I'm just going to click on the products
button at the bottom of the screen.

198
00:26:40.740 --> 00:26:46.680
Suhail Dawood (Structura): When you select a project by clicking on the card
the sidebar will update with more information about it, such as when it was
created.

199
00:26:47.040 --> 00:26:51.270 Suhail Dawood (Structura): Who the project is
shared with as well as how much disk space. The project is consuming

200
00:26:52.050 --> 00:27:01.980
Suhail Dawood (Structura): To create a project, click on the Add button at
the top of the screen. After providing a name. You can use the integrated
file browser to search for a directory in which to create the projects
container folder.

201
00:27:03.210 --> 00:27:17.340
Suhail Dawood (Structura): To enter project, simply click on the project
identifier. We're going to look at Project 33 which contains the full data
processing pipeline for the Empire entry number 10291 which is an undocked
index and six Hemi channel.

202
00:27:21.210 --> 00:27:35.310 Suhail Dawood (Structura): We actually
published a case study on our blog that outlines how to process this very
data set to a better than published resolution structure within one hour and
25 minutes so I definitely recommend checking out the blog to look at this
case study. Now back to the Christ brick interface.

203



00:27:38.490 --> 00:27:47.130
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Here you can see a list of workspaces, and all the
jobs that exist within each workspace similar projects. When you click on a
workspace card. It's details will appear in the sidebar.

204
00:27:47.850 --> 00:28:01.860
Suhail Dawood (Structura): You can create a workspace, just as a project by
clicking the Add button and specifying a name. Let's take a look at w one,
which contains an initial run through the entire processing pipeline from the
important of motion corrected Microsoft's all the way to a sharpened defined
volume.

205
00:28:05.850 --> 00:28:11.430 Suhail Dawood (Structura): The jobs view
contains all the jobs of a particular workspace. Each showing us a card with
preview images.

206
00:28:12.450 --> 00:28:20.130
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Selecting a job will show you. Additional
information about it in the sidebar, the parents and the children of the job
will also be highlighted upon selection.

207
00:28:20.610 --> 00:28:31.830
Suhail Dawood (Structura): For example, I just selected J to patch CTF and
since patch CTF since the patch CTF job uses the important Microsoft's as its
input the important Microsoft's job is highlighted in red.

208
00:28:32.460 --> 00:28:42.360
Suhail Dawood (Structura): And since the blog picker j three uses patch CTF
as its as its input it. It's essentially a child of God to therefore it's
highlighting highlighted in green.

209
00:28:43.740 --> 00:28:45.690
Suhail Dawood (Structura): I'm going to go ahead and select a 10 known

210
00:28:47.730 --> 00:28:56.790 Suhail Dawood (Structura): To inspect a
particular job and view it's outputs and logs simply tap on the spacebar, or
click the job identifier. When you see a magnifying glass cursor.

211
00:28:59.340 --> 00:29:08.160
Suhail Dawood (Structura): logs or output it in real time and they include
various diagnostic text and plots, depending on the job type. So here I can
view my details for this non uniform or five and shop.

212
00:29:09.480 --> 00:29:19.740
Suhail Dawood (Structura): On the inputs and Parameters tab, the parameters



that differ from the defaults are highlighted in green. And you can see here
that CH symmetry has been set on this particular non uniform. If I'm in job.

213
00:29:20.850 --> 00:29:28.500
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Now heading over to the outputs tab each job has a
set of outputs that it creates depending on the inputs, as well as the
parameters chosen

214
00:29:28.890 --> 00:29:44.160 Suhail Dawood (Structura): There are two
primary classes of outputs inquire spark result groups and low level results
result groups are semantically related collections. This can be exposures
particles volumes, etc. We're self groups become handy when creating new jobs
as I'll explain in a minute.

215
00:29:46.110 --> 00:29:54.990
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Here's a diagram that essentially depicts how low
level results for particles and 2D class average data are grouped into
particle and 2D class average result groups, respectively.

216
00:29:59.700 --> 00:30:01.470
Suhail Dawood (Structura): We also have a great tutorial that covers

217
00:30:02.700 --> 00:30:09.570
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Up in very detail all the information that you
essentially need to know about the job builder. So I recommend checking that
out after this

218
00:30:11.310 --> 00:30:12.450
Suhail Dawood (Structura): I'm just going to head back to the job.

219
00:30:15.360 --> 00:30:26.730 Suhail Dawood (Structura): You can access
result groups from the overview tab where it's also possible to click on the
download icon to view a list of results to download. So for example, the
sharpens map of a refinement is available to download right from this menu.

220
00:30:28.350 --> 00:30:31.140
Suhail Dawood (Structura): I can click spacebar it to return back to the
cards view.

221
00:30:34.260 --> 00:30:37.290
Suhail Dawood (Structura): To create a job. Just click the job builder button
in the sidebar.

222
00:30:38.370 --> 00:30:48.390



Suhail Dawood (Structura): Here, you'll be greeted with the list of jobs that
you can select jobs are grouped into different categories such as imports and
motion correction. You can also use the search bar to filter through the
list.

223
00:30:49.860 --> 00:30:56.640
Suhail Dawood (Structura): I'm going to go ahead and and create a select Judy
classes job which allows me to interactively select a subset of 2D classes
for further processing.

224 00:30:58.560 --> 00:31:01.800
Suhail Dawood (Structura): You can see that this job has been added to the
cards view J 28

225
00:31:03.210 --> 00:31:11.550
Suhail Dawood (Structura): You can build any other job in the interface
that's in building status by simply clicking on the building texts in the
card or pressing be pressing the P key on your keyboard.

226
00:31:12.330 --> 00:31:20.790
Suhail Dawood (Structura): To build this select to the class job. I'm just
going to go ahead and select an existing to the classification job and drag
and drop the outputs into the inputs for the job builder.

227
00:31:21.240 --> 00:31:26.400
Suhail Dawood (Structura): So I'm going to drag the particles into the
particles input slide and the class averages into the templates and slide.

228
00:31:28.740 --> 00:31:35.580
Suhail Dawood (Structura): To QA job, simply click the New button at the
bottom of the sidebar and you can select a compute resource to run this job.

229
00:31:36.810 --> 00:31:48.810
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Just as you can inspect the completed job active
jobs will also output their status in real time and for certain interactive
jobs, a new tab will automatically appear for you to be able to interact with
that job in this case.

230
00:31:50.670 --> 00:31:56.550
Suhail Dawood (Structura): In this case, interrupt the interactive tab allows
me to view source and select 2D classes. So I'm going to do just that.

231
00:31:58.980 --> 00:32:04.950
Suhail Dawood (Structura): When I click the done button, it's going to
complete the job and make the outputs available to us within that workspace.



232
00:32:06.690 --> 00:32:17.100
Suhail Dawood (Structura): It's important to know that you can create
multiple jobs at it and cue them all at once and Chris Burke will
automatically wait for parent jobs to complete and then start the children
jobs automatically as soon as they finish.

233
00:32:17.550 --> 00:32:27.870 Suhail Dawood (Structura): If you Q multiple
jobs on the same hardware resources coursework will automatically wait until
those resources become available. And then cue them once resources are
available and start to process those jobs.

234
00:32:29.550 --> 00:32:36.330
Suhail Dawood (Structura): To keep track of larger projects as well as more
complicated workflows. We've developed a tree view and a layout algorithm to
automatically display.

235
00:32:36.600 --> 00:32:50.640
Suhail Dawood (Structura): All jobs in relation to other jobs within a
workspace. You can enter this tree view by clicking on the tree display icon
in the navigation bar next to the Import button here. You can pan and zoom
across the canvas and interact with job cards, just as you can in the cards.

236
00:32:52.140 --> 00:32:58.470
Suhail Dawood (Structura): In this workspace. The tree starts with an import
job and goes all the way down the data processing pipeline through to the
final refinements.

237 00:33:00.480 --> 00:33:07.500
Suhail Dawood (Structura): The tree view makes it easy to quickly identify
splits in the processing pipeline. So here for example, I can see clearly to
ab initio jobs.

238
00:33:09.180 --> 00:33:19.560
Suhail Dawood (Structura): That all derived from the same set of particles
from selected classes, just as a card view. I can go ahead and click on a job
and press spacebar, in order to inspect the details of that particular job.

239
00:33:20.190 --> 00:33:34.890
Suhail Dawood (Structura): It's also possible to interact with the sidebar,
as well as the job builder. When the tree views active. It's also possible to
view a tree view for an entire project and all the jobs within that entire
project, regardless of workspace will be available to view.

240
00:33:36.270 --> 00:33:44.880 Suhail Dawood (Structura): So that was a quick
whirlwind tour of how the Christ user interface works at this point I'm going
to hand it over to Sarah. So we can take some time to answer questions.



Thanks.

241
00:33:45.750 --> 00:33:51.330
Ali Punjani: So just one one extra point if you can mention sure us. I would
use zoom and pan in the tree view. So you can see

242
00:33:51.330 --> 00:34:05.490
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Tom, very good question. You can use the Option
key in order to zoom enhance if you hold down the option key and then you use
your either your mouse scroll wheel or your two finger driving on a trackpad,
that's a applicable.

243
00:34:06.030 --> 00:34:12.330
Suhail Dawood (Structura): That allows you to zoom and then you can also drag
to pan or use two fingers on a track pets at Penn an

244
00:34:12.360 --> 00:34:15.090
Ali Punjani: Option is also known as Alt on Windows keyboard.

245
00:34:15.630 --> 00:34:16.140
Yes.

246
00:34:18.000 --> 00:34:20.070 Suhail Dawood (Structura): Okay, thank you.
Awesome. Thanks.

247
00:34:22.170 --> 00:34:23.850
Saara Virani: Great. So at this point.

248
00:34:25.110 --> 00:34:28.320
Saara Virani: We don't have any questions specific to user interface.

249
00:34:29.250 --> 00:34:40.020
Saara Virani: All of this will be covered again in much more detail as we
actually walk through processing and entire data set, start to finish, but
hopefully this was a good introduction to how the various aspects of the user
interface are laid out.

250
00:34:40.920 --> 00:34:48.240
Saara Virani: As always, if you do have other questions, please keep them
coming will either reply by text as we've been doing or answer them live at
the appropriate sections.

251
00:34:51.990 --> 00:34:52.380



Saara Virani: Great.

252
00:34:53.730 --> 00:34:56.970
Ali Punjani: Shall we wait a minute. In case anybody has any questions that
they're still typing up

253
00:35:00.900 --> 00:35:01.560
Ali Punjani: Just one minute.

254
00:35:03.720 --> 00:35:09.870
michael schmid: Yeah, I don't see any questions either on the chat line or on
the on the Q and A's right now.

255
00:35:10.470 --> 00:35:14.760
Ali Punjani: Great, then I will continue and will take up all the rest of the
questions. And the next question is lot

256
00:35:19.110 --> 00:35:21.030
michael schmid: Oh we questioned how

257
00:35:22.350 --> 00:35:24.750
michael schmid: How to recover a deleted job.

258
00:35:24.960 --> 00:35:38.880
Ali Punjani: This is one of the great question. We actually have a section on
data management and dealing with jobs and projects. And that way, coming up
in the next block. So we'll answer that question either in that presentation
or in the question period immediately after that. Thank you.

259
00:35:40.170 --> 00:35:42.360
Saara Virani: We do have a couple more that have come in.

260
00:35:43.440 --> 00:35:53.460 Saara Virani: That I think are worth it. So the
one is how do multiple users work on the same project. I'll start off a
single Carlsberg instance can support multiple users.

261
00:35:54.030 --> 00:36:02.970
Saara Virani: The only thing to note there is that each user can create their
own projects which they may or may not decided to share with other users on
that same instance

262
00:36:03.300 --> 00:36:14.940
Saara Virani: And that's a file system permissions level thing as well that



we can get into. But in general, we support the ability to have multiple
users on a single instance, who can either process their own data or process
shared data.

263
00:36:17.550 --> 00:36:19.140
Saara Virani: Perfect. Anything to add, from the rest. The team.

264
00:36:19.470 --> 00:36:22.680
Ali Punjani: I think so. You already did you point out the share button.

265
00:36:25.350 --> 00:36:26.910
Ali Punjani: On the sidebar for a project.

266
00:36:27.330 --> 00:36:30.090 Suhail Dawood (Structura): I don't think I
explicitly mentioned it, but

267
00:36:30.750 --> 00:36:31.410
Suhail Dawood (Structura): When you click

268
00:36:31.560 --> 00:36:41.100
Suhail Dawood (Structura): When you click or select on a project in the
sidebar, there'll be a shared with essentially key and it will show you a
list of tags, which are users in which you've shared the project with

269
00:36:41.370 --> 00:36:54.930
Suhail Dawood (Structura): And then there's also a share with users button
with the drop down which allows you to select the user to share with. One
thing to notice that if you're an admin user by default, you can view
everyone's projects so there's no need to share with an admin user. Great.
Thank you.

270
00:36:54.990 --> 00:37:00.930
Saara Virani: Again, I have another few questions that are relevant. Is there
a way to export the tree diagram of your procedures.

271
00:37:02.010 --> 00:37:08.700 Suhail Dawood (Structura): That's a great
question. Unfortunately, there isn't a way to do that at the moment, but it's
definitely something that we can add to our to do list.

272
00:37:09.330 --> 00:37:18.570
Ali Punjani: You can always take a screenshot and save that image, but we
haven't started generating, for example, PDF reports or anything like that.
However, the tree itself as so mentioned



273
00:37:18.960 --> 00:37:25.260
Ali Punjani: Does generate itself. So you want to lose it. And you don't have
to worry about it. Rearranging it or anything like that. It takes care of
itself.

274
00:37:25.680 --> 00:37:33.840
Ali Punjani: And as long as you have the project intact and prosper. You can
always come back to that page, no matter how much later and see the trivia
game.

275
00:37:34.500 --> 00:37:40.500
Ali Punjani: I see there's one more question about explaining data sharing
amongst projects workspaces and jobs.

276
00:37:40.830 --> 00:37:46.890 Ali Punjani: I'm going to try and answer that.
I think what the question is asking is what kind of results. Can you use
between projects workspaces and jobs.

277
00:37:47.460 --> 00:37:57.660
Ali Punjani: Now so mentioned projects are meant to be top level containers
for processing workflows. So typically you would want to use a single project
for every distinct sort of

278
00:37:58.110 --> 00:38:04.380
Ali Punjani: Biological project that you're working on where you know that
there's really nothing in common between the data being processed in one
project or another.

279
00:38:05.070 --> 00:38:13.590
Ali Punjani: If you are, for example, collecting multiple sessions on the
same grid or even similar grids, maybe two different versions of your target,
maybe with the login valid or not.

280
00:38:13.860 --> 00:38:24.480 Ali Punjani: You can process those all in the
same project because in the same project it's trivial to use outputs from one
job as the inputs to another job across workspaces, or any other division.

281
00:38:25.080 --> 00:38:30.810
Ali Punjani: So within a single project, you can always do that very easily
across project, you can do that, but it requires an export and import

282
00:38:31.440 --> 00:38:38.430
Ali Punjani: Step, which is a little bit more cumbersome. So it's better to
keep anything that is related in the same project. However, you shouldn't use



the same project for everything.

283
00:38:38.880 --> 00:38:47.790
Ali Punjani: Because then you'll end up with just one very large project. And
the way to cut it up in case you want to archive parts of it are so on and so
that so we generally recommend starting new project if it's a new sample
essentially

284
00:38:48.870 --> 00:38:59.610 Saara Virani: Have one more question. Thanks.
Sorry to interrupt. One more question, just as a point of clarification about
whether we are accessing the tutorial data together later or do I need to
download it now.

285
00:39:00.180 --> 00:39:06.720
Saara Virani: So for the 60 party approximately 60 participants who are
accessing Stanford sock compute resources.

286
00:39:07.350 --> 00:39:17.220
Saara Virani: You would have been, you would have received your credentials
to access your Carlsberg account from me. And so you will already have those
credentials for everyone else.

287
00:39:17.760 --> 00:39:24.660
Saara Virani: We will be starting off with the T 20 s tutorial and I'll post
the link to that in in this chat right now.

288
00:39:25.350 --> 00:39:33.690
Saara Virani: You are. If you have your own cross Parkinson's already set up,
you can just enter one command to download the subset that we will also be
working to process.

289
00:39:34.290 --> 00:39:42.090 Saara Virani: So I will post that right now.
And anyone who wishes to follow along remotely and who is not accessing the
Stanford resources can do so as well.

290
00:39:42.480 --> 00:39:49.230
Ali Punjani: And again, anyone who's, who's part of the Stanford practical,
can the data is already loaded for you. You don't have to download or
transfer anything from anywhere.

291
00:39:53.400 --> 00:40:03.000
Saara Virani: Okay, we also have questions about importing and exporting data
to or from rely on and other programs which will cover a little bit later on
in our data management section. Great. Okay.



292
00:40:03.030 --> 00:40:15.600
Ali Punjani: Then I think what I'll do is continue on the slides. Hopefully
in the next few minutes before the scheduled lunch break. We'll be able to
start processing some data and at least have some jobs running so they can
run while we're while we're on a break.

293
00:40:19.800 --> 00:40:21.540
Ali Punjani: Just give me one moment to share my screen again.

294
00:40:29.970 --> 00:40:30.240
Okay.

295
00:40:31.620 --> 00:40:32.310
Ali Punjani: Can you see the screen.

296
00:40:34.560 --> 00:40:34.830
Great.

297
00:40:36.330 --> 00:40:41.070
Ali Punjani: So, um, we're going to get right into the premium data
processing. Now I'm going to start by giving a little bit of a

298
00:40:41.070 --> 00:40:42.420
Ali Punjani: Background on

299
00:40:43.170 --> 00:40:51.600
Ali Punjani: Just recapping some of the things that Dr. Jersey already
mentioned, but just from a from the context of what it means in terms of real
life practical data processing all the various

300
00:40:52.680 --> 00:41:00.780
Ali Punjani: Difficulties of single particle em data that also are
fortunately work around double are solvable, so that we can actually recover
3D structures.

301
00:41:02.130 --> 00:41:09.510 michael schmid: What just one comment Dolly.
Yes, we do have several questions which were hanging from the question answer
session from the previous session.

302
00:41:09.750 --> 00:41:25.410
michael schmid: And I presume that many of those especially involving motion
correction and CTF estimation, things like that will probably be answered by
you guys as we go through in the in the Cryo spark video and and and how it's



done in Christ spark so

303
00:41:26.640 --> 00:41:37.590
michael schmid: We're not ignoring the questions that people had from last
time. It's just that they're better answered by by the by the by the people
running the program cells. I'm sorry. Okay, thank you. Yeah.

304
00:41:38.040 --> 00:41:38.940
Ali Punjani: Well, we'll try to cover

305
00:41:38.970 --> 00:41:43.410
Ali Punjani: All what we will be covering all those topics. When any
questions that remain. We can also answer to the best of our ability.

306
00:41:44.370 --> 00:41:51.360 Ali Punjani: So in single particle private yes
there are three general large steps involved in actually getting a 3D
structure, the first being sample preparation.

307
00:41:51.960 --> 00:41:59.100
Ali Punjani: Next data collection and finally actually computing the
structure and getting a three dimensional electron density which, from which
you can then build an atomic model.

308
00:41:59.580 --> 00:42:05.430
Ali Punjani: We won't talk about model building, but everything that we do in
our team is focusing on the computational aspects of single particle
criterion.

309
00:42:05.760 --> 00:42:16.080
Ali Punjani: However, it's very worthwhile to understand some aspects of the
previous two phases to know what kind of characteristics. We're dealing with
in our data and what the, what the implications of those our entire
processing.

310
00:42:16.770 --> 00:42:24.090
Ali Punjani: So first of all, sample preparation involves as we've already
seen freezing a thin film of liquid water.

311 00:42:24.600 --> 00:42:31.050
Ali Punjani: victoriously inside of holes which are inside of grid squares,
which are on a small three millimeter EM grid.

312
00:42:31.530 --> 00:42:43.650
Ali Punjani: Each one of those holes. Ideally, with a well frozen sample will
contain a thin layer of ice and several molecules of your target protein,



hopefully. Well, purified in hopefully random orientations.

313
00:42:44.550 --> 00:42:52.470
Ali Punjani: The punch freezing that's used to verify it. The sample ensures
that the water that's frozen doesn't from Crystal and ice, which would break
up the protein.

314
00:42:53.040 --> 00:43:01.800
Ali Punjani: But rather vitreous is which is in a glassy state ideally close
to the native state of water around the protein that would ordinarily
happened inside of the seller and set

315
00:43:03.600 --> 00:43:12.210 Ali Punjani: Some of the problems that can
happen in real life in terms of sample proportion that that strongly affect
downstream processing or something that we've already heard about ice
thickness and quality. This is often the number one.

316
00:43:13.290 --> 00:43:18.060
Ali Punjani: Detail about sample preparation that needs to be thought about
when you're considering what's going to happen in your data processing later.

317
00:43:18.450 --> 00:43:24.210
Ali Punjani: Dinner ISIS generically speaking always better until you get so
thin that you start to squeeze particles out of the holes.

318
00:43:24.780 --> 00:43:31.530
Ali Punjani: Or they start to aggregate in strange ways or they they form a
preferred orientation, other than those issues dinner ice is always better.

319
00:43:32.490 --> 00:43:42.420 Ali Punjani: The quality. The ice is also very
important. Sometimes if a grid has not been properly placed into the
microscope. The vacuum hasn't been shut up shut or started properly or etc.

320
00:43:43.320 --> 00:43:51.840
Ali Punjani: Humidity can condense onto the grid in transit and create ice
crystals on top of the grid which destroy the quality of the sample.

321
00:43:52.380 --> 00:43:55.710
Ali Punjani: particle concentration is another major important part of the
sample.

322
00:43:56.100 --> 00:44:00.990
Ali Punjani: If there are too many particles and a whole the sample
concentration is too high. They can sometimes either



323
00:44:01.260 --> 00:44:05.190
Ali Punjani: I mean that either forces them to interact with the air, water
and trace, which isn't something maybe you don't want to have

324
00:44:05.580 --> 00:44:12.150 Ali Punjani: Or they're so tightly packed that
they become difficult to pick apart or they have some other interaction with
each other. That's not ideal for example aggregation.

325
00:44:12.720 --> 00:44:19.920
Ali Punjani: If the particle concentration is too low. It may take many, many
images from the microscope to collect enough particles to get a 3D
reconstruction or

326
00:44:20.280 --> 00:44:26.370
Ali Punjani: There won't be enough signal in every image to accurately
recover as we've seen the contrast transfer function by fitting

327
00:44:26.700 --> 00:44:37.170
Ali Punjani: Tone rings and since we know now that those tone rings depends
on the amount of actual signal rather content in a sample that is distracting
the electron beam to create those tones.

328
00:44:37.800 --> 00:44:47.070
Ali Punjani: So particle concentration being at a kind of happy medium is
important sample heterogeneity is also critical. It's often actually a good
thing if you are studying a protein that is

329
00:44:47.400 --> 00:44:51.930
Ali Punjani: Likely to be heterogeneous either in a discrete sense having
multiple confrontational states that are all

330
00:44:52.560 --> 00:44:59.820
Ali Punjani: Separate and rigid or in a continuous sense where you may have a
floppy region of a protein or protein that has some mechanistic function that
you're trying to investigate.

331
00:45:00.630 --> 00:45:04.830
Ali Punjani: If you're really looking for a very high resolution
reconstruction often heterogeneity is not so great.

332
00:45:05.220 --> 00:45:11.970
Ali Punjani: And the bet the highest resolution reconstructions, we have from
single particle crab em are all on extremely homogeneous rigid particles.



333
00:45:12.270 --> 00:45:18.240
Ali Punjani: But we'll come back to that later. Generally speaking, in real
life, biologically interesting projects heterogeneity is is a blessing.

334
00:45:19.020 --> 00:45:26.070 Ali Punjani: And being able to deal with it.
This is very important orientation distributions. Also, as we've seen, we've
heard are extremely important. If you've only seen a three dimensional
object.

335
00:45:26.520 --> 00:45:38.040
Ali Punjani: From a few directions. There isn't there literally isn't enough
information in the images to recover 3D structure and there's nothing that
data processing can do about that. So we'll come back to talking about orange
distribution distributions in a few minutes.

336
00:45:39.150 --> 00:45:47.130
Ali Punjani: Deviation and aggregation. I think we already mentioned as
related to particle concentration. But often, these have to be dealt with
during the phase of actually picking out particles in the ice.

337
00:45:48.810 --> 00:45:56.190
Ali Punjani: Data collection is the next step in single particle cry again
and again, we've heard a lot about this, and a lot of details have been
eliminated.

338
00:45:57.210 --> 00:46:06.810 Ali Punjani: For our purposes in terms of
understanding the implications for data processing. What we need to recall is
that the images from the electron microscope are formed by phase contrast
imaging

339
00:46:07.650 --> 00:46:14.010
Ali Punjani: Of an electron beam passing through our sample and interacting
with a direct electron detector where we're actually counting electrons.

340
00:46:15.030 --> 00:46:23.940
Ali Punjani: Interacting or hitting particular pixels, of course, each
electron going through the sample actually interacts with the entire sample
in a quantum mechanical sense

341
00:46:24.390 --> 00:46:29.520
Ali Punjani: And in fact, if you think of the energies and timings, while the
electron microscope is operating

342
00:46:30.210 --> 00:46:35.370



Ali Punjani: Only a single electron on average is in the column or less than
a single electron even on average.

343
00:46:36.060 --> 00:46:40.920 Ali Punjani: Is in the column at any given
time. So that means we can't think of electrons only as particles.

344
00:46:41.400 --> 00:46:48.240
Ali Punjani: The electrons themselves are an electron, where you function or
way front that were a single electron is interacting with the entire sample.

345
00:46:48.660 --> 00:46:57.240
Ali Punjani: And then once it reaches the detector that single electron
having contained information about the entire sample is by a quantum
mechanical

346
00:46:57.690 --> 00:47:05.940
Ali Punjani: Magic selecting a single pixel to light up on the detector. It's
through the aggregation of many electrons that we actually recover
information about what's in the sample.

347
00:47:06.450 --> 00:47:16.350
Ali Punjani: So that's just a bit of an aside, but what's important. One
thing I should also mention is that the radiation damage as we've seen is a
very important factor in creating the image and destroying sample the same
time.

348 00:47:16.800 --> 00:47:24.420
Ali Punjani: And so electron medical imaging for biological samples has to be
limited to a very low electron dose to limit the amount of radiation damage
that happens.

349
00:47:24.840 --> 00:47:30.150
Ali Punjani: So these are some of the things I already talked about that are
very important when we come to thinking about the images from a competition
perspective.

350
00:47:30.600 --> 00:47:35.340
Ali Punjani: There are microscope aberrations, things like being tilt coma
and other things city at the CTF in general.

351
00:47:35.940 --> 00:47:45.360
Ali Punjani: That we've heard about stage drift and sample defamation both
which cause motion blur of the sample the different physical mechanisms the
radiation damage that leads to a very high and physical

352



00:47:47.040 --> 00:47:52.800
Ali Punjani: So that's kind of an overview of the data context in which all
of our data processing methods and algorithms have to operate.

353 00:47:53.370 --> 00:47:56.160
Ali Punjani: And now in terms of actually resolving a 3D structure, the steps
are

354
00:47:56.970 --> 00:48:02.760
Ali Punjani: At least in the most simple cases, the steps can be pretty much
straightforward. We start with pre processing the raw data to

355
00:48:03.120 --> 00:48:11.280
Ali Punjani: correct estimate and correct for motion that's done using the
frames from a movie that's captured on the direct electron detector rather
than a similar image.

356
00:48:11.700 --> 00:48:20.370
Ali Punjani: Once the motion is correct estimated and corrected. We can then
start to fit the microscope contrast transfer function, then we can find
particles in the ice.

357
00:48:21.750 --> 00:48:29.160
Ali Punjani: Cutting out those particles extracting boxes and classifying the
particles into 2D in 2D rather without actually recovering 3D structure yet.

358
00:48:29.460 --> 00:48:39.480 Ali Punjani: But just looking for similar
patterns in the sample. As you can see in in real life program data by you
can almost never actually tell what you're looking at. And it's only through
aggregation of

359
00:48:40.200 --> 00:48:47.820
Ali Punjani: Signal from multiple exposures multiple observations of the same
protein from the same pose that we actually get enough information.

360
00:48:48.120 --> 00:48:57.900
Ali Punjani: To tell the we're even looking at the protein of interest, but
with 2D classification techniques we can cluster particles in two dimensions
and start to separate junk and broken particles from the data.

361
00:48:58.770 --> 00:49:07.470
Ali Punjani: Then we can actually do the hardest step which is recovering a
3D structure from 2D image data. And ideally, at the same time, resolving
some heterogeneity. If there are multiple objects present

362



00:49:08.220 --> 00:49:11.700
Ali Punjani: And finally, recovering a high resolution structure by
refinement.

363 00:49:12.390 --> 00:49:25.800
Ali Punjani: All those steps and many other branches off this simple linear
chain and loops and other things that people do are all supported in Christ
work and we're continuously working to continue to build out all the tools
that you need for a state of the art high resolution reconstruction.

364
00:49:27.300 --> 00:49:34.500
Ali Punjani: As I mentioned in real life projects you often need to deal with
many tools in a highly iterative and not linear fashion.

365
00:49:35.310 --> 00:49:39.840
Ali Punjani: That that may include multiple iterations through particle
picking to be classification

366
00:49:40.260 --> 00:49:49.530
Ali Punjani: Using the today's class results to redo particle picking getting
of initial reconstructions in three dimensions, using those to again redo
particle picking or separate heterogeneity through other techniques.

367
00:49:50.160 --> 00:49:55.620 Ali Punjani: And repeating those loops and then
finally we're finding every different subset of particles or every different
confirmation state that you find

368
00:49:56.190 --> 00:50:09.240
Ali Punjani: And iterating through that as well and post processing
sharpening and sometimes for most projects a single pass through this
iterative mechanism will yield the insights that you need more data. In which
case, go back to the microscope collect more data and come back again.

369
00:50:10.320 --> 00:50:15.720
Ali Punjani: Nowadays it's common for typical data set sizes, especially the
early stages of particle picking into the classification

370
00:50:16.050 --> 00:50:22.230
Ali Punjani: To reach into the multiple millions of particles and those are
often whittled down by classification strategies and

371
00:50:22.980 --> 00:50:32.820 Ali Punjani: To support all that a robust
software system my price book is what we're trying to build so that we can
deal with this entire pipeline oppressing very fast and recovered lots of
biological insight.



372
00:50:33.900 --> 00:50:45.780
Ali Punjani: The tutorial data that we're going to start using now is a
subset of data from empire entry 110 thousand 25. This is data of a tee 20 s
proteasome molecule which is a

373
00:50:46.530 --> 00:50:55.260
Ali Punjani: Great benchmark data set for a single particle again analysis,
good for testing microscopes and reconstruction methods because it's large
and highly symmetric. This data was originally collected and ran

374
00:50:55.800 --> 00:51:06.630
Ali Punjani: On a table for iOS microscope with a good 10 K to camera the
pixel size which will repeat in a minute that everyone will need for in order
to import the data is 0.6575

375
00:51:07.350 --> 00:51:19.770 Ali Punjani: Extremes per pixel. And this data
was collected and super resolution mode 8000 by 8000 pixels 38 FRAMES PER
movie and the total electron dose was 53 electrons per square Engstrom going
through the sample.

376
00:51:21.000 --> 00:51:30.090
Ali Punjani: The great things about this this protein are that its large
stable without any at least so far known heterogeneity or flexibility. We'll
find out later that that's actually not true.

377
00:51:31.620 --> 00:51:41.010
Ali Punjani: And what we're able to do is use only a subset of 20 movies to
recover a 2.9 or 2.8 Engstrom reconstruction. So that's what we're going to
aim to do in this first part of the tutorial.

378
00:51:41.580 --> 00:51:48.330
Ali Punjani: The data, I should mention are compressed into format with LBW
compression. That's the most, one of the most common compression types for
single particle

379
00:51:48.870 --> 00:51:57.780 Ali Punjani: Em data wrong movie data and
compression is really important because the raw movie files can be very
large. If they're not compressed and it takes it turns out that it takes
longer.

380
00:51:58.110 --> 00:52:03.480
Ali Punjani: To read uncompressed data from disk than it does to read the
compressed data and decompress it

381



00:52:03.930 --> 00:52:13.020
Ali Punjani: On the fly. So that's what we generally tend to prescribe to
users is to make sure all your data once it's collected as soon as it's
collected is compressed and when you're processing it, it can be
decompressing on the fly.

382
00:52:14.730 --> 00:52:18.450
Ali Punjani: So that's what we're going to start working with and now we're
going to switch over. I'm going to show you

383
00:52:18.780 --> 00:52:26.070
Ali Punjani: The transport interface and we'll start by creating our own
project. So this is now instructions for the practical participants, creating
a new project.

384
00:52:26.850 --> 00:52:29.790 Ali Punjani: I'll just give you some of the
details now and then show you how to actually do it in a moment.

385
00:52:30.270 --> 00:52:41.910
Ali Punjani: You'll be using your own name in the project title so that since
there are multiple users on the same coursework instance right now in a
Stanford system. You need to know which project is yours. And that same
project is going to be used for all your processing today.

386
00:52:42.930 --> 00:52:50.910
Ali Punjani: Including across all the data sets the project directory, you're
going to choose a scratch slash scratch sorry there's a typo there should be
slash scratch.

387
00:52:51.210 --> 00:53:04.800
Ali Punjani: Training projects. That's where we're going to create everyone's
project directory and we'll be sending the project level parameter called
whether or not to use SSD cash to disabled by default. So I'm going to switch
over to Christ Park now and show you how to actually take those steps.

388
00:53:06.690 --> 00:53:17.430 Ali Punjani: This is actually one of the
iceberg instances at Stanford, that's being used for the tutorial right now
and I'm, I'm running this as I'm logged in as an admin user. So I will be
able to see all the projects that everyone creates here.

389
00:53:18.150 --> 00:53:24.810
Ali Punjani: But the first step that we want to do is if you're starting to
prosper dashboard is go over to the product that you can click on

390
00:53:25.260 --> 00:53:37.290



Saara Virani: Sorry to interrupt. I'm just doing a very quick time check and
also noting that it looks like we have just about two thirds of the practical
participants have actually logged into their cross Burke instances.

391
00:53:37.560 --> 00:53:38.040
Saara Virani: So I think

392
00:53:38.100 --> 00:53:51.630 Saara Virani: For the benefit of making sure
that everyone can kind of start off at the same pace. Does it make sense for
us to finish off with a few questions right now heading into our lunch break
and during that time, we can address helping the remainder of the

393
00:53:53.160 --> 00:53:53.370
Ali Punjani: Show.

394
00:53:53.850 --> 00:54:01.470
Saara Virani: On okay so sorry to kind of interrupt the flow there. Just a
few questions that are relevant from the

395
00:54:02.910 --> 00:54:11.880
Saara Virani: Sample preparation image formation portion that we were
discussing before, is there a relationship between preferred orientations in
the sample and simple thickness

396
00:54:12.960 --> 00:54:20.400
Ali Punjani: Yes, that's a great question. There definitely is a
relationship. Now, it's not a relationship that we can exactly quantify since
it's very dependent on the sample.

397
00:54:21.030 --> 00:54:31.530 Ali Punjani: But generally speaking, what
you'll find if you process enough data is that as the ice gets thinner. So if
the ice is very thick. If you think of ice that's maybe 10 times the
thickness of a particle

398
00:54:32.610 --> 00:54:42.510
Ali Punjani: There are two things that happened, the particle. First of all,
I mean, depending on how the sample preparation was done the particle is far
away from the air. Water interfaces and so by random chance, slightly less
likely to interact with those

399
00:54:43.050 --> 00:54:49.710
Ali Punjani: It's generally somewhat accepted, although not as far as I know,
proven that the air water interface is actually the

400



00:54:50.610 --> 00:55:00.690
Ali Punjani: The part of the sample preparation process that causes a lot of
preferred orientation. It's when particles are spinning around just by
thermal motion and moving around by Brownian motion.

401
00:55:01.680 --> 00:55:07.620 Ali Punjani: Interacting with the air water
interface that the depending on their own structure adopt preferred
orientation that has some

402
00:55:08.220 --> 00:55:19.140
Ali Punjani: Connection with the air water interface. So with thicker ice.
The air water interfaces farther away and just naturally the particles tend
to appear in a more random rotation. That's not strictly true. There are
particles that are so

403
00:55:21.090 --> 00:55:28.800
Ali Punjani: They are there so tightly bound to the ER one interface that
even with large ice. They may still adopted prefer orientation. But generally
speaking,

404
00:55:29.250 --> 00:55:39.060
Ali Punjani: The Christ will allow for more orientations as the ice gets
thinner and thinner, it's more likely that the particle will start to
interact there on our face and for particles that don't really have any
interacting with the air water interface.

405
00:55:39.870 --> 00:55:48.510 Ali Punjani: The dinner is as possible until
the ice gets so thin that it's now on the same order of magnitude as the
particle itself. In which case, just by

406
00:55:49.140 --> 00:56:01.020
Ali Punjani: Geometry, the particle, if it's elongated not perfect, not
perfectly spherical or globular may adopt a preferred orientation, just
because of the energy of that state being better than not.

407
00:56:01.950 --> 00:56:07.410
Ali Punjani: It's, it's really a complicated situation. I don't think there's
a perfect understanding all the physics of what goes on.

408
00:56:08.130 --> 00:56:16.590
Ali Punjani: Between the time when the samples applied to a grid. Let's see.
Applauding type of setup to the time when the liquid is blocked it off and
the greatest frozen during that time is when

409
00:56:17.040 --> 00:56:24.180



Ali Punjani: The whole preferred orientation problem occurs, but it's not
exactly clear what is happening at that time not perfectly clear.

410 00:56:24.900 --> 00:56:32.160
Ali Punjani: It's known though. That's, for example, adding detergents or
changing other sample procreation sample quality properties like pH and stuff
like that.

411
00:56:33.000 --> 00:56:38.160
Ali Punjani: This is not an area where an expert at all, but it's known that
those can sometimes impacts before orientation.

412
00:56:38.610 --> 00:56:46.740
Ali Punjani: Especially detergent, which is a common they tried to trick, as
far as I know, if you do get perfect orientation at detergent and try to
create a sample again, hopefully that answers a question.

413
00:56:48.150 --> 00:56:56.730
Saara Virani: We do have a couple more questions regarding preferred
orientation. But I think in the interest of time will hold those back for
later on in the session will keep them open for now.

414
00:56:57.090 --> 00:57:07.560 Saara Virani: As well as a couple of questions
about setting up cars per user accounts and predicting cemetery. So we'll go
ahead and I think move on to to the lunch break.

415
00:57:08.940 --> 00:57:19.980
Saara Virani: Michael Joanne's law, perhaps we can get your assistance with
letting the practical participants know to transition over to the meeting if
they're having computing issues.

416
00:57:29.670 --> 00:57:33.570
Ali Punjani: Can I Confirm, Confirm, Confirm that they can see my screen
being shared here.

417
00:57:34.170 --> 00:57:39.900
michael schmid: Yes, I can. I can see it. I can't speak for all the
attendees, but I can see it. Thank you.

418
00:57:40.290 --> 00:57:43.080
Suhail Dawood (Structura): I can see it. Yeah, I'll go to mind as well.

419
00:57:43.800 --> 00:57:44.580
wah chiu: I see it too.



420
00:57:45.840 --> 00:57:46.170
Ali Punjani: Great.

421
00:57:47.640 --> 00:57:56.730 Ali Punjani: Alright, so we're going to pick up
from where we left off coming back from lunch willfully all the participants
were online before have had a chance to sign in again. I see that some still
are joining

422
00:57:57.570 --> 00:58:01.170
Ali Punjani: Right now just coming back from lunch. A few notes for the
practical participants.

423
00:58:02.010 --> 00:58:07.050
Ali Punjani: Hopefully, you have all been able to login. Now I know he has
been working very hard to make sure that that is the case, and hopefully

424
00:58:07.680 --> 00:58:15.780
Ali Punjani: Everyone is able to log in. If you still have any issues getting
into your coursework instance, please get in touch with us or you via the Q
AMP. A on this zoom webinar.

425
00:58:16.290 --> 00:58:27.150 Ali Punjani: And otherwise, tried to follow
along as you can, will be going relatively slowly through all the steps and
I'll be making sure to explain very clearly everything that you need to do,
so hopefully it will be straightforward to follow along.

426
00:58:28.500 --> 00:58:35.130
Ali Punjani: Now, for those who are falling AT HOME. WE ARE LIKE I SAID,
going to be going through all the steps in the broadcast i'll be showing
price broken

427
00:58:35.520 --> 00:58:41.370
Ali Punjani: showing you exactly what to click on and so on. So if you don't,
if you aren't processing at home. That's perfectly fine. In fact, that wasn't
the intention.

428
00:58:42.060 --> 00:58:49.500
Ali Punjani: So please, just watch the webinar. And you'll learn everything
as well. And the recordings will also be available for those who do want to
process. Today's data.

429
00:58:50.040 --> 00:58:56.280 Ali Punjani: If you don't already have it. It
may be somewhat too late to download it at this point, but you can download
today's data with Christ. Download test.



430
00:58:57.540 --> 00:59:01.050
Ali Punjani: And that will download the data to your price Park instance if
you have that installed locally.

431
00:59:01.500 --> 00:59:09.360
Ali Punjani: Again, a reminder Q AMP. A. You can also see all participants
can see answered questions in the Q AMP a box. So feel free to browse those
at some point.

432
00:59:09.720 --> 00:59:15.000
Ali Punjani: And please continue to ask questions anytime we're going to
continue to answer as many as possible in the question periods that are set
aside.

433
00:59:15.840 --> 00:59:23.310
Ali Punjani: When you see the slide that says questions. And finally, just a
recap of the agenda, we're going to be continuing on the 20th tutorial that
was

434
00:59:23.940 --> 00:59:31.920 Ali Punjani: Aiming to be before lunch, but
this should be fine to happen now after we get to the two classifications
stage, we're going to take a small detour and talk about

435
00:59:32.220 --> 00:59:37.470
Ali Punjani: Christ Park architecture hardware configurations troubleshooting
and data management that it's going to ask answer a lot of questions about

436
00:59:37.890 --> 00:59:48.330
Ali Punjani: Projects and project directories and workspaces and exporting
and importing and so on. And then we'll continue the 20th tutorial going
through 3D reconstruction ab initio refinement validation post processing,
etc.

437
00:59:49.380 --> 00:59:50.880
Ali Punjani: So that is the agenda.

438
00:59:52.110 --> 01:00:00.570
Ali Punjani: And now I'll return to where we were. We had just started
talking about processing our tutorial data set, which is this T 20 s
proteasome data set.

439
01:00:01.470 --> 01:00:10.110 Ali Punjani: And I mentioned all the
information about it and got to the first set of instructions for what to do
in Christ work in order to import this data and start processing it



440
01:00:10.710 --> 01:00:19.380
Ali Punjani: What I'm going to do is to make our lives easier. Instead of
showing the instructions as a slide and switching back to prior iceberg. I
have these instructions. Now,

441
01:00:20.670 --> 01:00:25.290
Ali Punjani: Populated into a list of instructions here that. Hopefully
everyone can see this note.

442
01:00:26.040 --> 01:00:34.830
Ali Punjani: And we're going to be starting with the import and motion
correction instruction so whoever's watching can follow along the
instructions on the left and exactly what I'm going to be doing here on the
right.

443
01:00:35.430 --> 01:00:42.180
Ali Punjani: So our first step in processing this data is to create a new
project will impress work when we first get to our coursework instance

444
01:00:42.510 --> 01:00:46.410 Ali Punjani: And for practical board Spence,
you may have a different number up here and you'll be logged in as your own
self.

445
01:00:47.100 --> 01:00:50.850
Ali Punjani: And anyone watching from home. This is exactly what pressburger
looks like anywhere you are

446
01:00:51.570 --> 01:00:57.450
Ali Punjani: We can get over to the project page by clicking on this small
icon here or clicking on the project button at the bottom. I'll go ahead and
do that.

447
01:00:57.990 --> 01:01:06.270
Ali Punjani: And now we see that there are right now in this instance for
projects, since I'm an admin user, I can see the projects of other users as
well. But that's not really important to us right now.

448
01:01:06.930 --> 01:01:11.580
Ali Punjani: What we want to do first is to add a new project. So we're going
to click the Add button here at the top.

449
01:01:13.410 --> 01:01:27.960 Ali Punjani: And that brings up a new project
modal. This is where this is the only place to create a new project and they
only need two questions or two answers to questions. One, the title of the



project here we're going to use a title that has our own name. So I'm going
to call it Holly.

450
01:01:29.820 --> 01:01:40.680
Ali Punjani: To see to say and remember that this project is the same project
we're going to use throughout the processing today and tomorrow so you won't
need to do this process again.

451
01:01:41.100 --> 01:01:48.360
Ali Punjani: But it's important to have your name in there. Since, there may
be other people on the same price. For instance, who are also going to create
projects so

452
01:01:48.990 --> 01:01:54.480
Ali Punjani: Once you've done that you can choose a directory in which to
create the new project now CRISPR project directories.

453
01:01:55.050 --> 01:01:59.430 Ali Punjani: As it was partially explained
before, and will be explained in much more detail in our data management
section.

454
01:02:00.030 --> 01:02:08.850
Ali Punjani: Contain everything about your project, all the files, all the
data, all the images output results everything. The only thing they don't
contain is the input data that you import

455
01:02:09.450 --> 01:02:16.380
Ali Punjani: The raw files that you import or left on disk, for example,
movie files, wherever they were so as not to create duplication of very large
data.

456
01:02:16.920 --> 01:02:24.210
Ali Punjani: But otherwise, anything to Christ Park outputs is put into a
project directory and the project directories are fully self contained. So if
you have a press Parkinson's at home.

457
01:02:24.720 --> 01:02:36.810 Ali Punjani: If you create a project, anything
that you do in there. You can always take the entire project directory, move
it somewhere else in your file system or to a different computer a different
Christ work instance and imported back into Christ bar and it will come back,
fully formed

458
01:02:37.860 --> 01:02:39.000
Ali Punjani: So for our



459
01:02:40.230 --> 01:02:47.610
Ali Punjani: workshop today for the participants, you're going to choose a
specific directory, which is called slash scratch slash training slash
projects.

460
01:02:47.880 --> 01:02:56.160
Ali Punjani: But you don't need to enter this directory manually. So if you
just type slash. For example, you can see the entire file system. You can
browse through it and find the scratch directory

461
01:02:57.870 --> 01:03:03.510
Ali Punjani: And then inside of slush scratch, you'll find a slot that
training folder so you can click on that.

462
01:03:04.320 --> 01:03:13.350 Ali Punjani: Now you're in Scratch training.
And here you'll see a few folders. One of them called slack workshop data has
all the data that we're going to be processing today and tomorrow.

463
01:03:14.010 --> 01:03:21.540
Ali Punjani: Another one called projects is where we want to store the
outputs of our processing. So we're going to choose the projects directory.
And that's it. You can see here that there are already

464
01:03:21.990 --> 01:03:30.660
Ali Punjani: Three project directories p two, three and four. You don't have
to worry about creating a directory here for the project, you're about to
create kreuzberg will handle that what it's asking for

465
01:03:31.140 --> 01:03:39.000
Ali Punjani: Is a location where the project is going to be instantiated. So
I'm going to go ahead and click Select with this scratch training projects
directory

466
01:03:39.840 --> 01:03:48.390 Ali Punjani: And that no shows up here as the
directory. I've chosen with this much information, we can now go ahead and
click Create for the project and we see that now.

467
01:03:48.810 --> 01:03:55.560
Ali Punjani: I have projects six here, that was just created for me and some
of the other users on this instance, have also created their projects, which
is great.

468
01:03:56.790 --> 01:04:05.190
Ali Punjani: So I'm going to head into project number six, which is my



project. The other users should actually only see their own projects, since
they're not admin users, just to be clear with that.

469
01:04:06.240 --> 01:04:19.740
Ali Punjani: So instead of project six by clicking on the project six button,
I can enter the project I'm now as you can see here by this green box in the
project drop down. I'm now inside of projects and in the URL. You can see I'm
also inside of projects.

470
01:04:21.060 --> 01:04:29.100 Ali Punjani: So now that we're here, we can
start to make take some actions. If we look at our instructions. The first
step was to create the project, select the directory

471
01:04:29.430 --> 01:04:42.000
Ali Punjani: And now once the project is created, we want to set a project
level default parameter because of the way the slack compute systems are set
up, we need to choose this parameter on most installations. If it's a
homeowner on a workstation, or server mode or whatever.

472
01:04:43.080 --> 01:04:51.150
Ali Punjani: You may not need to do this, depending on how your system is set
up. But what we're going to do is disable particle caching on SSD.

473
01:04:51.810 --> 01:04:59.610
Ali Punjani: And the reason for that is that these slack servers are already
on SSD, so all of our data and all of our projects are already stored on an
associate

474
01:04:59.850 --> 01:05:06.330 Ali Punjani: So we don't need to do the double
work of caching the particles again on SSD, so we're going to choose disabled
by default here in this drop down

475
01:05:07.530 --> 01:05:14.610
Ali Punjani: That's an important thing. If you don't do that, your jobs in
this project won't run the first time you'll have to change their parameters
manually to make them run. So now that we've done that.

476
01:05:15.540 --> 01:05:28.410
Ali Punjani: This project is ready for us to start actually doing some
processing in order to start creating jobs. The next thing need to create as
a workspace. As you recall from the earlier UI workshop or sorry UI tutorial.

477
01:05:29.070 --> 01:05:40.680
Ali Punjani: Inside of a project or workspaces. And you can have as many
workspaces as you want. Each workspace is just a logical grouping for you to



manage your processing stages and jobs.

478
01:05:41.640 --> 01:05:52.470 Ali Punjani: Jobs can be moved from one
workspace to another with no effort. Their workspaces don't correspond to
locations on disk and so projects jobs can be moved from one workspace to
another without any problem.

479
01:05:53.100 --> 01:06:05.250
Ali Punjani: And you can also use the outputs of jobs from one workspace and
another. So they're really just lightweight containers to help you organize
your project. So I'm going to click Add. And here I'm going to type in the
name of the data set that we're going to be processing right now.

480
01:06:07.230 --> 01:06:15.390
Ali Punjani: As the title of my new workspace and you can call it anything
you want, but just to keep things organized. That's what I'm going to do. So
now I have project six workspace one

481
01:06:17.730 --> 01:06:22.320
Ali Punjani: Around. I'll just give a minute for everyone to reach that
stage, who's looking at the practical

482
01:06:23.640 --> 01:06:28.740 Ali Punjani: OK, so now projects six workspace
one that's where we're going to start creating jobs for the first time.

483
01:06:30.930 --> 01:06:37.530
Ali Punjani: I've clicked on the little button, sorry. I'll just show you
that again I've clicked on the little project six workspace one entrance
button.

484
01:06:38.160 --> 01:06:44.010
Ali Punjani: And that brings me inside our workspace one I can equally choose
workspace one in this drop down if there are more than one workspace in the
project.

485
01:06:44.610 --> 01:06:53.310
Ali Punjani: Now that I'm here, I have options to start using the job
builder. That's what allows us to create jobs and prosper. So when I click
over to the job builder.

486
01:06:54.330 --> 01:06:56.550
Ali Punjani: I can see a list of all the different job types in Christ.

487
01:06:57.240 --> 01:07:02.940 Ali Punjani: And right now I can create any of



those job types, but of course it won't make any sense customer doesn't know
about any data that I'm trying to process.

488
01:07:03.390 --> 01:07:12.750
Ali Punjani: So the first thing I want to do is actually import data from the
import section I'm going to use a job important movies. So I can click on
that year and that will create an import movies job or I can actually search

489
01:07:13.680 --> 01:07:23.370
Ali Punjani: When you're creating jobs to this turns out to be a very helpful
feature if I'm trying to import you just type the word important I'll see
jobs that match that word. So I'm going to create an import movies job.

490
01:07:25.530 --> 01:07:32.070
Ali Punjani: When I clicked on that button. What happened is that a new job
card, called J one appeared here on the screen.

491
01:07:33.240 --> 01:07:42.540 Ali Punjani: That job has now been created and
it has a job. Number one, it has a status which is building and has a type,
which is important movies.

492
01:07:43.410 --> 01:07:48.990
Ali Punjani: You can also see in the center of the job card, it says building
that's just the same as the status and that's highlighted in purple.

493
01:07:49.500 --> 01:08:03.360
Ali Punjani: And what that means is that this job number one right now is
engaged in the job builder is being built, meaning that we can modify its
inputs its parameters and actually start the job. So on the right hand side
here, you see the job builder.

494
01:08:04.860 --> 01:08:09.810
Ali Punjani: I'll just give them on for everyone to catch up to actually
having created this job number one of important of US type

495
01:08:12.240 --> 01:08:22.950 Saara Virani: All we're doing that perhaps a
good time for just a couple of quick questions. So one is, can you process
different data sets in the same project, but in different workspaces.

496
01:08:23.670 --> 01:08:31.920
Ali Punjani: That's a great question. You absolutely can. You can import data
in any workspace. However, like we were saying before, it's generally best in
terms of organization.

497



01:08:32.220 --> 01:08:35.700
Ali Punjani: To create a new project for every different kind of sample that
you're working on.

498
01:08:36.090 --> 01:08:44.850
Ali Punjani: Not necessarily every data set. It's very common that you may
collect data. One day process and in Christ Burke and then get to get
microscope time a week later or longer.

499
01:08:45.180 --> 01:08:49.920
Ali Punjani: And then collect more data on the same project. In that case,
you would import movies twice.

500
01:08:50.370 --> 01:08:55.800 Ali Punjani: You could do them in the same
workspace, you could create a new workspace for each data collection session
that you have that organization is up to you.

501
01:08:56.610 --> 01:09:05.220
Ali Punjani: But you definitely can import and process different data in
parallel in the same workspace. You can also combine results from different
processing streams in the same workspace.

502
01:09:06.630 --> 01:09:15.300
Saara Virani: Thank you. One more question. Can you import data from a remote
cluster without downloading it to the machine where Christ Park is running.

503
01:09:16.260 --> 01:09:16.500
Ali Punjani: That's

504
01:09:16.530 --> 01:09:22.470
Ali Punjani: A great question. It will be addressed in detail in our data
management and system configuration session, but the

505
01:09:23.400 --> 01:09:32.220 Ali Punjani: basic answer is that the data has
to live in a place where the Christ, for instance, the actual process that's
running a prize for instance and all the worker processes.

506
01:09:32.520 --> 01:09:39.930
Ali Punjani: Can read it. So if it's a shared file system that's remote but
mounted on the nodes that run Carlsberg that's perfectly fine. It doesn't
have to be a local file system.

507
01:09:41.580 --> 01:09:47.550
Saara Virani: And last question, I think, for we can move on. Are there any



problems with uploading K three data.

508
01:09:48.300 --> 01:09:54.750
Ali Punjani: Know K three.is fully supported in fact probably most of the
data has been processing price for these days is K three done

509
01:09:55.680 --> 01:09:57.180
Saara Virani: Thank you. Great.

510
01:09:58.320 --> 01:10:03.180
Ali Punjani: So at this point I think everyone should be at the point of
having an important piece job created here.

511
01:10:03.540 --> 01:10:10.170 Ali Punjani: So now that we're looking at the
job. By the way, for some reason, you have the job created and you can't see
the job builder. For example, if you accidentally click Cancel.

512
01:10:10.800 --> 01:10:25.140
Ali Punjani: You can always reengage the job builder for this job bite
selecting the job by clicking on it and then clicking on where it says
building and you see that the building label turns dark purple and the job is
now re engaged in the job folder so we can set its parameters.

513
01:10:26.340 --> 01:10:31.110
Ali Punjani: So the job learners and go through a little bit of detail so
everyone knows how it works.

514
01:10:31.470 --> 01:10:36.480
Ali Punjani: At the top, it shows you the job number in the type and it
status tells you the title of the job which we can change later.

515
01:10:36.870 --> 01:10:44.580 Ali Punjani: And there's a small switch up here
if you hover over it says advanced mode right now that's which is on for me.
I'm going to turn it off so you can see what standard mode looks like.

516
01:10:45.240 --> 01:10:51.090
Ali Punjani: It's about the same, but in advanced mode, some extra parameters
will show up for certain job types that have advanced parameters.

517
01:10:51.810 --> 01:11:03.240
Ali Punjani: Generally speaking, we try to organize things so that parameters
that most users will want to change are not advanced and advanced parameters
are things that you should probably change only if you already know what they
mean, or just experimenting



518
01:11:04.530 --> 01:11:11.550
Ali Punjani: So leave that switch on for now. So the first thing we want to
do in creating our import job is to specify tell kreuzberg where's the data
that we're trying to import

519
01:11:12.030 --> 01:11:25.710 Ali Punjani: So by clicking on the small browse
icon next to the movies data path here we can see again, our file browser
that lets us choose a place to find data. And now we're going to go back to
our scratch training directory

520
01:11:27.450 --> 01:11:34.650
Ali Punjani: slash slash slash training. And here we see a listing of the
folders in there. One of them is called slack workshop data. So click on
that.

521
01:11:36.600 --> 01:11:40.740
Ali Punjani: And finally we will go into does it. Number one, that to 20 s

522
01:11:43.080 --> 01:11:49.950
Ali Punjani: Inside of that folder. There's a sub folder called movies. And
there we have a collection of images into format.

523
01:11:50.460 --> 01:11:54.630
Ali Punjani: Like I said earlier, this is a subset of a full data set before
deficit has some 200 ish movies.

524
01:11:55.350 --> 01:12:00.150
Ali Punjani: This subset has only 20 movies. And it turns out, the data is
have such high quality and the protein is rigid enough that

525
01:12:00.540 --> 01:12:08.310
Ali Punjani: We can still get to a sub three Engstrom reconstruction from
just 20 microscope images of course in real life, most projects are
collecting

526
01:12:08.970 --> 01:12:23.520
Ali Punjani: Between three and 10 to 20,000 movies, not so that's like 1000
times bigger than what we're doing here. And that's really actually a place
where something like Christ work shines is to be able to deal with that
volume of data instill a fast paced and reasonable amount of time.

527
01:12:24.870 --> 01:12:33.390
Ali Punjani: So now that we're here and looking at this folder where we have
scratched training slack workshop data 20 s movies here. Now we want to



select all the two files.

528
01:12:33.990 --> 01:12:41.790
Ali Punjani: And if you actually click on the scroll or pages at the bottom,
you'll see that along with two files. There are a couple of other files in
this folder.

529
01:12:42.270 --> 01:12:55.440 Ali Punjani: We don't want to select those
files. So what we're going to do is modify this path manually to add a wild
card so we can type slash and then star dot. Tiff just going to zoom in here
so everyone can see what I did there.

530
01:12:56.490 --> 01:12:57.660
Ali Punjani: Star TIFF

531
01:13:00.660 --> 01:13:02.670
Ali Punjani: That's what we want to add to the end of the path here.

532
01:13:05.760 --> 01:13:06.840
So I can zoom in, like this as well.

533
01:13:08.220 --> 01:13:17.400
Ali Punjani: By clicking enter don't click Select yet although you can, and
it's not a problem. But if you click enter into the space into the path bar.
Now you can see that now.

534
01:13:17.970 --> 01:13:26.850
Ali Punjani: The total set of movies has been filtered another only 20 items.
And there's only one page and those extra items that we had previously seen
are not listed anymore because they don't match this wild card.

535
01:13:27.180 --> 01:13:35.850 Ali Punjani: So here we can be sure that we
selected all the TIFF files that we want and click the Select button so that
wild card path now becomes our choice for this parameter which is the movie
data path.

536
01:13:36.840 --> 01:13:41.820
Ali Punjani: Next we want to select a gain reference path. So there we can
click on the Browse button again.

537
01:13:43.770 --> 01:13:49.530
Ali Punjani: And in the same directory. You'll notice that right now the bars
populated with the previous path that we used.



538
01:13:50.970 --> 01:13:57.660
Ali Punjani: Here. Now we want to select a different file. So I'm going to
clear out this wild card so we can see everything there and go to the second
page.

539
01:13:59.160 --> 01:14:06.540
Ali Punjani: Now we can see that there are a couple of other files here and
info file that we don't need. And this special file norm me box 05 dash zero
dot Emerson.

540
01:14:07.140 --> 01:14:15.480 Ali Punjani: This file is the gain reference
for our data and in general for Christ single particle chromium data. The by
far recommended way to collect and store the data is

541
01:14:15.960 --> 01:14:20.250
Ali Punjani: To have the movie data compressed and to have the movie data not
be getting corrected.

542
01:14:20.880 --> 01:14:27.180
Ali Punjani: At the microscope, but rather be stored in a non game corrected
fashion and how the game correction files stored separately.

543
01:14:27.750 --> 01:14:32.340
Ali Punjani: That's what actually allows us to compress the data in the first
place after game correction. It's very hard to compress the data. So

544
01:14:32.910 --> 01:14:43.050
Ali Punjani: The game correction is stored simply. In this case, we can go
ahead and click on this MRC file selecting it and that becomes our selection
that we can click the Select button for the game reference path.

545
01:14:44.340 --> 01:14:52.170 Ali Punjani: So now that now that those two
parameters are set, we've told prosper. Where's the data that we're trying to
import. Where's the game reference and now it can fill in the other
parameters that it needs to know.

546
01:14:52.710 --> 01:15:00.930
Ali Punjani: In many cases depending on your camera settings and how the data
collection was done the game reference may be inverted or rotated relative to
the actual image data.

547
01:15:01.200 --> 01:15:04.350
Ali Punjani: That's something. Unfortunately, you have to either find out
from your data collection facility or



548
01:15:04.980 --> 01:15:09.870
Ali Punjani: See by trial and error when you import the data and the images
clearly are not getting corrected correctly.

549
01:15:10.740 --> 01:15:23.340 Ali Punjani: In this case, the game reference
is the right way around so we don't need to change any of these parameters we
need to provide the raw pixel size. So that's 0.6575 and it's very important
that you get the pixel size. Correct. At least close to correct right now.

550
01:15:25.080 --> 01:15:32.220
Ali Punjani: Because otherwise CTF estimation and many other things will get
thrown off the accelerating voltage for this data set was on a Titan Korea.
So that's 300 kilo volts.

551
01:15:32.670 --> 01:15:47.220
Ali Punjani: Spirit collaboration for Titan creases 2.7 that's without a CS
director and the total exposure dose is 53 electrons per square extreme
everything that I'm doing here, by the way, is mirrored in the set of
instructions on the left on in step number three.

552
01:15:48.540 --> 01:15:52.410
Ali Punjani: So we selected our movie path game reference path and now
entering these four parameters.

553
01:15:53.850 --> 01:15:57.420 Ali Punjani: As soon as you're done entering
those four parameters and I'll just give a sec for them to do that.

554
01:16:03.540 --> 01:16:10.530
Ali Punjani: Okay. As soon as you're done entering those four parameters we
can go ahead and click the New button.

555
01:16:12.750 --> 01:16:23.460
Ali Punjani: That Q button shows us the Q dialogue and this is a dialogue
that lets us choose how we want to keep our job so that the Christ park
system and scheduler can run the job at the right place at the right time.

556
01:16:24.990 --> 01:16:36.450
Ali Punjani: In on this system configuration, there's only a single lane,
which is the only place where we want to be able to cure our jobs. And so
we're just going to go in and select that it's already selected and we can
click the Create button.

557
01:16:39.000 --> 01:16:50.550 Ali Punjani: Now you'll see that the job has
entered briefly entered cute status and then launched status and then started



status and immediately after that this window opened up, which is the
inspection panel for that job.

558
01:16:51.630 --> 01:16:59.910
Ali Punjani: I'm going to close this window so everyone can see how to get
here again right now. Our job status has become has entered into running
status.

559
01:17:00.360 --> 01:17:11.880
Ali Punjani: And the job is now starting to create some images, which is what
we want to see if you select the job and click on the job number, you'll see
a little magnifying glass. Alternatively, with the job selected. You can
press spacebar.

560
01:17:13.080 --> 01:17:27.180 Ali Punjani: You'll come to the job inspection
panel and this is what was also described in our UI overview earlier on the
job inspection panel. There's a few tabs that have different information
about the overview the actual outputs of the job inputs and parameters that
were set and so on.

561
01:17:29.040 --> 01:17:34.380
Ali Punjani: At this point, what we want to do is just verify that this job
is doing what we intended for it to do so if we

562
01:17:34.890 --> 01:17:40.440
Ali Punjani: If we look here in this left side section of the overview panel.
There is a bunch of logs that are coming out of the job.

563
01:17:41.010 --> 01:17:50.850
Ali Punjani: It's telling us that it's loaded 20 movies and it's starting to
make some example plots. So it's reading a file and then showing us the raw
image for this particular movie data.

564
01:17:51.750 --> 01:17:57.030 Ali Punjani: For those who are experienced
they're looking at private data to do that immediately tell that this micro
graph has a lot of motion blur.

565
01:17:57.660 --> 01:18:04.560
Ali Punjani: In the up and down direction and it's clearly containing
proteasome particles, you can you can buy ice, the particles here already.

566
01:18:05.070 --> 01:18:15.360
Ali Punjani: The circles are top using the four lines in a sort of pattern,
our side views and here's another image and another image. So that's what we
want to see.



567
01:18:15.900 --> 01:18:22.500
Ali Punjani: To navigate through the stream auger bunch of buttons up at the
top here, one of them clips called show from top lets us see the log of the
job.

568
01:18:22.830 --> 01:18:30.000
Ali Punjani: From the beginning, when the job is started. So if we click that
button will see some extra logs that were there before the job started on a
particular node.

569
01:18:30.600 --> 01:18:35.730 Ali Punjani: It lets us know what resources are
allocated to it. If we had needed any GPUs or anything. Those will be listed
here.

570
01:18:36.180 --> 01:18:42.570
Ali Punjani: And then it starts to tell us what it's doing importing these
from the place that we specified importing 20 files and so on.

571
01:18:43.500 --> 01:18:52.500
Ali Punjani: So that's how much we need to see about this job right now. We
can also see on the right hand side of the overview page, there are outputs
and each of these outputs is a small trackable

572
01:18:55.200 --> 01:19:02.850
Ali Punjani: Object that can be used to connect to the outputs of this job as
inputs of the next job that we want to start

573
01:19:03.990 --> 01:19:09.060
Ali Punjani: So we'll come back to that in a moment. At this point, we've
finished. Step number three.

574
01:19:09.900 --> 01:19:14.790
Ali Punjani: And the next I'm going to go through a set of slides to describe
how emotional connection works in Christ spark.

575 01:19:15.570 --> 01:19:19.590
Ali Punjani: But in order for the processing to be happening behind the
scenes. We're actually going to start a

576
01:19:20.100 --> 01:19:32.250
Ali Punjani: Patch based emotion correction job right now using these movies
that we've imported so we can leave this overview page open or close it
either ways fine going over to the job builder. And now what we want to do is
find a patch.



577
01:19:33.630 --> 01:19:35.040
Ali Punjani: Motion correction job.

578
01:19:36.510 --> 01:19:39.330
Ali Punjani: That's an emotion correction, such as called patch motion
correction.

579
01:19:39.960 --> 01:19:45.630
Ali Punjani: So we're going to click on that to create that job type, we can
see now here that that job that new job that we created is called job number
two.

580
01:19:46.020 --> 01:19:54.300 Ali Punjani: And it's active in the builder. If
I close this overview panel, you'll see that job number two is now also
created here. It's in building status, as I said before,

581
01:19:55.530 --> 01:19:59.910
Ali Punjani: So this job now has an input it needs movies to be able to
process them.

582
01:20:01.350 --> 01:20:06.300
Ali Punjani: In order to fill in that input which right now is highlighted in
red, meaning, but it's not filled with anything usable.

583
01:20:07.110 --> 01:20:14.970
Ali Punjani: We can open up job number one again. The inspect panel. And on
the right hand side of the overview page, we see the output section.

584
01:20:15.720 --> 01:20:24.780
Ali Punjani: And we can take the important movies from there drag them by
their handle and directly drag and drop them over to the green highlighted.

585
01:20:25.500 --> 01:20:35.850 Ali Punjani: Movies section here that will
connect the output of our import job as an input to our motion correction job
this is generically, how we connect jobs together and prosper to form chains
of processing.

586
01:20:37.230 --> 01:20:50.070
Ali Punjani: And that's enough about that right now. The other parameters of
this job are things that we don't need to change will be using default
parameters right now. I'll explain what some of these are in the slides as
well as in the advanced part of the tutorial tomorrow.

587



01:20:51.810 --> 01:21:01.530
Ali Punjani: Here, if you notice if you turn off around promotion correction.
Like I said, we don't need to modify any of the parameters and we're going to
go ahead and cue this job as well on the default lane.

588
01:21:05.400 --> 01:21:14.040
Ali Punjani: So what we'll see now is that per second job has started. If I
close this inspect panel, we can look at it in the tile view job number two
is now running

589
01:21:15.330 --> 01:21:19.200
Ali Punjani: And that job is now starting to process them down.

590
01:21:20.340 --> 01:21:29.010
Ali Punjani: When it started. It's like I explained listed the resources that
were allocated to it. It has a particular GPU on this node several of the
CPUs and

591
01:21:31.140 --> 01:21:34.350
Ali Punjani: It will continue processing has as it needs to

592
01:21:36.960 --> 01:21:37.200
Right.

593
01:21:40.200 --> 01:21:43.830
Saara Virani: If possible, would this be a good time for some Quickfire
questions.

594
01:21:44.100 --> 01:21:44.880
Ali Punjani: Sure, let's do that.

595
01:21:45.000 --> 01:22:03.030
Saara Virani: Great. So these will mostly focus on motion correction and
importing data as we just saw. So the first question is, I'll actually
combine a couple of them. So first, how can you know what the correct pixel
size is and

596
01:22:04.560 --> 01:22:10.770
Saara Virani: If sorry. And why doesn't correspond read the pixel size
directly from the movie header.
 597
01:22:11.640 --> 01:22:16.380
Ali Punjani: Great question. So you generally know what the pixel sizes,
based on the magnification, that was set at imaging time



598
01:22:17.130 --> 01:22:26.400
Ali Punjani: If I'm not mistaken. Most data collection facilities also go
through a pixel size or magnification cloud calibration procedure where they
take a picture of something with a known

599
01:22:26.880 --> 01:22:29.910
Ali Punjani: Size or spacing for example of gold, creating or something like
that.

600
01:22:30.840 --> 01:22:36.810
Ali Punjani: And because it has a perfectly known size to our total precision
and we can measure the actual magnification of a microscope.

601
01:22:37.230 --> 01:22:42.840
Ali Punjani: And that's what you would use as a as a pixel size here so that
needs to be provided from your data collection facility.

602
01:22:43.320 --> 01:22:51.780 Ali Punjani: And secondly, the reason we don't
read the pixel size straight from the movie data is that in many cases, at
least until recently, and maybe this isn't less true now.

603
01:22:52.140 --> 01:22:56.130
Ali Punjani: There were so many different data collection software is being
used at the microscope and many of them.

604
01:22:56.760 --> 01:23:06.930
Ali Punjani: didn't create headers in the same format or miss specify the
pixel size and it created a lot of problems. So we opted to always make sure
that the user provides the pixel sizes from data collection time. Great.

605
01:23:07.260 --> 01:23:11.730
Saara Virani: Another few related questions. One is, can you also provide a
camera defect file.

606
01:23:12.810 --> 01:23:27.360 Ali Punjani: You cannot provide a camera
default file right now but kreuzberg does automatically detect defects in the
images based on hot pixels and other characteristics. We're actually working
on support for defect friends in particular formats. Perfect.

607
01:23:27.870 --> 01:23:43.380
Saara Virani: Next few questions are related to gain reference file. So first
of all, where can I find the Game reference, if there is one. What are the
acceptable formats that Christ bark will intake and what is meant by flip
gain in x and y. When do I use those options. Great question.



608
01:23:44.190 --> 01:23:50.340
Ali Punjani: So the game reference generally will again be provided to you
from your data collection facility that depending on how they collect the
data.

609
01:23:50.700 --> 01:23:57.690
Ali Punjani: Like I said, they will have the option to either pregame correct
the data, in which case you don't need a game reference, but the files will
be much larger and clunkier

610 01:23:58.080 --> 01:24:07.170
Ali Punjani: Or to not pregame correct of the data. And in which case they
will give you a game correction file and the raw image data together. And
that's a common practice.

611
01:24:08.220 --> 01:24:11.160
Ali Punjani: The second question was, what are the format supported for

612
01:24:11.460 --> 01:24:12.630
Saara Virani: Our ad supported for game are

613
01:24:12.720 --> 01:24:18.360
Ali Punjani: You only support MRC format game reference files, not DM for but
those are generally easy to convert

614
01:24:18.960 --> 01:24:26.160
Ali Punjani: And the last question was, what are flip x and y. I can quickly
show you what those mean by taking this input job and cloning it

615
01:24:26.970 --> 01:24:38.220
Ali Punjani: Creates a copy of the input job with the same parameters and
inputs and here I'm going to choose the flip game reference and why option.
What that does is when it loads though gain reference it will flip it upside
down.

616 01:24:39.270 --> 01:24:46.200
Ali Punjani: And apply it to the images. The reason we have these options is
because a lot of times that gain references collected in a way where

617
01:24:46.620 --> 01:24:54.540
Ali Punjani: It's not in the same orientation as the camera when it's
actually an imaging mode. I'm not sure why that is the case, but often the
game references upside down or sideways or rotated.

618
01:24:55.260 --> 01:25:03.780



Ali Punjani: Just in the way it's stored. And so what you'll see if you have
the game reference in the wrong direction is a pattern like this.

619
01:25:04.290 --> 01:25:09.360
Ali Punjani: I'm just going to close this. You can see it a little bit
smaller. You can clearly see here that the image data itself has

620
01:25:10.320 --> 01:25:22.650 Ali Punjani: Gain artifacts like bright and
dark spots in one direction, whereas the game reference now being applied
upside down is correcting them in the opposite direction and therefore,
causing this aberration. So when you see something like this, you know, the
game reference is the wrong way around.

621
01:25:24.870 --> 01:25:27.090
Saara Virani: Perfect, thank you so much. Just a couple more.

622
01:25:27.510 --> 01:25:39.510
michael schmid: Okay, so I have just a couple questions from the, from the
webinar chat end of things. The, there is a question about, let's see where
it was like, oh yeah.

623
01:25:40.710 --> 01:25:48.060
michael schmid: How do we decide on the type of motion correction is that is
needed for our images, whether we should use patch local or full motion
correction.

624
01:25:48.390 --> 01:25:51.450
Ali Punjani: I'll be talking about that in the next few slides in detail.
Okay.

625
01:25:52.050 --> 01:25:52.560
michael schmid: Yeah.

626 01:25:52.830 --> 01:25:55.200
Saara Virani: I think we're looking at the same set of questions.

627
01:25:55.260 --> 01:25:57.030
michael schmid: Oh, we are okay cuz I see

628
01:25:57.420 --> 01:25:57.990
Saara Virani: So many

629
01:25:58.440 --> 01:26:01.290
michael schmid: You have that that I did. I don't see so



630
01:26:02.310 --> 01:26:04.320
Saara Virani: What's interesting about zoom

631
01:26:04.650 --> 01:26:16.290
Saara Virani: Yeah. You know what's interesting about zoom that I've just
realized is that the questions are not sorted in a normalized timezone
format. So if you're in Pacific time you'll see a certain order and you're
fearing Eastern like us, you'll see a different order. So

632
01:26:16.710 --> 01:26:18.630
michael schmid: Yeah, I see some I see some questions.

633
01:26:18.660 --> 01:26:20.730
michael schmid: Here that were that are 3am

634
01:26:20.940 --> 01:26:22.860
michael schmid: Questions, they must be European.

635 01:26:24.360 --> 01:26:24.960
Ali Punjani: Eastern there.

636
01:26:25.140 --> 01:26:25.860
michael schmid: Any questions.

637
01:26:25.980 --> 01:26:30.420
Ali Punjani: I think in general, you can leave the question moderation to us.
I believe so. And the other

638
01:26:31.230 --> 01:26:33.510
Ali Punjani: Channels. So what will catch everything. Okay.

639
01:26:33.540 --> 01:26:47.220
michael schmid: Yeah. Oh. One question that I had is, Is there, is there a
facility for refining or somehow discovering later that your Engstrom per
pixel needs tweaking by, you know,

640
01:26:50.220 --> 01:26:55.260
Ali Punjani: Definitely, so it is there are two ways in which that is
possible one

641
01:26:56.460 --> 01:27:00.570
Ali Punjani: After you do a full refinement, the pixel size itself will end
up getting



642
01:27:03.060 --> 01:27:11.280 Ali Punjani: Sort of. It's a free parameter in
terms of the rest of the CTF parameters in a sense. So if the pixel size is a
little bit off that will mean that the estimation of the D focus and

643
01:27:11.640 --> 01:27:18.630
Ali Punjani: A stigmatism and so on. During CTF estimation is a little bit
off in the opposite direction and canceling each other out more or less not
precisely

644
01:27:19.560 --> 01:27:24.390
Ali Punjani: And so what will happen is that the reconstruction, you get,
let's say for pixel sizes off by 1%

645
01:27:24.900 --> 01:27:30.480
Ali Punjani: But we construction that you get at the end of the day will be
scaled 1% big or small compared to the actual

646
01:27:31.020 --> 01:27:38.880
Ali Punjani: Distances that Adam should have in between each other. So when
you're building an atomic model, you'll find out that you build the atomic
model. It's just a little bit off in terms of the scale.

647
01:27:39.360 --> 01:27:42.840 Ali Punjani: And so at that point you can
detect that the pixel size was a little bit wrong that's commonly done

648
01:27:43.710 --> 01:27:51.720
Ali Punjani: It's also possible. There are methods not implemented yet in
Christ park for dealing with an S tropic pixel sizes in case you're there are
some kind of

649
01:27:52.170 --> 01:28:01.380
Ali Punjani: Catastrophic magnification distortion in your microscope. It's a
very advanced person topic and generally doesn't make too much of a
difference, unless it's a very, very large protein, but that's also possible.

650
01:28:03.900 --> 01:28:04.230
michael schmid: I could

651
01:28:04.650 --> 01:28:10.590
Saara Virani: Just add three more, I think, to wrap it up and then all of the
motion correction related questions. I will bring up again. Once we've

652
01:28:10.590 --> 01:28:19.110 Saara Virani: Covered that section, the slides



because I think some of them will be answered at that point does Christ bark
support or important DM for format files.

653
01:28:19.470 --> 01:28:24.750
Ali Punjani: Know DM for format files are not supported. You have to convert
those two MRC perfect

654
01:28:25.020 --> 01:28:31.710
Saara Virani: Can the total exposure dose, which is something that we entered
in the important movies job be edited later on.

655
01:28:32.070 --> 01:28:41.460
Ali Punjani: Yes, great question. It can each of the motion. Each of the jobs
that performs those waiting, which we'll talk about in the slides has a
parameter. I'll just show you that for the patch motion job.

656
01:28:42.150 --> 01:28:48.840
Ali Punjani: To override the dose rate. So if you discover that you entered
it wrong and import time that's fine you can modify it.

657
01:28:49.590 --> 01:29:04.410 Ali Punjani: At motion correction time. You can
also redo motion correction later with a different dose rate in our hands,
getting the dose rate a little bit off one way or another tends to not make
very much difference. Almost at all, but it may be, may not be true for all
data sets.

658
01:29:06.030 --> 01:29:10.140
Saara Virani: Right. Last one. I think before we can head off maybe to motion
correction.

659
01:29:10.920 --> 01:29:24.270
Saara Virani: What pixel size should I use if the movies were bend during
motion correction. For example, the data was collected at point five five
Engstrom super resolution and bend by two in motion correction what just been
a

660
01:29:25.440 --> 01:29:30.570
Ali Punjani: Great question. I will cover winning so building is actually
something I'll cover an advanced topic tomorrow for motion correction, but

661
01:29:31.260 --> 01:29:39.900 Ali Punjani: To answer the specific question.
It depends on whether you're importing the raw movie data or you're importing
the micro graphs from motion correction that was done outside of price for

662



01:29:40.350 --> 01:29:46.650
Ali Punjani: If you're importing the raw movie data, you should use the 0.55
thanks from pixel size which is the actual pixel size of the super resolution
movies.

663
01:29:47.160 --> 01:29:59.880
Ali Punjani: If you're importing the micro graphs that came out of motion
correction in a different program, those should be imported with the pixel
size that they are stored in which is double the pixel size of the original
movies, since the bidding was a factor of two.

664
01:30:01.170 --> 01:30:08.520
Ali Punjani: Beginning is the same as the same as down sampling the images.
So it's like the image was very high resolution and we didn't need that much
resolution so we

665
01:30:08.880 --> 01:30:22.380 Ali Punjani: Shrunk it to twice the pixel size
half the resolution. And so that's the resolution pixel size that you should
use for importing a micro Ross in general that we would almost always highly
recommend doing emotion production in Christ Park, and I'll explain that in
the slides.

666
01:30:23.730 --> 01:30:25.950
Ali Punjani: It makes everything downstream a lot easier as well so

667
01:30:26.730 --> 01:30:36.990
Saara Virani: Thank you. We have several other questions, like I said, some
of those will apply to future sections and others, which we haven't been able
to answer. Now we'll try and tie butter response as soon as possible, for
sure. Sounds good.

668
01:30:37.440 --> 01:30:40.350
Ali Punjani: Okay, then what I'm going to do is switch back to the slides.

669
01:30:42.300 --> 01:30:52.740 Ali Punjani: And hopefully all the practical
participants have been able to get this far in maybe that's some jobs were
cute because of resource contention on the on the servers, but in a couple of
minutes, everything should be full fully finished.

670
01:30:55.170 --> 01:31:00.990
Ali Punjani: Okay, so we did all that. Okay, now to talk about motion
correction in terms of algorithms and methods.

671
01:31:02.070 --> 01:31:05.580
Ali Punjani: So the general problem of motion correction is



672
01:31:06.870 --> 01:31:16.890
Ali Punjani: Somewhat straightforward in real life computing motion estimates
and correcting for them. There are a lot of detailed things to take care of.
But from an intuitive conceptual perspective, what we're trying to do is

673
01:31:17.580 --> 01:31:24.360
Ali Punjani: Out of the microscope. We're collecting data that is in the form
of a series of frames. Each one collected a particular time.

674
01:31:24.750 --> 01:31:32.790 Ali Punjani: Each one containing only the
electrons that arrived at the detector in a small space of time, so it's it's
exactly like a movie of frames.

675
01:31:33.300 --> 01:31:44.850
Ali Punjani: And what we're trying to do is by looking at the content of
those images track the motion of the sample through time to find out how the
sample was moving

676
01:31:45.570 --> 01:31:56.190
Ali Punjani: So that we can undo that motion align all the frames and average
them together after correcting for the motion and arrive at an aligned
averaged micro graph.

677
01:31:56.640 --> 01:32:05.670
Ali Punjani: Which is as close as possible to the image that we should have
collected, had we collected the image in one shot with no motion happening in
the sample at all.

678
01:32:06.420 --> 01:32:10.710
Ali Punjani: That's what we're trying to get we're trying to basically undo
the motion that was happening during the time of exposure.

679
01:32:11.220 --> 01:32:18.780 Ali Punjani: The motion itself happens for two
reasons. One of them is global full frame motion stage that's caused by stage
drift.

680
01:32:19.200 --> 01:32:24.900
Ali Punjani: And that's generally happens in all my scopes, because there's a
small amount of vibration left over after the stage is aligned to a new
position.

681
01:32:25.260 --> 01:32:36.690
Ali Punjani: And that stage vibration and just other vibrations at the
Engstrom level cause a sample to be moving relative to the demon relative to



the optical axis that motion is generally relatively

682
01:32:37.230 --> 01:32:47.970
Ali Punjani: jagat in time in the sense that it can have sharp accelerations
are deter but it's very uniform the entire image will move together over time
in the same direction.

683
01:32:48.960 --> 01:32:58.830
Ali Punjani: The other kind of motion is local and isotopic motion and that
happens because of sample defamation energy that's deposited into the ice by
the beam.

684 01:32:59.610 --> 01:33:05.250
Ali Punjani: Or energy that was already trapped in the ice due to strain
forces that were locked in during the freezing process.

685
01:33:05.850 --> 01:33:11.130
Ali Punjani: Is released, while the imaging is happening. And so the energy
from the beam and the change of temperature and so on.

686
01:33:11.820 --> 01:33:19.080
Ali Punjani: Together is causing the ice to literally deform and bend as the
electrons are going through that defamation is generally a little bit

687
01:33:19.500 --> 01:33:27.330
Ali Punjani: Smoother over time, but over space can be highly and isotopic
different parts of the same image can be moving in different directions at
different at the same time.

688
01:33:28.410 --> 01:33:34.110
Ali Punjani: And so both of those types of motion, need to be estimated and
corrected for to get really high resolution reconstructions.

689
01:33:34.560 --> 01:33:40.110 Ali Punjani: Out of the data since at the end
of the day, if there's motion in the image that isn't corrected for

690
01:33:40.530 --> 01:33:46.470
Ali Punjani: That literally means that over the time of the exposure, a
single particle will be moving by some distance. Let's say it's five x terms.

691
01:33:47.400 --> 01:33:55.050
Ali Punjani: Because of that motion. The signal from the same atoms that is
coming in in one frame isn't a different place in the next room in the next
frame and so that signals being



692
01:33:55.350 --> 01:34:01.110
Ali Punjani: smeared out. And last, and we can't recover the three
dimensional structure of higher resolution. If that is the case.

693
01:34:01.590 --> 01:34:10.170
Ali Punjani: So the general problem of motion pressure from a computational
perspective that is that were given a bunch of frames or to generalize it a
little bit were given a bunch of patches of images.

694
01:34:11.100 --> 01:34:21.450 Ali Punjani: Those patches, maybe an entire
frame or there may be just the space around one particle or anything in
between. So we have a bunch of image out over time, we're trying to find
emotion trajectory

695
01:34:22.680 --> 01:34:34.140
Ali Punjani: Which is here. What I'm showing in this black and red line
emotion trajectory over x and y motion with each dot representing the
position of the sample.

696
01:34:34.890 --> 01:34:41.910
Ali Punjani: From frame to frame. So in this image. We're saying that the,
the, the data is starting the sample of starting at this position, moving to
the right.

697
01:34:42.390 --> 01:34:46.770
Ali Punjani: And then turning upward moving upward and then changing
direction again and continue to move upward

698
01:34:47.280 --> 01:34:54.750
Ali Punjani: So that trajectory, which we don't actually know a lot of times
what we're trying to estimate. So that when we apply this trajectory to the
data by

699
01:34:55.290 --> 01:35:01.230 Ali Punjani: Essentially shifting each image
and reverse of what the motion trajectory suggests and averaging all the
images together, we end up with

700
01:35:01.590 --> 01:35:11.160
Ali Punjani: The aligned average that has the highest amount of signal the
least amount of motion blur the noise from the images which are the frames
will also start to be averaged out since

701
01:35:11.550 --> 01:35:25.980
Ali Punjani: If you think about how much signal there is in a single frame.



There may be, on average, less than one electron per pixel going through the
sample in each frame, which means that the whole image is basically like a
very, very grainy picture taken at night with an old camera.

702
01:35:27.030 --> 01:35:30.090
Ali Punjani: You can almost see nothing. There's just a few electrons
scattered here and there.

703
01:35:30.840 --> 01:35:36.660 Ali Punjani: But as we average frames together
we'll end up with more and more signal since each frame has more and more
information about the sample.

704
01:35:37.230 --> 01:35:38.400
Ali Punjani: That's where we're trying to get at the end of the day.

705
01:35:39.000 --> 01:35:45.510
Ali Punjani: The process of actually finding the motion trajectory is the
hard part emotion correction and most techniques are almost compression
techniques.

706
01:35:45.780 --> 01:36:02.460
Ali Punjani: Start off by formulating the problem as a maximization problem
trying to find the emotion trajectory. Out of all possible trajectories that
maximizes some idea of the matching score between the aligned average and the
frames both global and local motion can be thought of this way.

707
01:36:03.900 --> 01:36:05.730
Ali Punjani: And that's how we also set at the problem and prosper.

708
01:36:06.930 --> 01:36:15.720 Ali Punjani: What we use in price for it to
actually solve this problem in both the full frame motion and local particle
motion problems.

709
01:36:16.170 --> 01:36:22.410
Ali Punjani: Is a variant of an algorithm that was originally written by or
paper that was written by a genre and Simon Marcus rubric and 2015

710
01:36:22.800 --> 01:36:31.770
Ali Punjani: Called align parts L amp D E F G is you don't worry about the
acronym stands for, but the overall concept is to align particles by solving
this optimization problem, the way it's set up.

711
01:36:32.250 --> 01:36:37.650
Ali Punjani: Is that we want to maximize a cross correlation score that



measures how well this aligned average

712
01:36:38.490 --> 01:36:44.700
Ali Punjani: matches up with the frames after shifting the frames to their
correct position, according to the motion trajectory that we don't know.

713
01:36:45.480 --> 01:36:55.170 Ali Punjani: For every given motion trajectory,
we can measure this cross correlation score and then we can optimize that
cross correlation score by searching over the space of possible trajectories.

714
01:36:55.650 --> 01:37:05.910
Ali Punjani: And that search or optimizations carried out with a gradient
based causing an optimizer. I won't get into the details of that. But it's
essentially a very efficient way to find the optimum trajectory, given the
data.

715
01:37:07.380 --> 01:37:24.420
Ali Punjani: One key aspect. One key principle in the Alon parts method and
what we actually do in price Park and practice is that there's a smoothness
penalty, which is which encodes the fact that we know that in real life
motion trajectories of our sample can't be infinitely

716
01:37:25.920 --> 01:37:29.790
Ali Punjani: jagat they can have very, very large acceleration from one frame
to the next.

717
01:37:30.570 --> 01:37:37.770 Ali Punjani: The reason we know that is that
this thing that's moving is actually a physical object. So it has some finite
mass and therefore takes time to accelerate in any direction.

718
01:37:38.130 --> 01:37:46.980
Ali Punjani: And the reason this is very important is that the image data is
so noisy that if we don't have any if we don't apply any prior knowledge
about what motion trajectories are plausible.

719
01:37:47.490 --> 01:37:52.980
Ali Punjani: The optimal motion trajectory is actually going to be one that's
very noisy that's corrupted by all the noise in the images.

720
01:37:53.670 --> 01:38:05.760
Ali Punjani: And so having this moon is penalties are really important piece
of the puzzle and basically all motion trajectory motion estimation methods
out there. Have some version of this smoothness idea either more or less
explicitly



721
01:38:06.750 --> 01:38:16.470 Ali Punjani: And that I like I said, is very
important. If you imagine what happens if you start to take some image data
and find the optimal trajectory, given that data without any smoothing

722
01:38:17.460 --> 01:38:27.720
Ali Punjani: The trajectory might look something like this. It's very jargon
and we know intuitively that from one frame to the next. The sample really
shouldn't be accelerating and changing direction so fast.

723
01:38:28.290 --> 01:38:32.700
Ali Punjani: If we apply a little bit of a smoothing penalty, then the
optimal trajectory that we get

724
01:38:33.510 --> 01:38:38.550
Ali Punjani: From that smooth version of the problem is this red line instead
of the black line, which was the original one.

725
01:38:39.090 --> 01:38:46.380
Ali Punjani: That red line. You can see now captures the overall motion
without too much corruption from the noise that is creating that jacket in
this

726
01:38:46.860 --> 01:38:52.080 Ali Punjani: But there's a big question. How
much moving. Should we really apply we apply a little more smoothing we get
an even smoother trajectory

727
01:38:52.650 --> 01:38:58.680
Ali Punjani: But who's to say that this red line is better than that one or
that one. This is a fundamental problem of estimation of all kinds.

728
01:38:59.430 --> 01:39:07.710
Ali Punjani: And the same problem occurs. Also, when we're dealing with
motion of individual particles. We don't know how jagat is the motion of a
particle is over time.

729
01:39:08.460 --> 01:39:15.150
Ali Punjani: This the next image. I'm going to show is an estimate of motion
trajectories for a whole bunch of particles in one of these images of the T
20 s

730
01:39:16.350 --> 01:39:24.900
Ali Punjani: Produce them that we're looking at, without any smoothing each
red line here. You can barely tell that there are different. Each red line is
one trajectory of a single particle



731
01:39:25.410 --> 01:39:32.670 Ali Punjani: Without any smoothing all of the
particles have very jagat and almost random looking trajectories which
definitely don't look good.

732
01:39:33.840 --> 01:39:41.820
Ali Punjani: Intuitively, with a little bit of something we can start to see
that in fact there is a huge pattern of motion for every particle, we can
track.

733
01:39:42.300 --> 01:39:45.450
Ali Punjani: each particle in different parts of the ice moving in different
directions.

734
01:39:46.200 --> 01:39:51.270
Ali Punjani: But again, there's a question of how much smoothing should,
should there be this is this much enough or should we add a little more
smoothing

735
01:39:51.690 --> 01:39:56.100
Ali Punjani: Or a lot of smoothing, to the point where each trajectory
becomes just almost a straight line.

736
01:39:56.760 --> 01:40:03.630 Ali Punjani: I it's hard to answer that
question. It turns out there is a principled way to answer that question
using a cross validation method. And this is something that we developed

737
01:40:04.590 --> 01:40:11.790
Ali Punjani: Years ago in Christ spark never actually wrote anything about
it, but it's it's the basis for the cries for motion correction algorithms
that we use.

738
01:40:12.600 --> 01:40:21.360
Ali Punjani: And it's a cross validation approach for data driven optimal
smoothing of motion trajectories. The way it works is by taking micro graphs
and

739
01:40:21.780 --> 01:40:31.680
Ali Punjani: Doing motion correction by holding out one frame at a time. So
let's say we hold out the middle frame from a movie and do motion correction
with the rest of the movie, the frames from the movie.

740
01:40:32.670 --> 01:40:43.260 Ali Punjani: Then we can take that held out
frame from the movie and measure how good our estimated motion trajectory is
on that frame across different levels of smoothing



741
01:40:43.980 --> 01:40:49.140
Ali Punjani: And that's obviously, that sounds like a very computationally
burden, something to do, but we were able to come up with a clever algorithm
to compute that.

742
01:40:49.860 --> 01:41:03.390
Ali Punjani: Smoothing property. Basically, this curve, which measures the
cross validation error against smoothing strength and we're looking for the
point where that error is minimal. And that point is actually the optimal
according to the data smoothing level for the trajectory

743
01:41:05.160 --> 01:41:12.990
Ali Punjani: newer techniques promotion professionals use a very similar idea
to this to optimize over the schooling parameters or train them against some
data and cross validate and other data.

744
01:41:14.730 --> 01:41:22.500 Ali Punjani: So that's how Christ work motion
motion estimation works in terms of an algorithmic perspective in practice.
What this means to apply an approach like this.

745
01:41:23.610 --> 01:41:30.330
Ali Punjani: I should just say that the optimal screening can be computed
without any tuning parameters and quite fast. What this means in practice is
that

746
01:41:30.960 --> 01:41:44.820
Ali Punjani: Motion correction has to be done at least with this method so
far in two stages one where we find the overall full frame motion trajectory.
So in Pittsburgh, we look at the job. Types There are I'll just switch over
to Christ right now.

747
01:41:46.020 --> 01:41:49.710
Ali Punjani: If we look at the job types and look at the motion correction
section.

748
01:41:50.910 --> 01:41:57.390
Ali Punjani: There's a full frame motion correction job and that job
estimates, only the rigid part of the translation and every movie.

749
01:41:58.020 --> 01:42:03.720 Ali Punjani: And then there's a local motion
correction job and it estimates the trajectories of each individual particle

750
01:42:04.260 --> 01:42:10.950
Ali Punjani: Now, and this approach, you can probably guess that in order to



apply these methods before for emotion correction job can be applied to the
raw data itself.

751
01:42:11.340 --> 01:42:17.160
Ali Punjani: But the local motion correction job needs to know where the
particles are so that we can track each one of them. It doesn't make a lot of
sense to be tracking

752
01:42:17.640 --> 01:42:27.090
Ali Punjani: An empty patch of ice, since there's no signal there to track.
And so to apply these two methods for for emotion and local motion
correction. The standard workflow is

753
01:42:27.480 --> 01:42:32.430
Ali Punjani: Important data useful for emotion for action do CTF estimation
pick out the particles.

754
01:42:32.970 --> 01:42:43.890 Ali Punjani: Decide on a good set of particles
and then take those particle coordinates and feed them back into local motion
correction to correct for particle emotion at trajectories and then carry on
processing.

755
01:42:44.550 --> 01:42:55.320
Ali Punjani: That's a bit of a cumbersome workflow and because it has a loop
in it. It's a bit annoying to do in real life. It also means that you have to
hold on to the movie data, a lot longer. You can't just throw it away as soon
as you've finished motion correction so

756
01:42:56.610 --> 01:43:01.890
Ali Punjani: In the latest versions of Christ bark, we've actually developed.
This is about a maybe a year or so old now.

757
01:43:02.340 --> 01:43:10.500
Ali Punjani: A new patch based emotion question algorithm that uses the same
fundamental principles that I've just described, but doesn't need to know
where the particles are and instead operates on

758
01:43:10.980 --> 01:43:21.810 Ali Punjani: Cut out ordered patches of the
micro graph interpolating motion trajectories in between those patches, so
that if there is a particular particle in a certain place we can figure out
its exact trajectory as well.

759
01:43:22.560 --> 01:43:31.260
Ali Punjani: And that patch base motion correction essentially works by
cutting up the micro graphing two squares that overlap and then using those



as the patches for aligning the motion.

760
01:43:31.590 --> 01:43:44.730
Ali Punjani: And having a smoothness constraint. Just like before, that
connects patches that are nearby to each other. So we know that two patches
that are close to each other, can be moving in opposite directions. Very
often, that's the smoothest penalty that we apply

761
01:43:45.840 --> 01:43:53.880
Ali Punjani: So this now single job in Christ work patch space motion
correction now performs both rigid motion correction. So that's full frame
motion estimation and

762
01:43:54.270 --> 01:43:58.830 Ali Punjani: Local sample information. So
that's local and a structured motion correction together at the same time.

763
01:43:59.700 --> 01:44:07.590
Ali Punjani: You don't need to know the political positions it tunes itself
automatically, as I said before, and performs interpolation to create motion
corrected micro graphs, as the output.

764
01:44:08.130 --> 01:44:17.490
Ali Punjani: And it applies dose waiting as well which the previous Jobs did
as well. The dose waiting is done by using a set of those waiting schedules
developed by Nico.

765
01:44:18.150 --> 01:44:29.520
Ali Punjani: Gregorio and Tim grant in 2015 and in this dose waiting scheme.
What happens is that each frame of the movie as you move further and further
in time forward.

766
01:44:29.880 --> 01:44:39.630
Ali Punjani: Each frame of the movie is trusted less and less for high
resolution details. The reason being that at the early frames, there hasn't
been much radiation damage accumulated in the image so far.

767 01:44:40.620 --> 01:44:51.600
Ali Punjani: So the early frames have a pristine ideally hopefully very
pristine image of high resolution atomic level details of the sample, whereas
as you go further in time the later frames have

768
01:44:52.500 --> 01:45:02.070
Ali Punjani: They contribute more contrast to the image and more signal. But
at the very high resolutions because of radiation damage. Some atomic bonds
have been broken. Some side chains have fallen off some



769
01:45:02.460 --> 01:45:06.510
Ali Punjani: changes have happened. And so we don't really want to trust the
very high resolution details.

770
01:45:07.080 --> 01:45:16.320
Ali Punjani: From later friends in the movie. And so what this dose waiting
scheme does. If you look at this plot have to explain it for it to make any
sense. The x axis is a frequency access so

771
01:45:16.950 --> 01:45:24.300 Ali Punjani: Zero is the constant frequency and
hide large numbers are high frequency components in each image. So example,
for example.

772
01:45:24.600 --> 01:45:31.920
Ali Punjani: atomic resolution detail would be at the right hand of the range
and very low resolution sort of blobby structures of proteins would be at the
left end of the range.

773
01:45:32.730 --> 01:45:38.580
Ali Punjani: Each line represents one frame in sequence. So the first frame.
The green line it's waiting is

774
01:45:39.210 --> 01:45:44.850
Ali Punjani: Something at the low frequency end, but it's waiting is very
high at the high frequency, meaning that we trust it a lot.

775
01:45:45.540 --> 01:45:58.740
Ali Punjani: As we move forward in time each frame gets the same weight at
the left end of the range. So the low resolution terms. They're all
contributing equally but at the higher resolution terms. Let's say at this
100 frequency point, whatever that happens to be in terms of extremes.

776 01:45:59.910 --> 01:46:06.030
Ali Punjani: The first frame contributes a lot. The second frame contributes
a little and the subsequent frames. Each contribute less and less as

777
01:46:07.200 --> 01:46:15.240
Ali Punjani: Time goes on in the movie. So that does winning is automatically
apply it. And these those winning curves depend on the total electron dose in
the image.

778
01:46:16.410 --> 01:46:18.960
Ali Punjani: So there's no screenings kings are applied during motion
production.



779
01:46:19.800 --> 01:46:25.440
Ali Punjani: And this whole process now with the latest versions of Christ
part that we've engineered in tune, very finely is super fast.

780
01:46:25.830 --> 01:46:36.720
Ali Punjani: It takes less than 10 seconds often far less than 10 seconds per
movie on a GPU on a reasonably well setup system with the right input output
bandwidth for disks and SSD, and so on.

781
01:46:37.830 --> 01:46:42.450 Ali Punjani: So that's actually the job that
we're using right now in Christ. So if I switch back to Christ bar.

782
01:46:43.620 --> 01:46:52.530
Ali Punjani: And show this emotion correction job that we had created before
I can now just show you plots from this job that mirror the what I was saying
earlier,

783
01:46:53.670 --> 01:46:58.680
Ali Punjani: Showing a log from the top, we can see that emotion correction
job started processing movies, one at a time.

784
01:46:59.490 --> 01:47:05.850
Ali Punjani: Since we're only running on a single, single GPU. It is
noteworthy that this job is parallelizable over multiple GPUs, one of the

785
01:47:06.300 --> 01:47:14.190
Ali Punjani: parameters that we didn't change, but we could have changed is
the number of GPUs to paralyze so you can set that 234 10 however many GPUs,
you have on the same note.

786
01:47:15.570 --> 01:47:23.970 Ali Punjani: In the actual output will start to
see some plots that look like this. So the first three plots here are showing
us the rigid motion trajectory for a particular micro graph.

787
01:47:24.690 --> 01:47:39.540
Ali Punjani: And that's showing us first in the first plot these axes should
be labeled, but in the first plot the x and y coordinates of the trajectory.
So we can see in this image with the sample starts off with a low y value and
then moves upward over time.

788
01:47:40.590 --> 01:47:55.770
Ali Punjani: The meaning, meaning the pillars and the up and down direction.
The next two plots show us over time the X motion and the y motion
separately. So we can see if there's any jogging this or whatever it is, but



essentially these three plots are all showing the same information.

789
01:47:57.270 --> 01:48:06.210 Ali Punjani: There's also a local and isotopic
motion plot here these images due to the sample quality and thickness of the
ice and so on. Don't have a huge amount of traffic.

790
01:48:06.600 --> 01:48:13.290
Ali Punjani: Motion. You can see that there's a pattern, though, that most of
the patches and particles in them are moving away from the center of the
image.

791
01:48:14.370 --> 01:48:24.240
Ali Punjani: And that is usually because what happens in most cases is that
the ice domes as the beam goes through it and energy into positive

792
01:48:24.630 --> 01:48:33.240
Ali Punjani: And that domain means when you're looking at it head on. And the
middle, you don't see any motion. Since the particles just moving up and
down, but at the at the side you see particles moving away from the beam.

793
01:48:34.410 --> 01:48:39.360
Ali Punjani: So that's a common pattern that you probably will see you may
see lots of other parents who depending on what's going on and simple.

794 01:48:39.720 --> 01:48:52.260
Ali Punjani: And these images are more or less pristine as far as they can
possibly be. So then, finally, we can see the dose non dissuaded aligned
micro graph for this image and the job outputs both those waited and non dose
weighted versions of each macro route.

795
01:48:53.400 --> 01:48:58.890
Ali Punjani: So that is think everything I want to see for motion correction
right now.

796
01:49:00.300 --> 01:49:01.770
Saara Virani: If you're okay. We have another

797
01:49:02.640 --> 01:49:10.320
Saara Virani: Many questions that I can deliver. So the first sort of general
subset of questions is, if you can explain again at a high level.

798
01:49:10.590 --> 01:49:26.430 Saara Virani: What is the difference between
the five different motion correction job types that are available in Christ
bark and what they do, specifically with respect to which type of motion. Are
they correcting for and what does the workflow look like if you were to use



one over the other.

799
01:49:26.790 --> 01:49:27.360
And wrench.

800
01:49:28.410 --> 01:49:29.580
Ali Punjani: Great question. So there are five

801
01:49:29.610 --> 01:49:30.780
Ali Punjani: They're like the users or

802
01:49:31.380 --> 01:49:37.710
Ali Punjani: Question or said there are five different motion correction jobs
in Christ, but one of them, which I'll just right off the beginning is a
wrapper around motion core to

803
01:49:38.190 --> 01:49:51.570 Ali Punjani: This is President price book for
legacy reasons from a time before we had developed these motion correction
techniques. We don't generally recommend using motion or two anymore because
it almost always delivers worse motion corrected results than the other
techniques.

804
01:49:53.400 --> 01:49:58.080
Ali Punjani: And it's also slower in many cases. So for full frame motion
correction. That's the first job listed here.

805
01:49:58.530 --> 01:50:11.370
Ali Punjani: That job does only one thing which is correct. The rigid motion
of the sample so that stage drift only not correcting local destinations in
the sample. So, by itself, that's not usually enough if you're looking for
high resolution results.

806
01:50:13.620 --> 01:50:20.250
Ali Punjani: And that job is labeled with the little keyword Nate called
multi. And that just means that it's implemented for multi GPU parallelism.

807
01:50:21.090 --> 01:50:29.460 Ali Punjani: There's also local motion
correction and local machine correction multi. Those are actually the same
job, but one of them just supports multi GPU processing on one of them
doesn't

808
01:50:29.910 --> 01:50:36.870
Ali Punjani: And again, that's the only there for legacy reasons you should
use them all things up one whenever you can. The local motion correction job.



809
01:50:37.350 --> 01:50:46.350
Ali Punjani: Only performs correction of an ISO tropic sample defamation. And
so in order to use it, you would have first had to apply the full frame
motion job.

810
01:50:46.860 --> 01:50:54.840
Ali Punjani: And then somehow get coordinates of particles by particle
picking and then come back to this local motion correction job to correct for
particle motion trajectories.

811
01:50:55.380 --> 01:51:00.090
Ali Punjani: That was kind of the old Christ part 2.6 way of doing things.

812
01:51:00.630 --> 01:51:05.730 Ali Punjani: Nowadays, we recommend across the
board to use only patch based emotion correction in our hands.

813
01:51:06.030 --> 01:51:14.970
Ali Punjani: It delivers equally good in almost all cases equally good motion
trajectories and correction as a previous workflow, but it's just one step
that does everything and it's much faster.

814
01:51:15.960 --> 01:51:24.390
Ali Punjani: And once it's done. You don't need the movie data anymore. So in
a lot of projects. If the movie data is very large, you can bring it into
Christ spark to the motion correction and then

815
01:51:24.840 --> 01:51:32.670
Ali Punjani: Either archive or remove the movie data. We don't recommend
deleting it because probably want to keep it as far as long as you can. If
the project still active.

816
01:51:33.570 --> 01:51:41.400 Ali Punjani: But dispatch based machine
correction job does everything in one shot. There are a few cases for very
high resolution structures where local motion correction can do a little bit
better.

817
01:51:42.060 --> 01:51:48.450
Ali Punjani: But for most projects where you're working on something
biologically interesting and you're not looking for a point one Engstrom
increase

818
01:51:49.350 --> 01:51:59.820
Ali Punjani: In resolution for a lot more work. It's worth just using patch
motion only and and a lot of cases, it actually just does better, and I'll



explain why in the slides or I'll explain why in a case study a little bit
later.

819
01:52:03.360 --> 01:52:04.620
Saara Virani: Yeah, we have a few more.

820
01:52:06.630 --> 01:52:11.970
Saara Virani: Okay, so the next sort of set of questions relates to whether
motion correction.

821
01:52:12.480 --> 01:52:18.900
Saara Virani: There's only the x and y axis and or also there's that access
when it comes to aligning movies.

822
01:52:20.280 --> 01:52:25.260
Ali Punjani: That's a great question because that access can't actually be
dealt with at this stage because we have

823
01:52:26.550 --> 01:52:36.540
Ali Punjani: Without a little bit more information that comes down the line.
And I'll talk about that later. We don't have enough information yet to
detect motion in is that axis.

824
01:52:36.870 --> 01:52:43.440
Ali Punjani: Since if you think about what's happening here at a high level,
the beam, the electron beam is passing through the sample. The electrons are
distracting from atoms in the sample.

825
01:52:44.310 --> 01:52:53.310
Ali Punjani: But by and large, what we're really presented with at the
detector is a projection image of the sample. That means to Zed information
is lost. There

826
01:52:53.760 --> 01:53:02.490 Ali Punjani: Will come back to that in a minute
because there is actually a way to estimate the information, but by and large
in the image. We can't tell if a particle moves up or down.

827
01:53:03.540 --> 01:53:07.650
Ali Punjani: It looks exactly the same in a production. The only difference.
And this is what will come to is that

828
01:53:08.370 --> 01:53:17.580
Ali Punjani: The image moves further into her away from the focus plane. The
focal plane of the microscope, as it moves up and down. And that's something



that we can actually detect

829
01:53:17.940 --> 01:53:27.270
Ali Punjani: With some other approaches during CTF estimation so far though
it's not common practice or actually there are very, very few programs that
do it and almost no one in practice was doing that this

830
01:53:28.020 --> 01:53:36.900 Ali Punjani: To measure the change of height of
the particle during the movie, mostly. The reason is that there's just not
enough signal. If you look at a signal frame of a movie, there's almost

831
01:53:37.410 --> 01:53:43.320
Ali Punjani: You cannot even see the particles, let alone, hopefully be able
to measure. There's that height based on their focus

832
01:53:44.010 --> 01:53:48.630
Saara Virani: Next, the next set of questions or question is relating to the
actual

833
01:53:49.800 --> 01:53:55.560
Saara Virani: Data or number of frames and making choices about subsets when
it comes to motion correction. So first of all,

834
01:53:55.860 --> 01:54:07.950
Saara Virani: Do we need to throw away any of the frames. Is it better to do
motion correction on a certain subset. And specifically, what happens if our
dose is actually differing across the entire set of frames.

835
01:54:08.850 --> 01:54:23.520 Ali Punjani: Very good question. So there was a
time when it was common practice to discard frames at the beginning and end
of a movie that was collected and that was mostly because the technique of
dose waiting wasn't widely used at the time.

836
01:54:24.630 --> 01:54:34.830
Ali Punjani: The reason for doing that is twofold. One, on the tail end of
the movie The last frames, you don't really want them because they only
contribute signal from radiation damage specimen.

837
01:54:35.640 --> 01:54:49.920
Ali Punjani: So when you're looking for high resolution results assume
there's enough signal the low end for doing things like particle picking in
alignment in intermediate frames, you don't really want frames too far out
because they have the only contain radiation damage to sample.

838



01:54:50.970 --> 01:55:00.540 Ali Punjani: With dose waiting. That's kind of
taking care of taken care of for us automatically since later frames are only
used for their low resolution contrast that helps us do particle picking and
alignment.

839
01:55:00.990 --> 01:55:06.960
Ali Punjani: Not use for high resolution information. So that's kind of take
care of already the second part is throwing away early frames in the movie.

840
01:55:07.530 --> 01:55:17.280
Ali Punjani: That was done, that is still sometimes done because it's well
known that for a lot of samples. The first couple of frames, maybe two or
three at most have so much motion.

841
01:55:18.090 --> 01:55:27.540
Ali Punjani: That it's impossible for motion crushing algorithms to detect
and correct that motion or there's so much emotion within the time span of a
single frame exposure that that can't be corrected.

842
01:55:28.080 --> 01:55:34.200 Ali Punjani: And so early frames often have
uncorrected motion that ends up just adding more motion blur than signal.

843
01:55:35.070 --> 01:55:37.920
Ali Punjani: Nowadays, though, it's pretty rare to see people throwing away
friends at all.

844
01:55:38.760 --> 01:55:44.940
Ali Punjani: Motion correction has gotten good enough where those early
friends are still useful if not perfectly swollen, there's a chance that
maybe advanced motion correction.

845
01:55:45.300 --> 01:55:50.250
Ali Punjani: Will make better use of those early frames. But these days, we
recommend not throwing away any frames. Unless you happen to know that.

846
01:55:50.670 --> 01:56:02.700
Ali Punjani: On some cameras, for example, there's a bug in the software
where the last frame is corrupt so throw away the last frame. But other than
that, you shouldn't grow if you do want to throw away frames, you can do that
in the motion correction jobs with a parameter that is called

847
01:56:04.470 --> 01:56:14.370 Ali Punjani: Start Frame and and frame so you
can choose where you want to start and end of the set of friends in a movie.
And the last question was about what happens if your last frame has more dose
than the others who are other friends or Tony dose.



848
01:56:14.730 --> 01:56:19.830
Saara Virani: If there perhaps your first frame has higher dose than the
others. I think was the question.

849
01:56:20.760 --> 01:56:34.650
Ali Punjani: To be honest, I've never seen that. And I'm not sure how you
actually end up getting that in a data collection setup as far as I'm aware,
the con practices to have it all the frames be equal in terms of their dose,
so unfortunately can't help it out.

850
01:56:35.760 --> 01:56:44.670
Saara Virani: Great. Next couple of questions about the motion trajectory
plots themselves. Can you please tell us about the units on the x and y axis
of those plots.

851
01:56:45.060 --> 01:56:45.840
Ali Punjani: Sure, yes.

852
01:56:47.940 --> 01:56:50.280 Ali Punjani: Yeah, so on the X and Y plots.

853
01:56:53.760 --> 01:57:08.940
Ali Punjani: Now this is a question that's it's best to react on our
discussion forum in case I give the wrong answer right now. Don't trust me
perfectly, but I'm 90% sure that the X and Y plots. Sorry, X and Y axis here
are in units of pixels in the pixel size of the raw data.

854
01:57:10.650 --> 01:57:11.700
Ali Punjani: Not in extremes.

855
01:57:13.200 --> 01:57:24.330
Ali Punjani: So in this case, with a pixel size of point six five. This 30
pixel translation translates into like some 1517 X rooms which is actually a
lot if you're looking for three answers. I mean, it's way too much. If you're
looking for three Engstrom structure.

856
01:57:27.090 --> 01:57:33.540
Saara Virani: And we have a lot of questions. I'll just trying to pick the
ones that are coming up more frequently. Next set is about

857
01:57:33.900 --> 01:57:43.950 Saara Virani: Patch based motion correction. So
specifically, how are the package sizes actually determined, are they
different for different camera types like let's say k two versus K three

858



01:57:44.910 --> 01:57:55.590
Saara Virani: And what happens when your patch or let's say you have
particles at the edge. What happens to those patches are those discarded, how
does that influence the overall results.

859
01:57:56.490 --> 01:58:02.850
Ali Punjani: So the patch, the number of patches and their spacing is
automatically determined by patch CTF and we tune those based on

860
01:58:03.300 --> 01:58:14.010
Ali Punjani: A few factors. One, the image size. So that comes down to the,
what kind of detector that used to the magnification. So if you're what we
try to do is that each patch should correspond to the same amount of physical
space.

861
01:58:15.480 --> 01:58:22.200 Ali Punjani: So if you're at a very high
magnification. Sorry, high magnification and you need fewer patches. If
you're at a very low magnification. You need more patches.

862
01:58:22.860 --> 01:58:32.190
Ali Punjani: So that's all automatically figure it out. It's also also the
number of the amount of smoothing also depends on the number of patches and
also on the length of the movie and the total dose.

863
01:58:33.000 --> 01:58:40.950
Ali Punjani: It turns out it doesn't really matter how long in real time like
wall clock time a movie took to capture. It's all about the accumulated
energy

864
01:58:41.370 --> 01:58:50.520
Ali Punjani: So the length of the movie is actually measured in the electron
dose. So a 50 electron movie is shorter than 100 electronically electron per
square inch from the movie.

865
01:58:51.270 --> 01:58:58.710
Ali Punjani: So that's another way that we automatically tuned in the
smoothness over time based on the dose rate essentially per frame.

866 01:58:59.520 --> 01:59:07.260
Ali Punjani: So those things are all automatically done under the hood by
patch based motion, but there are parameters. If you want to override some of
those things which are a number of minutes.

867
01:59:08.040 --> 01:59:16.470
Ali Punjani: I won't go into detail what this means like under the hood of
how this is implemented, but they essentially control the amount of



smoothing. If you want to enforce that automatically or started rather
manually.

868
01:59:17.610 --> 01:59:30.960
Ali Punjani: Over x, y and Zed. So for example, you want to enforce that your
emotion trajectories are absolutely linear in time. So each particle can only
move in a straight line, but they can all move in different directions. You
could set the number of knots in said to

869
01:59:33.150 --> 01:59:40.590
Ali Punjani: Her I can't type here but you can set that to two and that would
mean that there are only two degrees of freedom in the trajectory over time
for each part of them.
 870
01:59:41.940 --> 01:59:54.660
Ali Punjani: That's not recommended. And generally speaking the auto tuning
works very well. So I from I've never we've never actually changed these
parameters manually for any depth to that we process. I don't know if it's
common in practice, but I, I would bet that it's not

871
01:59:58.050 --> 02:00:04.530
Ali Punjani: I think we should probably unless there's something very
important. The questions. I think we should probably cut it off there and
move on to CTF a submission in the interest of time.

872
02:00:07.110 --> 02:00:11.070
Saara Virani: Yeah, whatever we're not able to get to right now will
definitely try and get to a little bit later.

873
02:00:11.070 --> 02:00:19.530
Ali Punjani: Yeah, for sure. Sure. Okay, so that is motion correction. The
next stage of privacy and data pressing that we're going to talk about is CTF
estimation. And this is something that

874
02:00:19.590 --> 02:00:21.510 Ali Punjani: The earlier morning lecture by New
Jersey.

875
02:00:22.080 --> 02:00:27.630
Ali Punjani: Jersey was very clear about what how important it is and how
something like CTF estimation could work.

876
02:00:28.860 --> 02:00:36.810
Ali Punjani: In practice, the problem that we're trying to solve is that
we're given an image from the microscope and that image is of a sample that
is at some particular



877
02:00:37.290 --> 02:00:54.600
Ali Punjani: Plane hopefully in the microscope and that plane may not
coincide with the focal plane of the lens system if it did coincide with the
focal plane, we would be at. I mean, depending on how you define the focal
plane, we'd be at some natural definition of focus where

878
02:00:55.620 --> 02:01:02.130
Ali Punjani: As was explained in this morning's lecture there actually
wouldn't be any or very there would be very little contrast in the image so
we wouldn't see anything.

879
02:01:03.360 --> 02:01:13.140 Ali Punjani: However, the image would contain a
lot of high resolution information about the protein, but we just wouldn't be
able to see the protein that low resolution to even find individual particles
or be able to align them.

880
02:01:13.590 --> 02:01:26.640
Ali Punjani: So one of the main sort of tricks or dynamics with credit and
data processing is that you're trying to balance between having lots of low
resolution signal so that you can see find and align particles.

881
02:01:27.510 --> 02:01:31.320
Ali Punjani: And the smaller the particle, the more signal. You need to be
able to see it find it and alignment.

882
02:01:32.400 --> 02:01:36.750
Ali Punjani: And you're trying to balance that with how much higher
resolution signal you have so that when you do find the particles.

883
02:01:37.110 --> 02:01:42.240
Ali Punjani: An average. A lot of them together, you can recover ideally
atomic resolution detail or near atomic resolution detail.

884
02:01:42.690 --> 02:01:46.470 Ali Punjani: So it's kind of a balancing act
between those CTF estimation is kind of the bridge where

885
02:01:47.430 --> 02:01:53.610
Ali Punjani: If we do focus the microscope. The images now well out of focus.
So we're we're corrupting high resolution information.

886
02:01:54.210 --> 02:01:59.220
Ali Punjani: But if we can accurately model and fit the CTF we can undo that
corruption and



887
02:01:59.880 --> 02:02:07.500
Ali Punjani: At that Heidi focus because we've increased the low resolution
contrast thanks to the D focus, we can find and see the particles we can pick
them out.

888
02:02:08.010 --> 02:02:13.560
Ali Punjani: But with proper CTF correction, we can still recover the high
resolution details. And so that's kind of how the whole thing works.

889
02:02:14.220 --> 02:02:18.420
Ali Punjani: Now CTF estimation essentially means looking at this image and
trying to detect

890
02:02:19.230 --> 02:02:31.230 Ali Punjani: It's positioned in a microscope.
It's D focus level literally corresponds to a height Zed height along the
optical axis. It could also be modulated by the actual system itself. But if
the lenses are fixed in a particular configuration and

891
02:02:32.700 --> 02:02:42.210
Ali Punjani: Current and energy and whatnot, then the Zed height is the same
as the focus. So we can measure that you focus literally in extremes are
nanometers in terms of its distance from the focal plane.

892
02:02:44.340 --> 02:02:52.380
Ali Punjani: In order to actually estimate the D focus. What we do is take
the Free Transform of the image. And in that free transform the magnitude of
the Free Transform now looking at the spectrum.

893
02:02:52.800 --> 02:03:02.820
Ali Punjani: We see these things called tone rings and the tone rings are
what is present in the sample due to the fact that the CTF has a particular

894
02:03:03.450 --> 02:03:15.270 Ali Punjani: Form, which was explained in the
earlier lecture that causes these rings the CTF modulates only the signal
from the that's on the detector coming from

895
02:03:16.680 --> 02:03:27.510
Ali Punjani: inelastic Lee sorry elastic Lee scattered electrons. And so, and
this may be a slight simplification, but essentially the signal coming from
the actual proteins and

896
02:03:27.960 --> 02:03:38.730
Ali Punjani: Water molecules and the sample is modulated by the CTF
everything else like shot noise on the detector or other electrons that have



somehow made it to the texture of your multiple scattering or

897
02:03:39.630 --> 02:03:48.780
Ali Punjani: elastic collision inelastic collisions. Those are not modulated
by the same CTF. And so when we see these rings in the free transform

898
02:03:50.070 --> 02:03:51.360
Ali Punjani: What that means is that

899
02:03:52.530 --> 02:03:56.040
Ali Punjani: We're seeing the effect of the signal present in the sample.

900 02:03:57.780 --> 02:04:09.000
Ali Punjani: overlaid on top of the noise present due to everything else in
the image all the other reasons why the images noisy. So the background
behind the rings is due to all the noise and

901
02:04:10.080 --> 02:04:20.010
Ali Punjani: Other electrons. We don't want the rings come only from
electrons that interfered with the sample and therefore are corrupted by this
particular CTF

902
02:04:21.450 --> 02:04:29.100
Ali Punjani: That's exactly why the more rings, we see, and it's not actually
what the number of rings, but the farther out the rings go in frequency
space.

903
02:04:29.730 --> 02:04:39.720
Ali Punjani: The higher resolution information we can be sure that the
microscope has captured because those rings only appear if there's signal
from the sample being captured in the image.

904
02:04:40.230 --> 02:04:52.020 Ali Punjani: And if you see a ring. And let's
say 2.5 extremes. That means there is information from the sample in the
image at 2.5 extremes. There may also be a lot of noise, but there is some
signal that is coherent, the President

905
02:04:52.740 --> 02:04:55.290
Ali Punjani: Anyway, that's a small thing about CTF estimation

906
02:04:55.920 --> 02:05:03.960
Ali Punjani: In terms of actually computationally estimating it. But
basically, the problem is an image analysis problem, we get this literal
image that looks like a bunch of rings and we have to fit a model.



907
02:05:04.380 --> 02:05:13.560
Ali Punjani: Of the size and then look to city of those rings to it. The
model is very constraints in the seat. Since the CTF only really has two
parameters that the focus in the astigmatism. And those correspond to

908
02:05:14.100 --> 02:05:20.220
Ali Punjani: Essentially the spacing of the rings and the electricity or the
ellipse. So we try to fit those parameters using the model.

909 02:05:21.360 --> 02:05:32.370
Ali Punjani: And what's most important about CTF estimation in practice
really nowadays is that older techniques are most still widely used
techniques tend to fit the CTF

910
02:05:35.280 --> 02:05:46.590
Ali Punjani: Assuming that the image is in a single plane within a
microscope, and that's something that we know is not sure when we think of
the actual ice. The proteins may be a different heights in the ice.

911
02:05:47.490 --> 02:05:53.100
Ali Punjani: The ice may not be perfectly flat, the ice could be tilted, it
could be bent. It could be any other shape, and it turns out that

912
02:05:54.300 --> 02:05:56.220
Ali Punjani: I was going to go to the next slide. Before we get back to the
practice.

913
02:05:56.640 --> 02:06:03.240
Ali Punjani: It turns out that it's now recently well known that single
particle em samples. This is a great paper, by the way, for anyone who's
interested in this kind of stuff.

914
02:06:03.690 --> 02:06:12.480 Ali Punjani: single particle em samples, when
you study them under tomography to using tilt series, you can actually see
and map out the positions of particles, but then the ice and the shape of the
ice.

915
02:06:12.930 --> 02:06:17.940
Ali Punjani: And for a whole bunch of samples are different kinds of turns
out that the particles are never really in a flat plane.

916
02:06:18.480 --> 02:06:27.060
Ali Punjani: Often they adhere to the air water interface and form these kind
of con concave shapes and that's that's very common. But even in cases where
you intended for the ice to be flat.



917
02:06:27.720 --> 02:06:34.590
Ali Punjani: Because of wrinkling of the grid and other strange deformations
in a particular square in a particular hole. The system flat.

918
02:06:35.130 --> 02:06:39.600
Ali Punjani: And so particles from one end of the micro graph to the other
have different D focus levels.

919
02:06:40.170 --> 02:06:46.740 Ali Punjani: There at different positions in
the eyes and that small tiny difference actually makes a huge difference at
very high resolution reconstruction since, like I said,

920
02:06:47.160 --> 02:07:00.330
Ali Punjani: When we're capturing images out of D focus level, we are
assuming we're relying on the fact that we can accurately reconstruct and
accurately undo the CTF for every single particle to be able to recover high
resolution information.

921
02:07:01.800 --> 02:07:08.250
Ali Punjani: So in Christ bark. What we've developed as a patch based CTF
estimation technique similar kind of motivation to the patch based motion.

922
02:07:08.670 --> 02:07:21.810
Ali Punjani: Essentially instead of thinking of the image as a single plane,
we try to estimate a D focus landscape that also has some notion of
smoothness and other prior knowledge about how do you focus for micro graphs
should be

923
02:07:23.580 --> 02:07:37.530 Ali Punjani: And that landscape is measured by
cutting the image into small patches and then estimating jointly that to
focus landscape across all the patches together. Each one being allowed to
have a different actual D focus lobby.

924
02:07:38.550 --> 02:07:46.410
Ali Punjani: They all share the same astigmatism and other parameters that
don't change with height, but the focus is allowed to various spatially and
because of that we're able to find

925
02:07:46.950 --> 02:07:52.110
Ali Punjani: What is the relative difference in the focus between individual
particles across the micro graph.

926
02:07:52.590 --> 02:07:57.450
Ali Punjani: And this is something that we can do up front. There are other



techniques that will come back to for refining the CTF

927
02:07:57.990 --> 02:08:06.120
Ali Punjani: Once you've done a whole refinement and 3D of structure, you can
go back and try to refit the CTF to account for the differences in ice
position.

928
02:08:06.690 --> 02:08:16.530 Ali Punjani: But it turns out that this
technique works very well right away from the beginning. And in fact, in many
cases of small molecules or flexible molecules membrane proteins.

929
02:08:17.670 --> 02:08:21.780
Ali Punjani: This technique works a lot better than trying to do post hoc. So
Jeff refinement.

930
02:08:23.490 --> 02:08:31.560
Ali Punjani: So we always recommend that everyone should use this the GPU
implementation is priced work is extremely fast as well usually takes about
one second or less on on most of the micro graphs.

931
02:08:32.040 --> 02:08:44.400
Ali Punjani: And it can also measure of ice thickness score. That's not an
actual eyes thickness value in in absolute units, but just a relative
measurement of the thickness of the ice, and I'll explain how that works.
Between Microsoft's can the same data set.

932
02:08:46.110 --> 02:08:59.490 Ali Punjani: And this technique also we'll talk
about this more tomorrow in the advanced part of CTF estimation can work
directly on tilted data without needing to know the tilted direction of tilt
Ben samples places where the ISIS very curved deformations all kinds of other
weird things

933
02:09:00.960 --> 02:09:02.100
Ali Punjani: And I just, yeah.

934
02:09:02.580 --> 02:09:23.280
michael schmid: I'll be there, there are people here who might be interested
in tomography. Can this be applied determines determining and correcting the
CTF on an entire image of a trauma graphic tilt series where each tilt series
of courses made of usually made of frames.

935
02:09:23.670 --> 02:09:23.940
Right.

936



02:09:25.470 --> 02:09:34.380
Ali Punjani: The overall algorithmic technique definitely can be and I
believe many of the tomography packages now that are available, especially
more recently to something exactly like this.

937
02:09:35.100 --> 02:09:49.560 Ali Punjani: In terms of the overall
algorithmic setup and construction of the problem. The particular
implementation, we have in Christ spark. I honestly don't know if you could
use it directly on tilt series data since you kind of want to, you kind of
want to assume that in the tilt series.

938
02:09:50.580 --> 02:09:57.030
Ali Punjani: You're also look you want to know that you're looking at the
same object, whereas this algorithm doesn't know that different images came
from the same till series.

939
02:09:57.450 --> 02:10:06.300
Ali Punjani: So in that sense, I'm not sure if it would be directly
applicable, but definitely ideas like this are very much being used in the
more recent tomography packages.

940
02:10:09.780 --> 02:10:22.590 Ali Punjani: Hope that answers the question. I
think I'm not gonna stop for other questions. What's ETFs mission yet. I'm
going to switch back to the practical and start off CTF estimation and then
we can come back for questions. So at this point, you know, have motion
correction finished.

941
02:10:23.820 --> 02:10:32.730
Ali Punjani: And I'm actually going to switch over to our own kreuzberg
instances, rather than use the standard one just so I'm not wasting resources
that other practical students need

942
02:10:33.240 --> 02:10:39.690
Ali Punjani: So I'm switching over to our own Carlsberg instance. And this
one I process, the exact same data through just importing and motion
correction.

943
02:10:40.800 --> 02:10:46.470
Ali Punjani: So what we're going to do next is go to the job builder and find
our patch space CTF estimation job.

944
02:10:46.950 --> 02:10:52.290 Ali Punjani: And you'll see that even for the
two of us permission. We do have several job type. So I'll just explain those
right off the bat, we have

945



02:10:53.100 --> 02:10:58.410
Ali Punjani: Two rappers for older programs that again we don't recommend
people use any more CTF fine for Angie CTF

946
02:10:58.920 --> 02:11:09.060
Ali Punjani: We have patch Bay CTF estimation. And that's a multi GPU enabled
job and we have patched CTF extraction, which is only a legacy job that is
useful for projects that were

947
02:11:09.450 --> 02:11:21.150
Ali Punjani: Done in older versions of Christ spark that now I want to use
this algorithm and needs to kind of juggle with the meta data formats. So
that one. You don't need to use. Basically, you only need to use patch Bay
CTF estimation for just about everything.

948
02:11:22.200 --> 02:11:24.330
Ali Punjani: So you can create one of those jobs.

949
02:11:26.160 --> 02:11:27.810
Ali Punjani: And now, sorry.

950 02:11:28.920 --> 02:11:36.360
Ali Punjani: Looking at our instructions we created a patch CTF job. We want
to connect the outputs of our motion correction job to the new job.

951
02:11:36.960 --> 02:11:44.790
Ali Punjani: That means we have the patch CTF job opener and builder here
again. As a reminder, if you don't have that is the case, you can click on
the job and then click on where it says building

952
02:11:45.510 --> 02:11:54.660
Ali Punjani: Alternatively, you can as a shortcut. You can select the job and
press be on your keyboard. And that'll also get to billing state for the job.

953
02:11:55.650 --> 02:12:08.160
Ali Punjani: Now we want to connect all the movies from patch based motion so
we can open up job number to take my congrats connect them to patch CTF
estimation and carry on. Again, here we're going to use default parameters
for everything.

954
02:12:09.480 --> 02:12:15.390 Ali Punjani: I'll explain some of them more of
them. I'll explain tomorrow on the advanced session, we can choose the only
processes subset of the movies. If we want

955
02:12:15.780 --> 02:12:25.380



Ali Punjani: Or only plot subset, which is by default only 10 we can choose
the amplitude contrast, which actually if you import negative stain data.
This number should be something more like point three.

956
02:12:26.640 --> 02:12:34.410
Ali Punjani: And that gets automatically set or should get automatically set
when you import negative state data and specify the import time that it was
negative state data, otherwise you can change that manually here.

957
02:12:35.370 --> 02:12:45.150
Ali Punjani: We can also set the minimum and maximum resolution that we want
to look at for CTF estimation and this is again something that you may want
to change for negative state data or other data where, for some reason, the
low resolution information on the images.

958
02:12:45.600 --> 02:12:52.260 Ali Punjani: Very messed up. If it's like, I
can't even think of a good reason, but you can change these parameters in
some cases we generally don't touch them.

959
02:12:52.620 --> 02:12:59.490
Ali Punjani: You can also change the minimum and maximum D focus search range
if you did collect data with a D focus beyond for micron.

960
02:13:00.180 --> 02:13:17.130
Ali Punjani: Which I believe is rare for most single article stuff it's
between point one and kind of 2.53 micron has the the range of D focus to
consider, you can change that here. And if you have, if you're dealing with
basically data, you can specify a various phase shift search as well.

961
02:13:18.270 --> 02:13:27.540
Ali Punjani: And similar parameters for the knots and x and y for the
smoothness of the D folks landscape. I'm not gonna change any parameters
right now just running this job on our instances here.

962
02:13:29.760 --> 02:13:39.600 Ali Punjani: And you should do the same thing
in the slack service for whoever's watching them doing the practical. So this
job is going to start and it will load up our movies and start processing
them.

963
02:13:41.550 --> 02:13:49.350
Ali Punjani: And what we'll see are a bunch of diagnostic plots and I'll just
show you a few of them. The first plot that's shown is a one D search

964
02:13:50.370 --> 02:14:00.090
Ali Punjani: Over D focus for this particular micro graph. So now note that



we're not looking at the movie that anymore. We're looking at the motion
corrected micro graphs that came from ocean correction.

965
02:14:00.870 --> 02:14:06.630
Ali Punjani: So first, we see that there's this one the search. And what this
this diagnostic cloud is really just showing us that

966
02:14:07.410 --> 02:14:15.150
Ali Punjani: Over a bunch of D focus values of which were searching a
particular D focus value here really stands out. So that's our initial guess
it would be focus

967 02:14:15.780 --> 02:14:20.670
Ali Punjani: The next one isn't initial guests of the envelope of decay of
the tone rings.

968
02:14:21.570 --> 02:14:35.070
Ali Punjani: And those two are used when we're optimizing and re optimizing
the 2D landscape. So these two don't really matter as long as they're close
to correct because both of them are really optimized during 2D landscaping.
The final plot is the real diagnostic plot that shows us

969
02:14:36.330 --> 02:14:45.030
Ali Punjani: The experimental power spectrum and block. This is now a one D
rotational average. So we're looking at the tone rings after averaging in
circles or ellipses.

970
02:14:46.440 --> 02:14:52.590
Ali Punjani: The black line the experimental power spectrum. The red line is
the model from our city of estimate

971
02:14:53.130 --> 02:14:57.570
Ali Punjani: So the red line is what our physics model predicts the CTF
should be and the black lines will be actually observe

972
02:14:57.990 --> 02:15:03.570 Ali Punjani: The matchup very, very closely
until a certain resolution where they start to be out of phase with each
other.

973
02:15:04.110 --> 02:15:16.890
Ali Punjani: And this light blue line measures that correlation between them.
And at a certain point the light blue line drops below threshold that's by
default point three. And that's what we define as the CTF fit resolution,
which for this data says 2.73 streams.

974



02:15:18.180 --> 02:15:29.040
Ali Punjani: So after 2.7 strums we can't be sure that we can see tone rings
in the data anymore but below 2.7 the term rings do appear and they do
corroborate with our fit model.

975
02:15:29.820 --> 02:15:38.370
Ali Punjani: That's a really good sign. Generally speaking, if you see if you
get CTF fits out to three items are better than your sure that everything
else about the microscope and its

976
02:15:38.970 --> 02:15:48.240 Ali Punjani: Various to sample itself is pretty
good. You can't be sure about preferred orientation about heterogeneity about
any of the other thing example concentration and so on.

977
02:15:48.720 --> 02:16:01.560
Ali Punjani: But you know that you can detect high resolution signal being
present, whether or not you'll be able to use it as different story, but
there is signal present up to 27 extremes and potentially beyond, but we
can't see it in this way in this data set.

978
02:16:04.200 --> 02:16:10.200
Ali Punjani: I should have mentioned that it's not true that your
reconstruction will be limited to the CTF fit resolution.

979
02:16:10.590 --> 02:16:15.630
Ali Punjani: The CTF at resolution is more of an early warning system, a
proxy for how good the data is

980
02:16:16.080 --> 02:16:25.500 Ali Punjani: There are many cases where you're
fit resolution, maybe four or five extremes and you still get it to an ethics
from structure or where you have two and a half Engstrom CTF fit but you only
get five x from structure and so

981
02:16:27.690 --> 02:16:34.920
Ali Punjani: Yeah, but it's a it's a pretty good estimate of how good your
data is the last puddle show here is what we use for estimating the relative
ice thickness

982
02:16:35.370 --> 02:16:44.580
Ali Punjani: And this is done based on the background noise that is present
underneath the actual oscillations oscillations from the tone rings.

983
02:16:44.970 --> 02:16:50.310
Ali Punjani: Like I was saying before all that power in the image all the
information in the image that's not part of the CTF



984
02:16:50.850 --> 02:16:59.250
Ali Punjani: The tone rings is there for a reason that we don't like. And for
example, if there's lots of crystal and ice or just very thick ice in the
image.

985 02:16:59.580 --> 02:17:04.140
Ali Punjani: There will be a lot of multiple scattering events and other
things going on. And that will contribute a bunch of power.

986
02:17:05.040 --> 02:17:15.060
Ali Punjani: To the may not actually be due to multiple scattering, but there
will be electrons scattering from the ice and those electrons will contribute
power to a certain frequency range around

987
02:17:15.600 --> 02:17:27.300
Ali Punjani: I believe 3.5 3.7 to extremes. So the more power there is in
this background hump the more ice thickness. There was so this is again a
proxy, not an absolute measurement, but it's what we use to estimate relative
is thickness

988
02:17:28.740 --> 02:17:41.250
Ali Punjani: And we'll talk about that more in tomorrow's event session as
well. Okay, so that's CTF estimation hours to get this mission job is now
finished and it's got CTF landscapes, for every micro graph. So we can go
ahead and use that in our further processing.

989 02:17:42.900 --> 02:17:43.200
Ali Punjani: Okay.

990
02:17:44.640 --> 02:17:50.520
Ali Punjani: Any should we stop for questions right now. Otherwise, there's
just one more thing to talk about. And then there's a question break. Anyway,
so I think maybe I'll just keep going.

991
02:17:52.110 --> 02:17:52.980
Ali Punjani: Okay, so the next

992
02:17:53.070 --> 02:18:00.150
Ali Punjani: thing we want to do now that we've been able to estimate the CTF
landscape motion trajectories motion patch based everything

993
02:18:00.780 --> 02:18:09.750
Ali Punjani: We now pretty much finished the pre processing of our data and
we're ready to start looking for particles, but before that stage for really
large data sets are actually data sets of any normal size.



994
02:18:10.200 --> 02:18:17.130
Ali Punjani: They're going to be a lot of images that aren't great. They're
going to be maybe some subset of the total images collected on a microscope
that are really good in real life.

995 02:18:17.640 --> 02:18:31.980
Ali Punjani: That you can use for reconstructions, and a bunch that have
carbon edges are broken ice or large crystal and patches of ice or no
particles or too many particles or aggregation whatever this contaminants and
so on. So it's really important. Well, it's

996
02:18:33.150 --> 02:18:43.890
Ali Punjani: quite important, not absolutely critical. Since you can also
kind of just ignore that junk, but it's relatively helpful to remove that
extra data that's not useful at an early stage like this. So,

997
02:18:44.460 --> 02:18:59.220
Ali Punjani: For that reason, reason we've built an exposure creation tool
and prosper and this is without this kind of a tool. It's usually a tedious
process to try and determine which images are good or bad. I mean you
realistically can look at 10,000 images and by and pick each one so

998
02:19:00.390 --> 02:19:04.140
Ali Punjani: Having automated sort of populations statistical ways to do this
as important

999 02:19:05.250 --> 02:19:07.470
Ali Punjani: And that's what exposure creation in Christ spark allows

1000
02:19:08.730 --> 02:19:16.530
Ali Punjani: Primarily will be creating solutions based on characteristics
about their motion trajectories about their CTF fit or their eyes thickness
measurements.

1001
02:19:17.250 --> 02:19:25.320
Ali Punjani: And generally, we're looking for anything that indicates that an
image has plenty of particles, but the thinnest possible ice and the least
possible emotion.

1002
02:19:27.210 --> 02:19:33.480
Ali Punjani: The emotion criteria is not absolutely necessary. If you have
lots of motion and all the images you may still do fine but

1003
02:19:33.870 --> 02:19:42.840
Ali Punjani: Less than less motion is better than more emotion in most cases.
So the next thing we're going to do on our practical is started exposure



creation job. This is the first interactive job that we're going to see in
prosper.

1004
02:19:45.570 --> 02:19:46.320
To choose
 1005
02:19:49.380 --> 02:19:50.850
Ali Punjani: Curious curate exposures.

1006
02:19:53.160 --> 02:19:53.550
Ali Punjani: So,

1007
02:19:57.480 --> 02:20:02.790
Ali Punjani: It's called curate manually curated exposures and you'll see
this little icon that means it's an interactive job we create that job.

1008
02:20:03.360 --> 02:20:10.380
Ali Punjani: And we can take the micro graphs that came out of our motion
correction. Sorry. Our CTF estimation and connect them to exposure creation.

1009
02:20:11.160 --> 02:20:18.030
Ali Punjani: Exposure creation also works for my carafes where we've already
picked up particles, then we can cure rate based on statistics about the
particle picking, but I won't show that right now.

1010
02:20:19.830 --> 02:20:30.720
Ali Punjani: Queuing this job launches the job. This is an interactive job so
it doesn't really have any compute requirements. It actually runs just on
CPUs only and it's relatively lightweight, so I'm just gonna get some water.
 1011
02:20:37.950 --> 02:20:42.150
Ali Punjani: And so the job can be run relatively lightweight and doesn't
take up resources.

1012
02:20:43.770 --> 02:20:56.700
Ali Punjani: Once the job starts, you'll see on the overview page that there
are some logs here, but the interactive tab starts to show up. You can click
on that interactive tab and now you see on the left side, a table of

1013
02:20:57.750 --> 02:20:59.460
Ali Punjani: Micro graphs that are in our data set.

1014
02:20:59.970 --> 02:21:09.420
Ali Punjani: This says very small only having 20 images. So this is not
really going to be very useful. But I'll just show you how the job works and



tomorrow's advanced session will deal with the larger data set that actually
has some interesting characteristics that we can create

1015
02:21:10.470 --> 02:21:23.610 Ali Punjani: You can create on the right side
and the overview panel a 2D scatter plot of any properties that you want. So,
for example, index is just the order to make the graphs and then you can look
at average intensity or stigmatism or

1016
02:21:24.840 --> 02:21:32.940
Ali Punjani: Average D focus or CTF fit resolution and for larger data sets,
you would start to see trends here. Like, for example, if your

1017
02:21:33.300 --> 02:21:40.170
Ali Punjani: Image data if you're looking at a square with very thick ice or
certificates resolution estimates would be bad. And then when you shift to a
square with better ice.

1018
02:21:40.590 --> 02:21:48.420
Ali Punjani: You'd start to see better CTF estimates and so on. You can look
at total full for emotion. You can also plot these things against each other
so CTF fit resolution versus

1019
02:21:51.390 --> 02:21:57.090 Ali Punjani: CTF it resolution vs full for
emotion again like I said in this data set, there's so few images that we
can't really see any trends.

1020
02:21:57.450 --> 02:22:00.990
Ali Punjani: I'll just zoom out here so you can see there's a bunch of
controls up here to to change the view.

1021
02:22:01.920 --> 02:22:12.120
Ali Punjani: If you do decide to subset your images or curator. I'm just
based on some property, you can use the slider is down below. So let's say we
only want CTF fit resolution better than

1022
02:22:13.080 --> 02:22:23.220
Ali Punjani: 3.5 X rooms I mean these are all very good movies. Anyway, so we
don't need to do this, but we can change the slider down to 3.5 and you'll
see that some right now, just one image from

1023
02:22:24.480 --> 02:22:31.350
Ali Punjani: Some images now turning gray here some dots. And so those are
the images that we're going to be rejecting and the blue ones are our
selection.



1024
02:22:31.950 --> 02:22:39.300 Ali Punjani: But you can see the total number
of selected images as 15 and for the selection, you can click this checkbox
and that marks the selection as movies that we want to keep

1025
02:22:40.200 --> 02:22:48.150
Ali Punjani: You can repeatedly do this by changing the sliders and accepting
or rejecting selections to make any complicated query you want based on these
properties.

1026
02:22:48.810 --> 02:22:59.520
Ali Punjani: But generally speaking, you only are going to be filtering based
on one or two properties. Once you're done, you can click done and the job
will finish out, putting different subsets of movies, based on your
categorization.

1027
02:23:00.540 --> 02:23:12.180
Ali Punjani: I'm going to click done, but we don't actually need to, oh sorry
for your actual thing. So on the individual tab, you can click there and then
choose a row in the table and see a bunch of individual plots for each micro
graph.

1028
02:23:13.260 --> 02:23:14.910 Ali Punjani: First is the micro graph itself.

1029
02:23:15.930 --> 02:23:23.310
Ali Punjani: You can also full screen interactive jobs if you want by
clicking this button. So first is the micro graph itself. We can see this
particular micro graph.

1030
02:23:24.180 --> 02:23:42.960
Ali Punjani: Next is the free transform the micro graph, along with the
simulated CTF for micro graph. So the, the actual micro graph you can see
clearly has this band of extra background power is white band that's what
corresponds to the ice thickness thicker and

1031
02:23:44.040 --> 02:23:52.470
Ali Punjani: More power there is in this band and the image, the more ice.
There wasn't in the sample. Otherwise you can clearly see the tone rings and
the image out to a very high resolution.

1032
02:23:53.640 --> 02:24:04.800 Ali Punjani: This is super resolution data. So
the pixel size is very spine and we don't need to go out that far. You can
also see the the experimental CTF the Tonys get finer and finer closer and
closer as you get further out.

1033



02:24:07.440 --> 02:24:13.740
Ali Punjani: And then you can see the one d CTF fit same cloth that I was
showing you before, where you can see the experimental and

1034
02:24:14.910 --> 02:24:19.890
Ali Punjani: Simulate it's ETFs and the correlation motion trajectories and
rigid motion trajectory

1035
02:24:21.630 --> 02:24:28.740
Ali Punjani: Okay, so that's the expectation. I'm gonna click Done. I'm not
actually going to use the output of this job. I was just showing that as
demonstration and now

1036
02:24:30.030 --> 02:24:32.490
Ali Punjani: It's a good time for any questions.

1037
02:24:34.380 --> 02:24:35.520
Saara Virani: Right. We do have a few

1038
02:24:37.620 --> 02:24:50.940 Saara Virani: Some of these tracks from a
little bit earlier on, so I'll try and give a heads up as to the section that
they cover. So first, going back a little bit too when we're actually
importing Ron movies. What is the effect or consequence of inputting the
wrong electron dose.

1039
02:24:52.410 --> 02:24:58.950
Ali Punjani: Great question. So if the electronic dose is extremely wrong.
Like if you enter one instead of 10 or 1000 instead of 100

1040
02:24:59.880 --> 02:25:12.210
Ali Punjani: That will totally throw off the dose waiting and you'll end up
with far more or less information coming from each frame, then you should be
if it's off by something more like 10% or 20% it probably will make no
measurable difference at all.

1041
02:25:13.320 --> 02:25:19.080
Ali Punjani: At least in our hands. That's been the case in if you want to
you can try to reprocess data with different Exposure, doses, but

1042
02:25:20.610 --> 02:25:23.070 Ali Punjani: I don't think I or anyone has ever
really found that to be worth it.

1043
02:25:24.030 --> 02:25:37.080
Ali Punjani: If you'd like. Or rather, you should kind of know the exposure



dose from the data collection session, since that's usually a parameter of
the setup of the beam brightness and so on. And it's often also measured as
the with a

1044
02:25:38.430 --> 02:25:48.450
Ali Punjani: Bright image like without any sample. And so that's something
that you can usually know relatively well from the data collection session.
And then beyond that it doesn't in our hands. It doesn't matter very much

1045
02:25:49.980 --> 02:25:50.370
Saara Virani: Great.

1046
02:25:51.750 --> 02:26:04.950
Saara Virani: Another question relating to importing of movies when I
collected the data I noticed that each micro graph has its own game reference
file when processing the data should we just use one of those game reference
files.

1047
02:26:06.030 --> 02:26:06.450
Ali Punjani: Interesting.

1048
02:26:08.010 --> 02:26:19.920
Ali Punjani: I'm not sure what software was used for the data collection,
generally speaking, the game reference file should have been computed and
stored once for the entire session and it doesn't really change unless you
really change something in like the way to camera.

1049
02:26:20.970 --> 02:26:26.940
Ali Punjani: camera setup so it's usually computer. It's only the game
reference itself is only

1050
02:26:28.110 --> 02:26:33.450
Ali Punjani: Measured usually once per session. So if there is a single key
reference for every image.

1051
02:26:35.040 --> 02:26:45.930
Ali Punjani: That's kind of a tricky situation since the import job and press
work is designed for the opposite case where you have just one game reference
on a lot of images. I think this is something you might have to ask on our
discussion forum in case somebody has found a way to do that.

1052
02:26:47.070 --> 02:26:47.790
Ali Punjani: Great, thank you.

1053 02:26:48.600 --> 02:26:55.200



Saara Virani: Now question relating back to sample preparation and how that
will actually influence the data processing.

1054
02:26:55.590 --> 02:27:07.200
Saara Virani: So in your experience, how does the use of carbon holy grids
versus gold grids effect motion correction. Is it the use of one type of grid
computationally limited IE. It's always worse.

1055
02:27:08.490 --> 02:27:16.140
Ali Punjani: I definitely can say that it's always categorically worse. I've
heard reports not firsthand that gold grids tend to produce less

1056
02:27:17.460 --> 02:27:27.900
Ali Punjani: Beam induced motion, not necessarily less stage, but even use
motion is the harder one to correct. So there have been plenty of extremely
high resolution data sets collected on carbon.

1057
02:27:28.830 --> 02:27:36.420 Ali Punjani: But if you're doing something like
tilted data collection or you just for some reason happened to have a lot of
motion happening in your sample switching to a gold grid.

1058
02:27:37.110 --> 02:27:44.700
Ali Punjani: Is at least colloquially in the field known to help in some
cases or in many cases, but I don't know if it's categorically always better.

1059
02:27:45.960 --> 02:27:46.290
Ali Punjani: Right.

1060
02:27:47.250 --> 02:27:55.410
Saara Virani: Can CTF estimation be used as a later stage to go back and
inform, what's the best motion correction strategy.

1061
02:27:57.930 --> 02:28:04.500
Ali Punjani: Estimation, in a sense, yes, because the tone rings show up
better, the better the motion is corrected.

1062
02:28:05.460 --> 02:28:19.050 Ali Punjani: If the motion is not corrected,
then the image, the signal that creates the tone rings in the pattern that
they are also gets blurred out. Well, you'd see actually an image where the
motion question hasn't been done well, is that the tone rings and the
experimental data.

1063
02:28:20.100 --> 02:28:29.610
Ali Punjani: are strong in one direction, but they fade out in a different



direction. And that means that there was a lot of motion in a certain
perpendicular direction that hasn't been corrected for

1064
02:28:30.750 --> 02:28:39.750
Ali Punjani: Generally speaking, you won't ever see that by I like if you
just use patch based emotion, the emotion question will be so close to
correct. It's not as correct as possible, then you won't actually be able to
tell by I

1065
02:28:40.710 --> 02:28:48.330
Ali Punjani: On a population images you could potentially measure the CTF fit
as a way to tell if the motion correction was better. One way or another, but

1066 02:28:48.660 --> 02:28:56.430
Ali Punjani: You're much better off getting all the way to a 3D
reconstruction and measuring the final refinement resolution as your metric
for how good was one motion question strategy over another.

1067
02:28:57.870 --> 02:29:12.180
Saara Virani: Somewhat related but literally link to it later stage of
processing. Can we do PR particle CTF prediction. And by that, I think they
user means particle CTF corruption or estimation and then corrections.

1068
02:29:12.600 --> 02:29:22.080
Ali Punjani: Chris Rick does do PR particle CTF correction and that's
possible after you've done a refinement. I'm actually as possible during the
refinements all together with that in a few more slides.

1069
02:29:22.920 --> 02:29:30.480
Ali Punjani: Like I was saying, though it doesn't always actually do better
than patch Bay CTF. The reason is, I'll get to it. The overall reason is that

1070
02:29:31.260 --> 02:29:40.320 Ali Punjani: When you're doing reference based
CTF refinement, the reference may not be exactly correct. For example, if you
have a membrane protein that has a myself.

1071
02:29:40.740 --> 02:29:48.090
Ali Punjani: To myself disordered that in every single particle image the
reference that you have isn't doesn't actually match the image perfectly and
so

1072
02:29:48.930 --> 02:29:57.870
Ali Punjani: Trying to refine the CTF against the reference versus the image
when the reference is incorrect often yields worse CTF estimates Dan Patrick
dimensionality show an example where that's the case.



1073
02:30:02.490 --> 02:30:03.300
Saara Virani: Later on, or no.

1074
02:30:04.080 --> 02:30:05.520
Ali Punjani: No, no, no, it's just

1075
02:30:06.450 --> 02:30:20.610 Saara Virani: And going back to the idea of
having multiple gain references I eat one game reference per movie, one of
our users is commenting that GPU, or at least EP version one did in fact
output one gain reference per movie so

1076
02:30:21.060 --> 02:30:27.150
Ali Punjani: Well, if you can verify that they're all the same for a given
data collection session. Then you only need to use one actually seems a lot
of disk space as well so

1077
02:30:28.290 --> 02:30:40.080
Saara Virani: Right over the next couple of questions relate to the CTF our
patch CTF related plots that we were looking at. Sure. So, if you don't mind
going back a couple of slides.

1078
02:30:43.350 --> 02:30:46.200
Ali Punjani: CTF plots that the diagnostic clutter. The 3D

1079
02:30:47.100 --> 02:31:00.330 Saara Virani: The first the CTF radio apply. So
one question is, is the CTF radio plot re scaled in some way in one
particular user's experience the high frequency tone rings are much smaller
than the ones actually shown in the plot.

1080
02:31:05.010 --> 02:31:11.730
Ali Punjani: I'm not sure if the user is referring to this figure or the
actual crossbar these figures have been cropped so

1081
02:31:12.180 --> 02:31:28.530
Ali Punjani: Like this resolution is something like five extra hours or
something like that. Just to highlight the tone rings in real life that
Tony's look exactly like we saw in the security solutions job which I can run
again by clearing and queuing to show what they look like. Again,

1082
02:31:29.580 --> 02:31:36.030
Ali Punjani: We don't resell them in any particular way in the display.
They're shown to exactly the same scale and pixel size as

1083



02:31:36.660 --> 02:31:48.300 Ali Punjani: They will be. I mean, they
actually are. So for example, in this case the pixel size of our data 0.6575
so that means the Nyquil straight out here is about 1.2 extremes.

1084
02:31:48.690 --> 02:31:55.080
Ali Punjani: Which is for this data set, well beyond where we can see tone
rings at half of that resolution, which is about here.

1085
02:31:55.680 --> 02:32:00.390
Ali Punjani: That's about 2.4 extremes, which is still a little bit beyond
where we can see tone rings in this image.

1086
02:32:01.200 --> 02:32:09.630
Ali Punjani: But this the place where we stopped seeing tone rings around
here where the ice band is is around three points something extremes. And if
we look at this fit level.

1087
02:32:10.110 --> 02:32:18.270
Ali Punjani: We see the fit comes out to 2.7 Engstrom because the tumor is
actually do extend. I mean, when when you average around the ellipse, or the
circle.

1088
02:32:18.720 --> 02:32:26.880 Ali Punjani: You can actually detect the tone
rings. All the way in this ice band out to 2.7 X rooms BEYOND WHERE YOU CAN
SEE THEM BY and the 2D plot.

1089
02:32:27.330 --> 02:32:38.670
Ali Punjani: And that's what this one D plot shows is that after averaging.
We can see the tone rings these ripples still present all the way and they
match up with a model, all the way up to this to my seven extra resolution.

1090
02:32:39.870 --> 02:32:41.970
Ali Punjani: Hopefully that's answering the question that these are as

1091
02:32:43.470 --> 02:32:51.030
Saara Virani: I'm going back to that CTF fit plot for a moment. Can you
please further explain what the green fit line means. Sure.

1092
02:32:53.730 --> 02:32:55.080
Ali Punjani: The light blue line, I'm guessing is what

1093
02:32:55.770 --> 02:32:57.060
Saara Virani: It looks. Looks like a, yeah.



1094
02:32:58.080 --> 02:33:03.450
Ali Punjani: The light blue line is a measure a windowed correlation. So it's
literally taking

1095
02:33:04.470 --> 02:33:09.810
Ali Punjani: Windows. I don't know exactly why they are on this plot, but
local little

1096
02:33:10.920 --> 02:33:20.340
Ali Punjani: Steps in frequency space sliding across from left to right and
measuring for that little window. Let's say the window is about one of these
rings wide.

1097
02:33:20.910 --> 02:33:36.720
Ali Punjani: It's measuring the correlation between the experimental and
simulated CTF so where the CTF simulated and experimental are oscillating in
the same fate is like they're actually matching each other.

1098
02:33:37.830 --> 02:33:40.260
Ali Punjani: This light blue line will be a large number, close to one.

1099
02:33:41.100 --> 02:33:48.900
Ali Punjani: Where they're not together and all of their other phase will be
close to zero. And if they're completely opposite. It will be close to
negative one which we don't care about

1100
02:33:49.800 --> 02:33:58.500 Ali Punjani: So what we're really looking for
here is the place the resolution at which this light blue line, which is a
local window correlation drops below some significant level like point three.

1101
02:33:59.490 --> 02:34:06.840
Ali Punjani: That's an arbitrary measure because this resolution estimate is
really not meant to be used for much other than a intuitive idea of what your
data is like

1102
02:34:07.590 --> 02:34:14.970
Ali Punjani: So when that light blue line falls below point three is when we
say okay after this point the experimental and simulated

1103
02:34:15.720 --> 02:34:24.060
Ali Punjani: CTF don't really match up. There are some points later where
they seem to match up again. But as soon as there's a dip below point three,
we know we can't trust anything after that anymore.



1104
02:34:24.750 --> 02:34:33.420 Ali Punjani: These match these spurious
correlations are just due to random noise happening to have the same
oscillations as the experiment. Sorry, the simulated CTF

1105
02:34:35.730 --> 02:34:45.030
Saara Virani: And finally, if we have data that was collected using a vault
of phase plate. What do we have to take into account when doing CTF
correction.

1106
02:34:45.600 --> 02:34:52.230
Ali Punjani: Great question. Um, so when you import your data. If it's from a
faceplate like a voltage. Please. Please. You can turn on faceplate mode,
which

1107
02:34:53.100 --> 02:35:00.180
Ali Punjani: Lets kreuzberg know that this data is basically data every job
after that should take care of itself in terms of changing its parameters or
what it does.

1108
02:35:00.600 --> 02:35:06.600
Ali Punjani: To account for the fact that it's Facebook data. What, in
particular, the only thing that actually changes in CTF estimation

1109
02:35:06.990 --> 02:35:14.160 Ali Punjani: The CTF estimation job will end up
if it knows that the inputs are faceplate data, it will search over phase
shift for every image.

1110
02:35:14.730 --> 02:35:19.350
Ali Punjani: The fee shift is a single value across the image, since we don't
expect it to be different from one location to another.

1111
02:35:20.010 --> 02:35:30.840
Ali Punjani: But it'll search for that phase shift between men and maximum
radian status phase shift. So this is between zero and pie. Right now, you
can change that. If you want a certain a smaller or bigger range.

1112
02:35:31.410 --> 02:35:45.270
Ali Punjani: Generally speaking, you're looking for phase shift that's like
close to 90 degrees with real full to faceplates they won't be 90 degrees and
it'll keep fluctuating over time, but the patient will be optimized and
search for by city FS passionate. Yeah. And this parameter

1113
02:35:47.190 --> 02:35:55.470 Ali Punjani: To phase refine only I believe it
is useful if you're doing CTF estimation, a second time, and you want to



refine the phase shift.

1114
02:35:56.790 --> 02:36:05.760
Ali Punjani: Honestly I can't tell you when you would actually use this
parameter. So let's forget about that one, but it will handle fees play data
directly without any other modifications.

1115
02:36:06.240 --> 02:36:24.180
Saara Virani: And while we're on the subject of modifying parameters in patch
CTF 10 setting the max resolution in patch CTF to let's say for NX drums
affect CTF estimation and if a higher resolution is used it a smaller number
value can the estimation become better

1116
02:36:24.600 --> 02:36:24.990
Request

1117
02:36:26.610 --> 02:36:42.060 Ali Punjani: Theoretically, yes. If you see
that in your data, you actually have really strong tone rings, way, way out
to a higher higher than for extreme resolution, you can get better CTF
estimates by allowing a CTF estimation technique to see higher resolution
information.

1118
02:36:43.320 --> 02:36:44.370
Ali Punjani: In practice, though.

1119
02:36:45.840 --> 02:36:56.430
Ali Punjani: The CTF because the CTF is a parametric form and it only has
three parameters, one for D focus. Well, in this case, it has one parameter
for every patch or a few parameters for the whole microgravity.

1120
02:36:56.970 --> 02:37:05.790
Ali Punjani: For the landscape and the astigmatism. There aren't that many
parameters. So having a lot more data, like if the if the tones are really
clear up to four streams.

1121
02:37:06.150 --> 02:37:16.680 Ali Punjani: That's more than enough data to
very well constrain the estimates of those parameters. So having more doesn't
actually help that much. So you wouldn't expect things to be like amazingly
better by increasing that resolution.

1122
02:37:17.400 --> 02:37:26.130
Ali Punjani: But if you do see things very far out, they cannot. If you don't
see Tony's beyond Frank's terms which in most cases, you don't really see
them beyond three year three and a half, two extremes.



1123
02:37:27.450 --> 02:37:35.910
Ali Punjani: If you don't see Tony's there. Then, including that data can
hurt because now you're forcing the algorithm to listen to Moyes THAT'S NOT
THAT WHERE THE PHONE RINGS aren't really present

1124
02:37:36.330 --> 02:37:44.640
Ali Punjani: And you definitely can't see them and you can't see that they're
there, and he's one of the plots, so you don't really want to force the
algorithm to have to deal with that extra noise. If it's not necessary.

1125
02:37:45.810 --> 02:37:51.600
Saara Virani: Right, and I think just in the interest of time, we can wrap it
up with just one more question, and this is relating to

1126
02:37:52.020 --> 02:38:04.770
Saara Virani: manually create curate exposures, which you have open. Can you
please run through again. The combination of factors that you might apply to
get rid of bad movies or bad particles in

1127
02:38:05.160 --> 02:38:06.450
Saara Virani: Definitely. Nice.

1128
02:38:06.810 --> 02:38:15.840
Ali Punjani: Sure, I can do that just verbally right now, but in tomorrow's
motion question and dedication sessions, the first block tomorrow we'll be
covering that a lot more detail and more interesting guy.

1129
02:38:16.050 --> 02:38:18.000
Saara Virani: That might be a better time for it.

1130
02:38:18.360 --> 02:38:19.050
Saara Virani: Because just me.

1131
02:38:19.950 --> 02:38:20.220
Saara Virani: Okay.

1132
02:38:20.280 --> 02:38:25.170 Ali Punjani: Sure, I'll just name the things
that you probably want to look at you almost definitely want to look at CTF
fit resolution.

1133
02:38:26.490 --> 02:38:35.670
Ali Punjani: That's usually the most important, most easy to see metric. You
can also look at relative eyes thickness, which I'll show tomorrow ends up



being very good at detecting

1134
02:38:36.120 --> 02:38:42.960
Ali Punjani: When you shifted from a good area of a sample to a bad area or
vice versa. And you can look at the total full for emotion or

1135
02:38:43.410 --> 02:38:52.260
Ali Punjani: The yeah the total from motion distance that tells you how much
total motion was there over the span of movie and images with a lot of motion
like in this case 45 pixels.

1136
02:38:53.310 --> 02:38:59.490
Ali Punjani: Are generally worse because they'll have more in frame motion
that can't be corrected, even if the motion estimate is perfect.

1137
02:38:59.970 --> 02:39:13.110 Ali Punjani: Over 45 pixels cut into only 38
frames in each frame that samples moving by at least one pixel and so that
means that there's not much blur that we just can't get rid of since it's
already baked into each room. So those are the kind of things you want to
look for

1138
02:39:14.490 --> 02:39:18.630
Ali Punjani: Generally speaking, those CTF fit and ice thickness of the more
important ones that people use

1139
02:39:20.790 --> 02:39:21.030
Right.

1140
02:39:24.720 --> 02:39:25.140
Ali Punjani: Okay.

1141
02:39:27.720 --> 02:39:28.680
Saara Virani: Back to the slides.

1142
02:39:30.030 --> 02:39:40.650
Ali Punjani: So we just finished the CTF estimation and we talked about
exposure curation and we ran our exposure curation job. So at this point in
the practical everyone has curated their data, although we're going to use
all the movies all 20

1143
02:39:41.160 --> 02:39:46.140 Ali Punjani: But we know how to do that. It is
fine. The next thing we're going to work on and talk about is particle
picking



1144
02:39:46.650 --> 02:40:00.090
Ali Punjani: And this is a bit of a larger topic, since there are many
different ways to do particle became in single particle em and Christ work
supports all of them. So they're often options to choose from. On your data
set. Unlike pre processing where we kind of prescribe a certain way to do it.

1145
02:40:01.650 --> 02:40:07.050
Ali Punjani: First of all, at a high level particle picking overall is the
problem of trying to find particles in your ice.

1146
02:40:08.190 --> 02:40:15.870
Ali Punjani: The reason it's hard, is we already know that the noise level
and every image has to be very high, because we can't have too much.

1147
02:40:16.470 --> 02:40:32.040 Ali Punjani: Contrast, or we can increase the
dose of electrons that would increase the contrast, because that would create
radiation damage. So generally speaking the micro graphs that we get are very
noisy. There's lots of just random shot noise from the detector that we can
reduce

1148
02:40:34.080 --> 02:40:38.160
Ali Punjani: And then there are particles. And then there's also all kinds of
other stuff in the ice, there could be

1149
02:40:38.550 --> 02:40:47.280
Ali Punjani: Carbon edges there could be broken areas of ice. There could be
crystal and ice, there could be gold nanoparticles. There could be other
contaminants, there could be broken proteins or

1150
02:40:47.640 --> 02:40:57.690
Ali Punjani: Some other protein that you didn't intend to be there or if you
don't your sample of some kind of like, and there could be clumps of those
floating around or empty my cells. If it's an if it's a membrane protein all
kinds of junk.

1151
02:40:58.740 --> 02:41:05.940 Ali Punjani: And the real task of particle
picking is is to find particles that are actually the protein that we're
looking for.

1152
02:41:08.100 --> 02:41:08.880
Ali Punjani: It is

1153
02:41:10.290 --> 02:41:16.740
Ali Punjani: NOT THE EASIEST problem. But there's one sort of silver lining,



which is that we don't have to be perfect at the particle picking stage.

1154
02:41:17.310 --> 02:41:23.040
Ali Punjani: In practice, what you really want at a particle picking is to
just get all the particles and maybe a bunch of junk.

1155
02:41:23.790 --> 02:41:37.320
Ali Punjani: The later phases of classification, especially 2D classification
will be very powerful at separating and and purifying your particle set,
especially if you rinse and repeat a few times. And so you really don't have
to be too perfect with particle picking

1156
02:41:38.940 --> 02:41:45.180 Ali Punjani: There is another consideration in
particle picking which is that you don't necessarily want to introduce bias
that isn't

1157
02:41:45.660 --> 02:41:55.350
Ali Punjani: Necessary to pick the particles, of course, you have to have
some bias because you do know that like empty ice is not a useful particle
and your protein looks like something so you do have some bias.

1158
02:41:56.490 --> 02:42:05.970
Ali Punjani: But the less biased, you can introduce the better because
particle picking because it's a free form has the opportunity to do things
like for example accidentally pick

1159
02:42:06.510 --> 02:42:12.450
Ali Punjani: One view, much more than another. If your protein has some shape
where a certain direction looks very different from another one.

1160
02:42:13.260 --> 02:42:18.750
Ali Punjani: And you set up a particle picking in a certain way, it may pick
only side views and no top of us, even if the topics are they're

1161
02:42:19.350 --> 02:42:26.430 Ali Punjani: Creating an induced prefer
orientation problem when you don't really have to have it just because you're
particle picking was incorrect.

1162
02:42:27.090 --> 02:42:37.050
Ali Punjani: Or you might end up picking confirmations one over another,
which again, you don't want since you really want to sample all the
confirmation of space. If possible, especially if there's confirmations look
different.

1163



02:42:37.710 --> 02:42:44.130
Ali Punjani: So the trickling particle picking is to pick a technique that's
the least bias that still provides high quality pics getting lots of protein.

1164
02:42:45.270 --> 02:42:50.220
Ali Punjani: For that there's a spectrum of methods that are available on one
of the spectrum, our template free

1165
02:42:50.940 --> 02:42:59.850
Ali Punjani: Particle picking methods, those don't really require any prior
knowledge about your protein at all other than maybe the approximate size of
the particle. And so for example there's blob based picking
 1166
02:43:00.480 --> 02:43:06.840
Ali Punjani: And lobbies picking in Christ literally does what it sounds like
it's looking for anything in the ice anything in the image that

1167
02:43:07.770 --> 02:43:13.260
Ali Punjani: Can be characterized as a blob of density, that's a little bit
more than the ice background.

1168
02:43:13.830 --> 02:43:26.850
Ali Punjani: And of course, there's lots of noise. So it's possible that
there may be a patch of noise that randomly happens to look like and have
more density than another, just because of the noise but statistically
particles will have actual density that you can find with a blob a speaker.

1169
02:43:28.260 --> 02:43:30.930
Ali Punjani: And I think with the blog pickers. It's very fast. It's
unbiased.

1170
02:43:31.380 --> 02:43:38.880
Ali Punjani: It doesn't really require any setup time and it's the least
discriminated so well, actually that's a con because it's the least described
it may pick up anything

1171 02:43:39.210 --> 02:43:42.990
Ali Punjani: Carbon edges aggregates junk, whatever. Anything that has
density will get picked up.

1172
02:43:43.590 --> 02:43:48.660
Ali Punjani: But it's unbiased, so it'll pick up all those things, and it'll
get all the different views and all the different confirmations and
everything, hopefully.

1173
02:43:49.590 --> 02:44:00.060



Ali Punjani: So in practice it's actually one of the most commonly used
particle pickers and for a lot of data sets. You don't need anything else,
and I'll show some case studies even difficult membrane proteins and stuff
where the blood picker just works fine.

1174
02:44:02.250 --> 02:44:11.910
Ali Punjani: However, there it is possible and often useful to move along the
spectrum to slightly more discriminating pickers. Like, for example, template
based particle picking

1175
02:44:12.510 --> 02:44:22.650 Ali Punjani: Template based picking relies on
having a set of 2D or 3D reference templates for what your particle looks
like and then using those to search the image for other

1176
02:44:23.250 --> 02:44:27.210
Ali Punjani: Parts of the image patches that look like a particle of interest
in terms of their shape.

1177
02:44:27.720 --> 02:44:37.080
Ali Punjani: So that's obviously much more descriptive than blob making
because simply picking won't pick up things that don't have the same shape
and it'll generally center itself, much better on the actual particle, rather
than just

1178
02:44:38.220 --> 02:44:39.600
Ali Punjani: Pieces of density

1179
02:44:40.920 --> 02:44:51.660
Ali Punjani: Simply picking, however, can have false positives, where a
region of the noise in the ice happens to have the same shape, not the same
amount of density, but the same shape as one of the templates.

1180
02:44:52.380 --> 02:45:05.940 Ali Punjani: And like what's shown in this
example here, these four pics from a template picker are not great, not what
we actually want. And the template picker can also introduce bias. If you've
left out some views from your template picker that are distinct from another
each other or confirmations.

1181
02:45:07.050 --> 02:45:12.210
Ali Punjani: Luckily, in Christ work. We actually have a method that at least
deals with the false positives problem very well.

1182
02:45:12.660 --> 02:45:18.720
Ali Punjani: By measuring for both a blog picker and template picker two
different independent types of scores.



1183
02:45:19.080 --> 02:45:27.630
Ali Punjani: One of them is that what we call the template correlation or
normalized cross correlation score and that measures in a shape sense, how
well does a candidate region of the

1184
02:45:28.170 --> 02:45:35.670 Ali Punjani: Image look like the particle in
our template. So if the shape is about the same. The correlation will be
high. If it's not, it will be low.

1185
02:45:37.320 --> 02:45:50.340
Ali Punjani: The other score is something that we call a local power score
and the local power score or something that measures how much actual
statistically, how much stuff is there in this region of the micro graph is
it much more than the noise background or not.

1186
02:45:51.360 --> 02:45:58.800
Ali Punjani: And that score tells us an independent measure of whether a
certain patch could be considered an actual particle or not. Since we know
that we're approaching has at least some amount of density

1187
02:45:59.460 --> 02:46:09.360
Ali Punjani: And so, in combination with these, these two characteristics.
Help us pretty easily and cleanly separate good particles and bad ones are
good pics and bad ones for these two methods.

1188
02:46:09.990 --> 02:46:19.080 Ali Punjani: In Christ were interactively and
I'll show how to do that on the example that we're using today. The, the
third kind of picking is even further along the spectrum in terms of
specificity and discrimination.

1189
02:46:20.040 --> 02:46:28.830
Ali Punjani: But it's more cumbersome are often much more cumbersome to use
and also has its own issues like introduced advice, and that is to train deep
neural networks for doing

1190
02:46:29.190 --> 02:46:40.470
Ali Punjani: Machine Learning based particle picking where we provide a
neural network with training data of example pics typically manually pics
usually in the thousands. I'm sorry, usually in the thousands.

1191
02:46:41.580 --> 02:46:44.940
Ali Punjani: And then those particle pick locations are used to train a
classifier.

1192



02:46:45.720 --> 02:46:52.890
Ali Punjani: Using standard machine learning methods that reports, whether a
particular patch of an image is a particle or not, or sometimes formulated in
in other ways.

1193
02:46:53.580 --> 02:47:03.480
Ali Punjani: And the ideal thing is that this the particle picker would
somehow learn exactly what makes a particle look like a particle and discard
everything else. In practice, it can work very well on can be very specific.

1194
02:47:04.080 --> 02:47:07.530
Ali Punjani: And in some projects that has proved to be very useful.

1195
02:47:08.490 --> 02:47:15.780
Ali Punjani: But in general, it's it requires manual picking to be done very
well. So you have to be able to pick your particles manually, to be able to
use this kind of a technique.

1196
02:47:16.350 --> 02:47:21.480
Ali Punjani: Unlike blob picking, for example, he needs to pick usually lots
of them thousands across multiple micro graphs.

1197
02:47:22.020 --> 02:47:29.160
Ali Punjani: And you have to train the classifier which can sometimes take
time and the final main point is that if your manual particle picking is
biased, let's say,

1198
02:47:29.550 --> 02:47:38.790 Ali Punjani: You're trying to pick out a
protein that's not very circular. Let's say it's sort of along eaten it may
be much easier to see the side of us in the images than the top years

1199
02:47:39.150 --> 02:47:47.040
Ali Punjani: And if you don't pick any top of us are not enough top us the
neural network will actually learn the exact same bias that you provided in
the training data.

1200
02:47:47.520 --> 02:47:56.820
Ali Punjani: And so you want to make sure to avoid that. Again, like I said,
in some cases, they can the deep particle bigger can work extremely well. So
it's worth trying and cases where the other methods don't produce good
results.

1201
02:47:58.590 --> 02:48:00.660
Ali Punjani: Increased work we have options for all these



1202
02:48:01.530 --> 02:48:09.300
Ali Punjani: I will start by actually moving back to the practical and
showing you how on our particular data set we can use first blog based
picking for totally unsupervised.

1203
02:48:09.690 --> 02:48:18.180
Ali Punjani: Unbiased picking to get some initial pics and then use that and
along with 2D classification to create templates that we can go back and do
template based particle picking with

1204
02:48:19.770 --> 02:48:22.770
Ali Punjani: Together get much more accurate pics from our data.

1205
02:48:25.050 --> 02:48:38.010
Ali Punjani: So coming back to press work I have is create exposure job here
which is going to kill by selecting the job, looking at the job details panel
and choosing the kill button that will stop the process behind the scenes and
make sure that it's not using any resources.

1206
02:48:39.330 --> 02:48:45.420
Ali Punjani: And then move over to the job folder and choose blog picking, so
I'll create a blog picker job title.

1207
02:48:46.980 --> 02:48:56.820
Ali Punjani: From there, I will connect the output of my CTF estimation. And
this is important because we actually need the CTF estimates to do particle
begin and I'll explain exactly why that is in a minute.
 1208
02:48:57.840 --> 02:49:00.960
Ali Punjani: Take exposures of CTF estimation popping back into our blood
thicker.

1209
02:49:03.300 --> 02:49:11.760
Ali Punjani: And then I will choose to set a minimum particle damage or for
my blood picker of 100 extremes and a maximum of 200 extra ones.

1210
02:49:12.300 --> 02:49:17.250
Ali Punjani: And that's just because I know something about this protein in
general, you'd have to have some idea of the size of your protein.

1211
02:49:18.060 --> 02:49:27.000
Ali Punjani: In order to do this, or you can just try it with some numbers
approximately around the range of sizes that you expect, and you may just get
very good pics since it's really not too sensitive to these parameters.



1212
02:49:28.020 --> 02:49:33.870
Ali Punjani: The block picker has some choices. For example, if you want to
use differently shaped blogs, so

1213
02:49:34.290 --> 02:49:41.100 Ali Punjani: By default, the blog that we're
searching with is circular. But let's say you know that your protein is a
little bit long gated, you may want he's an elliptical blog that has

1214
02:49:42.090 --> 02:49:54.750
Ali Punjani: Short side of 100 banks terms and alongside of 200 or a ring
shaped blog that has an inner diameter of 100 and outer diameter of 200. For
example, if you're picking viruses or April fair 10 or something else then
ring shape blogs can work well.

1215
02:49:55.920 --> 02:50:01.350
Ali Punjani: The rest of the parameters and not going to change. Except I'm
going to choose to only process five micro graphs.

1216
02:50:03.030 --> 02:50:09.000
Ali Punjani: And that's really just for convenience right now. You don't have
to do this because right now. What I'm trying to do is generate initial
particle pics

1217
02:50:10.800 --> 02:50:13.800
Ali Punjani: I will only use the first five. So I can go ahead and cue that
job.

1218
02:50:16.290 --> 02:50:19.710 Ali Punjani: And all the practical participants
should be doing this as well, but the same parameters.

1219
02:50:21.180 --> 02:50:22.680
Ali Punjani: The instructions are now written here.

1220
02:50:26.400 --> 02:50:30.630
Ali Punjani: So we can see that the blood picker has immediately loaded up
and my graphs and started picking a bunch of particles.

1221
02:50:30.930 --> 02:50:37.110
Ali Punjani: Whether these are actually good or not. It's something that we
can find out what the next job type, which is another interactive job called
inspect particle pigs.

1222
02:50:37.770 --> 02:50:53.280



Ali Punjani: And this is a really helpful tool to look at particle pics of
any kind, and see how they fall on the micro graphs sort them and
interactively modified thresholds on the parameters are on the criteria that
we have. So we can pick good particles and remove the balance.

1223
02:50:54.990 --> 02:51:13.680 Ali Punjani: So I will create an inspector
particle pics job and now from my blog picking job, which is completed, I can
take the particles and connect them to my inspect particle pics job and I
will also take the micro graphs from which those particles have common
connect them to my inspect job.

1224
02:51:15.060 --> 02:51:17.460
Ali Punjani: And go ahead and cue this job as well.

1225
02:51:18.750 --> 02:51:22.890
Ali Punjani: Now this interactive job will load up it'll do a bunch of
preparation and then show me the interactive tab.

1226
02:51:24.690 --> 02:51:30.180
Ali Punjani: Once I once I show you that interactive tab will be able to
explain what all the various plots are and how we can use this tool.

1227
02:51:35.040 --> 02:51:35.280
Ali Punjani: Okay.

1228
02:51:36.870 --> 02:51:43.140
Ali Punjani: So what we're looking at here now is the view of our interactive
job, which is an insect particle pics job.

1229
02:51:44.820 --> 02:51:54.000 Ali Punjani: It has a few different sections
and I'm going to make it a little bit bigger so everyone can see the
different parts on the left side, there is a histogram a 2D colored
histogram.

1230
02:51:54.300 --> 02:51:59.940
Ali Punjani: The exact same histogram that I was showing you the slides and
that is template correlation versus local power.

1231
02:52:02.160 --> 02:52:09.390
Ali Punjani: And this histogram is actually better example what we're looking
for our particles that have a high template correlation, meaning that their
shapes match up well with their

1232
02:52:09.750 --> 02:52:24.300



Ali Punjani: Templates. In this case, we're looking at blogs so high template
correlation means thing that is more blob like than not, as well as a local
power score that is somehow intermediate very low local power scores indicate

1233
02:52:25.980 --> 02:52:35.340 Ali Punjani: Empty patches of ice that happened
to look like our template and very high local power scores indicate carbon
edges aggregates contaminants and other things that have too much density to
be a particle

1234
02:52:36.270 --> 02:52:46.110
Ali Punjani: So in this plot. I'm going to start and move the sliders and
you'll see the green circles on the right hand side, start to appear and
disappear in real time as I do this.

1235
02:52:48.210 --> 02:52:59.160
Ali Punjani: So what we're seeing is literally the pics that are left over at
a certain level of this threshold. So right now we're selecting particles
that have a correlation score better than, let's say, point two.

1236
02:53:00.720 --> 02:53:08.460
Ali Punjani: I think I wrote in the instructions approximately what you
should end up settling on you can choose any threshold you want, but these
are the numbers that I know will work well.

1237
02:53:09.420 --> 02:53:14.070 Ali Punjani: In order to visualize this a
little better. Since the green circles are a little bit hard to see. You can
see the micro graph underneath.

1238
02:53:14.430 --> 02:53:30.780
Ali Punjani: I'm going to change the box size here which is right now 256 and
that's actually showing me the circle is showing me what a 256 pixel square
box its inner circle would extract this box as is not actually what we're
going to use going forward.

1239
02:53:32.040 --> 02:53:36.480
Ali Punjani: But I can just change it to any value for the purpose of display
so seventh of 32

1240
02:53:37.680 --> 02:53:42.630
Ali Punjani: And now you see the green circles are much smaller and they're
just pointing at the center of the particle pics

1241
02:53:43.560 --> 02:53:51.390
Ali Punjani: I'll also show you that there is a slider, the top here called
low pass filter and changing that slider allows us to apply a low pass



filter.

1242
02:53:51.930 --> 02:54:03.870 Ali Punjani: Also hide the picture and also you
can see a low pass filters of the image that helps to remove a lot of the
excess shot noise that doesn't help us in mentally as a human visualizing and
seeing what's in the micro graph.

1243
02:54:05.100 --> 02:54:17.190
Ali Punjani: With a good amount of filtering, you can now see lots of clear
individual articles. There are the circle views that are top us there are
these four ring stacked ringside views that are the side view of the 20th
barrel.

1244
02:54:18.540 --> 02:54:32.310
Ali Punjani: And so you can see lots of plenty of particles. If you can also
scroll on the bottom left here through various micro graphs in the set, we
only have five. So I'm just going to pick another one. You can order them by
D focus or CTF fit or the number of particle pics

1245
02:54:33.390 --> 02:54:43.380 Ali Punjani: And actually this is actually
probably a good demonstration. Just for completeness. The first micro graph
here has a D focus of 1.2 micron. The units of the CERN Engstrom

1246
02:54:44.580 --> 02:54:49.440
Ali Punjani: If I turn off the low pass filter we can actually see the
difference between a

1247
02:54:50.130 --> 02:54:56.130
Ali Punjani: Heidi focus and a low D focus my progress. So this one, I'm
looking at right now has a key focus of 2.1 microns. So that's pretty high.

1248
02:54:56.730 --> 02:55:13.380
Ali Punjani: You can see very clearly without the low pass filter. There are
lots of intact particles and everything is kind of clean. You can see the
particles, you can identify them visually by I every particle has the sort of
white Halo. And that's actually what the CTF does is it D localize is

1249
02:55:14.970 --> 02:55:19.860
Ali Punjani: Information from the particle image. And so instead of seeing,
seeing just the shadow of the particle. We're seeing

1250 02:55:20.940 --> 02:55:25.110
Ali Punjani: Both bright and dark spots created by the refraction pattern of
electrons through the sample.

1251



02:55:26.430 --> 02:55:33.420
Ali Punjani: So this is a hydrophobic Merkel route and I'm going to switch
over to this 1.2 micron lower D focus micro graph. And we'll see how
different that looks

1252
02:55:33.990 --> 02:55:47.400
Ali Punjani: You can see now that it's definitely much more noisy looking and
the contrast of the particles is worse, that's exactly what happens at as a
lower D focus as we approach focus the particles start to disappear into the
noise.

1253
02:55:48.720 --> 02:55:56.310
Ali Punjani: In fact, this Logie folks micro graph has somewhat better high
resolution content, but it makes it harder for us to see and find the
particles.

1254
02:55:57.060 --> 02:56:03.990
Ali Punjani: Anyway, coming back to our particle picking problem is going to
choose this other micro graph to play one micron and bring in the low pass
filter again.

1255
02:56:04.500 --> 02:56:08.730
Ali Punjani: So we can see all the particles really cleanly and you can now
really tell where they are very easily.

1256
02:56:09.180 --> 02:56:15.900
Ali Punjani: I'll show the particle pics again, you can see that the green
circles are there are a bunch of particles that are, for example, an empty
patches of ice that we want to get rid of.

1257
02:56:16.260 --> 02:56:22.290
Ali Punjani: And there are a bunch that are actually on the particles, a lot
of particles are sometimes picked off center because the blog pickers and
perfect

1258
02:56:22.650 --> 02:56:32.130
Ali Punjani: But that's where what we're going to fix with our next iteration
of particle. So, in this case, I'm going to choose particles only that have
power score at least 600

1259
02:56:33.390 --> 02:56:40.320
Ali Punjani: So now you can see we've gotten rid of all the particle pics
that were in the empty patches of ice and also below 1000

1260
02:56:41.070 --> 02:56:45.420 Ali Punjani: And that as I'm dragging this you



should see that I'm removing those particles pics that are on

1261
02:56:46.080 --> 02:56:53.550
Ali Punjani: For example, double and triple particles that are aggregated
like these, where there's particles on top of each other. That's not really
good for our, our, our algorithms.

1262
02:56:54.000 --> 02:56:59.550
Ali Punjani: There are also, you can't see them very clearly right now, but
lots of gold nanoparticles distributed in this simple

1263
02:57:00.060 --> 02:57:06.030
Ali Punjani: And those also have a lot of contrast that we want to avoid. So
these settings allow us to pick out particles that are

1264
02:57:06.480 --> 02:57:10.980
Ali Punjani: pretty reasonable for a blog picker, the particle pics aren't
exactly centered, like I mentioned, but we're going to fix that.

1265
02:57:11.850 --> 02:57:22.680 Ali Punjani: Now we can click Done picking
output locations and this button is only going to output the locations of the
particle pics that we've selected here. It doesn't actually cut out the
particles from the images or extract them or do anything else.

1266
02:57:23.850 --> 02:57:24.150
So,

1267
02:57:26.970 --> 02:57:36.780
Ali Punjani: Now this job is finished and its output it are five micrograms,
along with 3500 particles picked from those micro graphs.

1268
02:57:37.470 --> 02:57:51.990
Ali Punjani: The next thing we're going to do is actually extract those that
small number of particles from the microbes. So what we want to do is create
a new job. This is now an extract from micro grass job. It's part of the
particle picking section but it's called extract from my grass.

1269
02:57:53.400 --> 02:57:57.000
Ali Punjani: And I'll just give a minute for the practical participants to
catch up on bricks and mortar.

1270
02:58:04.020 --> 02:58:05.310 Ali Punjani: Extract from micro graphs.

1271



02:58:06.450 --> 02:58:15.570
Ali Punjani: Literally, does the simplest thing, which is to take each micro
graph loaded to cut out small squares of a certain size that we call the box
size around each particle coordinate

1272
02:58:16.110 --> 02:58:28.800
Ali Punjani: And store those particle cut out square particles in a stack,
essentially. So we're going to start the extract from Microsoft's job, take
the output of our inspection job micro graphs and particles.

1273
02:58:31.350 --> 02:58:33.060
Ali Punjani: And then choose the box size.

1274
02:58:34.080 --> 02:58:37.080
Ali Punjani: And this is, again, written in the instructions on the left hand
side. Step number three.

1275
02:58:37.680 --> 02:58:48.720 Ali Punjani: We're going to choose the
extraction box is to be 440 pixels. Again, I happen to know that because I'm
very familiar with this data set, but you'd have to choose a box size based
on the size of the particle and the pixel size and so on.

1276
02:58:49.920 --> 02:59:04.590
Ali Punjani: The rule of thumb, and this is something we always get a lot of
questions around the rule of thumb is that the box size should be
approximately twice the longest diameter. The particle, that's not a hard and
fast rule. It can be smaller. It can be larger.

1277
02:59:05.910 --> 02:59:19.500
Ali Punjani: The reason it should be that big is because if you remember what
the CTF does it takes information from the shadow of the particle refraction
pattern that we want to capture and spreads it around nearby to the particle.
If we cut the box too small around every particle

1278
02:59:20.520 --> 02:59:33.810 Ali Punjani: We will end up cutting off lots of
useful signal from the outside of the box that we want to keep. So we're
going to keep an extraction box as a 440 a free crop box eyes and ultimately
this is a

1279
02:59:35.640 --> 02:59:42.360
Ali Punjani: What free cropping means it's the same as building another word
for beginning. I mean, they're not actually the same mathematical operation,
but they both correspond to

1280
02:59:42.780 --> 02:59:49.320



Ali Punjani: Down sampling an image free cropping is lossless in the sense
that it doesn't create any extra artifacts, whereas beginning sometimes does

1281
02:59:50.220 --> 02:59:57.300
Ali Punjani: So for it cropping means that we're going to down sample the
images from their original for 40 size down to 256

1282
02:59:57.960 --> 03:00:08.100
Ali Punjani: And the reason being is that the pixel size of this data set is
so small had 0.6 NX terms that we're just wasting time and compute resources.

1283
03:00:08.640 --> 03:00:14.400 Ali Punjani: Processing images of such high
resolution when we're not expecting to get a 1.5 x term results here.

1284
03:00:15.060 --> 03:00:21.480
Ali Punjani: Again, this is a choice. I can make, because I know the data.
And I know that I'm aiming for two point x Engstrom reconstruction. So with
this.

1285
03:00:22.200 --> 03:00:31.590
Ali Punjani: With this down sampling factor. I'm going to be shrinking the
images and storing them at a lower resolution after extraction to save disk
space and

1286
03:00:32.220 --> 03:00:46.440
Ali Punjani: compute time and everything. The reason this is important for
compute time and disk space and memory usage is that later down in the
pipeline all the processing that we do with particles takes either the box I
squared or the box size cute little memory so

1287
03:00:47.580 --> 03:00:59.430 Ali Punjani: If you double the box size. That
means either four times or eight times more memory necessary to deal with the
same images and vastly more time as well so smaller box as is always useful
where possible.

1288
03:01:01.080 --> 03:01:02.850
Ali Punjani: So again, I'm finally going to

1289
03:01:03.990 --> 03:01:04.710
Ali Punjani: Run this job.

1290
03:01:13.440 --> 03:01:19.110
Ali Punjani: And what will come out of this job in a, in a moment is a set of
micro graphs and a set of extracted articles.



1291
03:01:19.620 --> 03:01:26.010
Ali Punjani: You'll notice here that the number of particles is slightly less
than the number we had previously identified

1292
03:01:26.580 --> 03:01:36.330
Ali Punjani: And that's because some particles are too close to the edge of
the micro graph. And so the extraction can't extract from it only extract
particles that are far enough away from the edge that we can get a whole box.

1293
03:01:37.920 --> 03:01:46.530 Ali Punjani: So right now we have 3000
particles. I'm next going to start a 2D classification job and I will explain
it again about this because we're coming to that in the next section.

1294
03:01:46.890 --> 03:01:59.340
Ali Punjani: But I'm going to start a 2D classification job taking the
outputs from my extract from micro graphs job just the particles. This time,
so I'm dragging just the particles output and connecting it to my 2D
classification job.

1295
03:02:01.770 --> 03:02:03.270
Ali Punjani: This is step four, by the way.

1296
03:02:04.470 --> 03:02:15.570
Ali Punjani: Connecting the particles and for the 2D classification and going
to change one parameter which is the number of 2D classes and I'll set that
to 20 since I really don't have that much data. So I don't need to waste time
looking for more classes.

1297
03:02:16.710 --> 03:02:25.200 Ali Punjani: With larger data sets, you may
need want 5100 200 classes and depending on what you're trying to do. And
I'll explain all that in the next section. But for now, we'll just continue
with 20

1298
03:02:26.400 --> 03:02:26.850
Classes.

1299
03:02:28.200 --> 03:02:38.820
Ali Punjani: So this 2D classification job is now going to run and on your
instances. You should also see that run. If you see any errors about SSD
caching. It may mean that when you set up your project. You didn't flip that
switch

1300
03:02:39.300 --> 03:02:42.480
Ali Punjani: And if anyone has that problem. I'll just tell you what to do



right now.

1301
03:02:46.620 --> 03:02:57.780
Ali Punjani: In your 2D classification job this one. There's a parameter that
you see at the very end. That's called cash particle images on SSD, you have
to manually turn that off and then run the job again.

1302
03:03:00.630 --> 03:03:03.180
Ali Punjani: Okay, so my to declassification job now has already started.

1303 03:03:03.780 --> 03:03:10.680
Ali Punjani: In a few seconds, it started to resolve very course to the
classes and its continuing to optimize those I'll explain how that works in a
few minutes, but

1304
03:03:11.070 --> 03:03:22.140
Ali Punjani: The purpose that we're doing this is step four here to create
some two dimensional templates that look like our particles that we can then
use for template based particle picking

1305
03:03:23.130 --> 03:03:34.920
Ali Punjani: And template based particle picking as I explained is more
discriminatory more accurate in this case since our protein really only has
two distinct views the top view and the side view, since it's so highly
symmetric

1306
03:03:36.030 --> 03:03:42.150
Ali Punjani: We don't have to worry about bias of missing views or
confirmations or anything like that. So we're just going to go ahead and use
the template picker with just two templates.

1307
03:03:42.420 --> 03:03:50.190 Ali Punjani: In practice, you can use many more
templates 20 3040 whatever you want. You can also generate templates from a
3D structure.

1308
03:03:52.440 --> 03:03:59.970
Ali Punjani: So for example, if you already have an initial model of your
protein or you got to a later stage of processing where you've created 3D
reconstruction.

1309
03:04:00.330 --> 03:04:06.150
Ali Punjani: And you want to go back and make your particle picking better
you can take that three reconstruction and feed it to a

1310
03:04:06.930 --> 03:04:18.630



Ali Punjani: Create templates job that will take the 3D structure and
projected along different viewing directions and generate a whole bunch of 2D
templates that can be used for template picking

1311
03:04:20.100 --> 03:04:29.760
Ali Punjani: So that's another option. In general, if you're going to use the
template picker. That's a good idea. You do have to be very careful about one
thing, which is that you shouldn't bring in outside

1312 03:04:30.390 --> 03:04:38.460
Ali Punjani: Information into a processing flow at this point. For example,
if you're working with some difficult protein. And you can't really see it
well in the images and you think, well,

1313
03:04:38.850 --> 03:04:48.000
Ali Punjani: I know there's a PTV structure of a similar protein. Why don't I
load that as a tree structure generate templates and use that for particle
picking that is a very bad idea because

1314
03:04:49.020 --> 03:04:56.670
Ali Punjani: The template picker is highly biased by the templates that come
in and if the templates are generated from outside information it's perfectly
possible

1315
03:04:57.210 --> 03:05:07.440
Ali Punjani: For the template picker to pick up a bunch of things in the
sample in the ice that are not actually your protein or may not be anything
at all, just because they happen to correlate somewhat well with the
templates that you provide

1316
03:05:08.940 --> 03:05:15.180 Ali Punjani: Were safe as long as those
templates were generated from the data itself like what we're doing here.
We're not introducing any outside information.

1317
03:05:16.200 --> 03:05:23.370
Ali Punjani: Or if you had a three structure resulting from the same data,
otherwise it's not safe to use templates from external sources.

1318
03:05:24.360 --> 03:05:32.700
Ali Punjani: There are some caveats. For example, if you're working on
multiple samples of the same protein, maybe with different logins. Now you
can use templates from one across to the others.

1319
03:05:33.330 --> 03:05:47.640
Ali Punjani: As long as you can actually see the particles in the ice. It's
safe, but you just have to be careful about this notion of buyers. The same



thing is true for the particle pickers trained on one data set and then apply
to a different one. You can't necessarily trust that result.

1320
03:05:49.290 --> 03:05:49.830
Ali Punjani: Okay, so

1321
03:05:51.390 --> 03:05:51.930 Ali Punjani: For

1322
03:05:54.660 --> 03:06:04.020
Ali Punjani: I see that there's a question about the SSD fix for somebody
having a promo just explain that again. If your job failed using the SST
problem you can clear the job. Click on clear

1323
03:06:05.910 --> 03:06:06.600
Ali Punjani: Shoes. Yes.

1324
03:06:08.370 --> 03:06:16.080
Ali Punjani: And then you'll now have an empty job that has not been
processed click on where it says building to enter the building the job
builder again.

1325
03:06:17.130 --> 03:06:24.570
Ali Punjani: For that job and then scroll all the way down to the bottom and
you'll see a parameter called cash particle images on SSD.

1326
03:06:25.770 --> 03:06:32.820
Ali Punjani: You have to turn that off manually right now it's off for me. By
default, since I had to change the setting correctly but you may see that
it's on, and you should turn it off.

1327
03:06:37.080 --> 03:06:41.910 Ali Punjani: So now I'm going to assume that
the two construction jobs that are running for most people already completed.

1328
03:06:43.560 --> 03:06:54.990
Ali Punjani: We can move on to the next stage of particle picking which is to
select the templates out of these that we want to use for template based
picking and then proceed to picking. I'm just gonna open up this to
classification job. So we can look at the templates.

1329
03:06:55.380 --> 03:06:56.280
Ali Punjani: in a little more detail.

1330
03:06:56.910 --> 03:07:09.240



Ali Punjani: There's clearly some templates that are of particles that are
picked off center. So like this proteasome is clipped off at one side.
There's a good template of a top few we can start to see the sevenfold
symmetry of the reason

1331
03:07:11.640 --> 03:07:19.350
Ali Punjani: There's a great centered side view. There's another one. This is
one of those gold nanoparticles. And that is contaminating this data set and
then there are a bunch of other
 1332
03:07:19.830 --> 03:07:27.660
Ali Punjani: Various strange kinds of side views are slightly partially
oblique views. And so we don't really care about any of those. We just want
to use the top genocide, you

1333
03:07:28.140 --> 03:07:36.150
Ali Punjani: So what we're going to do is go to our job builder and create a
select 2D classes job.

1334
03:07:37.140 --> 03:07:44.730
Ali Punjani: By the way, I see someone who asks, How do I exit full screen
for the jobs, you can click this little arrow button in the top right corner
of any job part

1335
03:07:45.540 --> 03:07:55.620
Ali Punjani: So creating a select 20 classes job. We now have two inputs, one
for particles, which we're taking from our to declassification job that we
just ran

1336
03:07:56.700 --> 03:08:01.620
Ali Punjani: And one for templates which are coming from the class averages
of our TD classification job.

1337
03:08:06.720 --> 03:08:11.040 Ali Punjani: So once both of those are
connected. We can cue their select today john

1338
03:08:14.670 --> 03:08:22.620
Ali Punjani: And I selected the job is a very simple interactive job just
shows us all of our templates allows us to interact and click on the ones we
want to keep. So coming over to the interactive tab here.

1339
03:08:23.700 --> 03:08:32.670
Ali Punjani: I can see that this job is now ready for me to use I want choose
this one top view. And once I view. And that's it. So once I selected those
two I can click the green done button.



1340
03:08:33.300 --> 03:08:42.360
Ali Punjani: And the output of this job is going to contain just those two
templates and the particles associated with them, which we're not going to
use words can use the two templates for template picking. So I'm going to
click done

1341
03:08:45.810 --> 03:08:47.730
Ali Punjani: And then move over to

1342
03:08:48.600 --> 03:08:49.770
Saara Virani: The template picker.

1343 03:08:50.550 --> 03:08:58.620
Ali Punjani: This is now step number six, creating a template picking job. So
that's the job called template picker.

1344
03:09:00.810 --> 03:09:05.670
Saara Virani: I'm sorry to interrupt you. Maybe it's a good time for a quick
recap. Since particle picking is one of the longer

1345
03:09:05.670 --> 03:09:06.930
Saara Virani: Sections particular

1346
03:09:07.650 --> 03:09:12.360
Saara Virani: Tell us in our roadmap, where we are in our picking strategy
and what's coming next, what we've done.

1347
03:09:13.080 --> 03:09:19.800
Ali Punjani: So far, what we've done is to use first the blog picker directly
applied to the output of our CTF estimation job to pick

1348
03:09:20.160 --> 03:09:29.670
Ali Punjani: automatically pick using just two inputs, one being the minimum
particle diameter of 100 x terms and the other one being 200 extra maximum
particle diameter

1349
03:09:30.300 --> 03:09:39.450 Ali Punjani: Pig particles automatically on
five micrograms. We then inspected those particles to select the ones that we
thought were good by applying some thresholds that was step number two.

1350
03:09:40.230 --> 03:09:48.780
Ali Punjani: Then we extracted those particles from the micro graphs with a
certain box eyes and a certain free cropping size for 40 to 56



1351
03:09:49.530 --> 03:10:00.960
Ali Punjani: Then we took those particles that were extracted from blob
picking so they're not perfectly picked, but they're reasonable and we ran a
very fast 20 class today classification on those particles.

1352
03:10:02.520 --> 03:10:06.810
Ali Punjani: That yielded a bunch of templates that are average particles
that now have more clear details in them.

1353
03:10:07.560 --> 03:10:11.730
Ali Punjani: And we're going to use some of those for template based picking
as a second round of picking

1354
03:10:12.480 --> 03:10:28.920 Ali Punjani: In order to to choose the
templates, we want to use we ran a select to D job to select two templates,
just one top view and one side view that's as far as we've got now and the
next thing we're doing is to go to the job builder and create a template
picking job template picker job.

1355
03:10:30.450 --> 03:10:38.610
michael schmid: I had a question. Then on the in in the select to date you
selected the two

1356
03:10:40.470 --> 03:10:50.280
michael schmid: Views that you wanted, but you also had to select the
particles again because of these two the picture. There's didn't contain
which particles.

1357
03:10:50.730 --> 03:11:05.220
michael schmid: Is that why is that that that that you happy because it seems
like you should just be able to just have to select those two views the two
2D views you wanted, but you actually had to also include the set of
particles.

1358
03:11:06.480 --> 03:11:07.500
Ali Punjani: Actually happy because

1359
03:11:08.010 --> 03:11:14.910 Ali Punjani: We didn't actually have to do that
manually. What happens in 2D classification is that to the classification
generates these averages.

1360
03:11:15.300 --> 03:11:27.180
Ali Punjani: And each average is a cluster of particles. So, for example,
this topic contains 443 particles we don't actually care about those



particles or which ones they are since what we're really looking for is just
the shape of the template.

1361
03:11:28.830 --> 03:11:35.340
Ali Punjani: But the select to the job that we just ran by default when you
give it particles and templates and choose the templates.

1362
03:11:35.640 --> 03:11:44.070
Ali Punjani: You only choose the templates, but it will itself behind the
scenes, separate the particles into the particles that you've chosen the
particles that you exclude it so there are

1363
03:11:44.430 --> 03:11:51.270 Ali Punjani: A bunch of outputs here, one for
the selected particles that came from these two classes, one for the excluded
particles. They came from all those classes.

1364
03:11:51.660 --> 03:12:03.930
Ali Punjani: We are actually only interested in this one output which is
templates selected, but in a different scenario when we're using select to
be, let's say, to purify a data set we may actually be interested in the
particles that came from the classes that we liked.

1365
03:12:05.760 --> 03:12:06.630
Ali Punjani: Is that has a question.

1366
03:12:08.130 --> 03:12:13.650
michael schmid: Yeah, yeah, okay, is it's a different Okay fine, you're,
you're getting them from different places. Yeah, okay.

1367
03:12:14.700 --> 03:12:18.540
Ali Punjani: Great. So now we're the place we're at is to create our template
we can go

1368
03:12:20.250 --> 03:12:21.810
Ali Punjani: So by creating a template picker job it has

1369
03:12:21.840 --> 03:12:26.820 Ali Punjani: Again two inputs, one for
templates and one for micro graph. So this is going to be a little bit
different than the

1370
03:12:26.820 --> 03:12:30.240
Ali Punjani: Previous jobs that we built in that it's going to take inputs
from two places.



1371
03:12:31.320 --> 03:12:33.930
Ali Punjani: We're going to open the select to the job first

1372
03:12:34.350 --> 03:12:40.710
Ali Punjani: And take the templates templates selected from to the are
selected the job as our templates

1373
03:12:40.770 --> 03:12:44.400
Ali Punjani: In template picking. Next we're going to close this job.

1374
03:12:46.110 --> 03:12:48.780
Ali Punjani: And go back to our CTF estimation job.

1375
03:12:50.610 --> 03:12:57.840
Ali Punjani: Open that up and take the exposures, the set of 20 exposures
from there as our micro graph support process.

1376
03:13:00.150 --> 03:13:08.880 Ali Punjani: The reason we're doing that is
because so far in the blog picker. We had chosen to process only five images.
And so the outputs of our jobs, up to that point.

1377
03:13:08.910 --> 03:13:10.170
michael schmid: contain only five images.

1378
03:13:10.440 --> 03:13:17.370
Ali Punjani: But we actually want to now look at the entire set of 20 images
or in a different case and maybe 20,000 images and process them all with the
template picker.

1379
03:13:18.120 --> 03:13:28.590
Ali Punjani: And so we've now connected the full set of micro graphs after
city estimation, along with our just two templates that we wanted to our
template picker. We can see this a little more clearly in the tree view.

1380
03:13:30.420 --> 03:13:31.710
Ali Punjani: We're now we see that

1381
03:13:32.970 --> 03:13:43.230
Ali Punjani: Zooming in holding all to or options scrolling, I can see that
we had an important movies job, followed by patch motion patch CTF patch ETF
was used for blood picking

1382



03:13:44.250 --> 03:13:54.630
Ali Punjani: Which was then used for inspect pics extract from Mike graphs 2D
classification select to it. And finally, that as well as the original patch
CTF was used for template picking

1383
03:13:57.720 --> 03:14:13.710
Ali Punjani: Hopefully that's clear. I'm going to now queue up this template
picking job. Oh, sorry. It needs one parameter which is the carnival diameter
here. I'm going to estimate 200 rooms in the template picker, the particle to
amateur can be any number that's larger than the largest particle diameter

1384
03:14:14.160 --> 03:14:14.880
Ali Punjani: So for the

1385
03:14:15.240 --> 03:14:24.270
Ali Punjani: proteasome it's real, actual length is about 190 or 180 extremes
and so 200 is a good number tissues. So I'm going to go ahead and cue that
job.

1386
03:14:30.180 --> 03:14:34.950
Ali Punjani: And that job is now going to actually do some template based
particle picking for us, which will hopefully be more accurate.

1387 03:14:35.820 --> 03:14:45.060
Ali Punjani: Looking at the log of this job from the beginning, we can see
that two templates are being used one top view and one side view templates in
template picking are always filtered to a

1388
03:14:45.540 --> 03:14:56.160
Ali Punjani: Low issue resolution by default. That is 20 extremes. So we're
never using information beyond 20 extremes to pick particles, since we can't
trust that high resolution detail yet.

1389
03:14:57.390 --> 03:15:11.160
Ali Punjani: And these templates and now us to pick particles on our micro
graph and we can already see that they're much more centered on the part of
those and we'll see this again in inspect particle pics. So the template
picker is very fast. Just takes about one second or less per image.

1390
03:15:12.660 --> 03:15:20.070
Ali Punjani: So we can switch over now to create another inspect particle
pics job and I'm going to switch back to that cards view to keep things

1391
03:15:21.210 --> 03:15:21.630 Ali Punjani: Clean

1392



03:15:24.270 --> 03:15:27.720
Ali Punjani: Goes to the job builder and create and inspect particle pics
job.

1393
03:15:28.740 --> 03:15:33.600
Ali Punjani: This time taking all the particles and all the micro graph from
template picking

1394
03:15:35.940 --> 03:15:39.180
Ali Punjani: And now I'm going to cue that inspect pics job.

1395
03:15:45.240 --> 03:15:48.930
Ali Punjani: And I'll just take a sec to allow the practical participants to
catch up at this point.

1396
03:16:06.270 --> 03:16:10.260
Ali Punjani: This is more or less the set of steps you should see on your in
your project.

1397
03:16:20.430 --> 03:16:20.730
OK.

1398
03:16:21.870 --> 03:16:27.000
Ali Punjani: So now coming to the inspect pics job which we have running
hoping that shows us the interactive view.

1399
03:16:28.830 --> 03:16:32.520
Ali Punjani: And this time, we see a lot more particles in this histogram.

1400
03:16:33.630 --> 03:16:44.400 Ali Punjani: And we see our micro graph says
before, but our particle pics are now much more well centered and I can show
you that by again choosing a different micro graph.

1401
03:16:45.480 --> 03:16:50.730
Ali Punjani: Sorry, and changing the block size for display to 32 just so
that the circles show up.

1402
03:16:51.450 --> 03:16:53.400
Ali Punjani: As smaller circles.

1403
03:16:54.540 --> 03:16:58.290
Ali Punjani: Pointing at the center of the pics and you can see in most
cases, wherever there's a particle



1404
03:16:59.580 --> 03:17:12.720
Ali Punjani: There is a pic right at the center because our templates provide
that much more specificity and discrimination in picking particles. There
are, however, still some particle pics in places that aren't actually
particles.

1405
03:17:13.980 --> 03:17:30.630 Ali Punjani: Ice empty patches of ice or
aggregates or other places, but overall the particle picking is substantially
better. What we're going to do next to to refine the set of particles to the
final set that we want to use for further processing is to set the cross
correlation threshold.

1406
03:17:32.040 --> 03:17:34.530
Ali Punjani: Again, looking at this histogram.

1407
03:17:35.820 --> 03:17:43.230
Ali Punjani: To evaluate that separates those parts those pics to have a very
low score like point two five from the sort of cloud of pics that have a
better score.

1408
03:17:43.620 --> 03:17:49.680
Ali Punjani: Something like above point three five or point four. I think I
wrote here that we should use something like point three, four.

1409
03:17:50.070 --> 03:17:57.990
Ali Punjani: Doesn't have to be exactly that. But we can start to see as I as
I slide the slider. We're losing a lot of the bad particle pics. They're not
really what we want.

1410
03:17:58.980 --> 03:18:12.990 Ali Punjani: And we had 3.34 we're pretty much
left with only good particles in terms of their shape, we still have some
particle pics there on aggregates or other contaminants to get rid of those
we're going to use our power threshold.

1411
03:18:14.340 --> 03:18:19.860
Ali Punjani: To pick images that are sorry particles that have power score at
least 1100

1412
03:18:20.910 --> 03:18:23.010
Ali Punjani: And at most 1700

1413
03:18:25.980 --> 03:18:35.670
Ali Punjani: And as you're moving the sliders. You should be watching on the
right hand side and you'll see the particle start to disappear from areas



that have multiple particles overlapping aggregates and other things that we
want to avoid.

1414
03:18:41.280 --> 03:18:48.720
Ali Punjani: One thing I'll explain at this point as practical students are
catching up is that these scores the correlation score and the power score.

1415
03:18:50.220 --> 03:18:55.890 Ali Punjani: Computed in their most naive way
are actually highly dependent on the focus of a given micro since

1416
03:18:56.520 --> 03:19:06.480
Ali Punjani: Each micro graph, depending on the focus level has a different
level of contrast. And so the literal correlation and numeric sense between
the template image and

1417
03:19:06.990 --> 03:19:20.880
Ali Punjani: The micro graph at a particular location depends on how much
contrast there isn't a micro graph and that depends on what you focus. And so
if we don't account for that. Then a perfectly valid particle in one image at
a low D focus

1418
03:19:21.630 --> 03:19:25.470
Ali Punjani: Will get a much lower correlation score than the same particle

1419
03:19:25.890 --> 03:19:36.840
Ali Punjani: equally good in a high D folders micro graph. And so if we don't
account for this will end up selecting mostly particles from Heidi focus
micro graphs, since they seem to have a better correlation score.

1420
03:19:37.470 --> 03:19:44.730
Ali Punjani: And that was actually a problem for a long time. In a recent
version of Christ Park, we fix this by introducing an automatic calibration
for the D focus

1421
03:19:45.210 --> 03:19:59.400
Ali Punjani: There's a little article about it or tutorial are looking
calibration. This is not something you have to actually think about because
it's done automatically under the hood. But this tutorial explains what
happens, how we account for this bias in terms of

1422
03:20:00.510 --> 03:20:06.600
Ali Punjani: The median correlation score versus the focus, we can see on
this large data set, there's a very strong trend that

1423



03:20:06.990 --> 03:20:13.200
Ali Punjani: Higher D focus means automatically a higher score, even if the
particles are of the same quality. So we actually correct that out now.

1424
03:20:13.650 --> 03:20:23.610 Ali Punjani: And at this point, the particle.
The inspect particle pics job will generally speaking, give that give
particles from a wide range of do focus values.

1425
03:20:24.390 --> 03:20:33.060
Ali Punjani: Using a single threshold for all the macro graphs. Same thing
with the power score. It also has a strong correlation between the focus and
the power score.

1426
03:20:35.220 --> 03:20:45.270
Ali Punjani: Okay, so at this point the inspect particle pics hopefully
everyone has been able to enter these two threshold, you can click through a
few images. If you want to see what particle pics look like on a different
part of different image than the one where you tune the parameters.

1427
03:20:45.660 --> 03:20:57.600
Ali Punjani: But otherwise, we can go ahead and click Done picking outputs
locations. I will finish up this inspect particle pics job. And we'll see
that in its output. We now have something like 10,000 or 11,000 particles
somewhere in between there.

1428 03:20:59.580 --> 03:21:08.010
Ali Punjani: Each person is results here will be a little bit different. Just
because your classes were different, since they're randomly initialized. And
so your template picking was a little bit different and so

1429
03:21:09.570 --> 03:21:22.770
Ali Punjani: Finally, we are almost done our particle picking inspection of
those particle pics is done. So now we have a good set of some 10 11,000
particles that we like and we can finally create a new extraction job extract
from my programs.

1430
03:21:24.810 --> 03:21:39.240
Ali Punjani: That we take the particles to our micro graphs and particles
from our inspect job. The most recent one, and to the correct box is. Be sure
not to forget this. And the query crop size of 256 and finally Q that job,
and that will

1431
03:21:40.350 --> 03:21:50.760
Ali Punjani: Headline get us a set of good articles that have been cleanly
picked inspected and verified to be both centered particles ready for 2D and
3D reconstruction.



1432
03:21:58.350 --> 03:22:01.860
Ali Punjani: So my my extraction is now finished and I have

1433
03:22:03.510 --> 03:22:09.810
Ali Punjani: 9700 particles left after extraction because of the edges and
ready to proceed.

1434
03:22:11.520 --> 03:22:14.310
Ali Punjani: I'll leave this time for graduate students to catch up with
this, but

1435
03:22:15.420 --> 03:22:20.460
Ali Punjani: I'll just go back to the slides. The next topic we're going to
talk about is to declassification so maybe I'll just pause right there.

1436
03:22:21.090 --> 03:22:23.340
Ali Punjani: And wait for any questions at this point.

1437
03:22:24.360 --> 03:22:34.710
Saara Virani: Sure we do have some also just in terms of timing. I think we
were meant to take a break around now as well. So perhaps we should finish up
the questions.

1438
03:22:36.210 --> 03:22:40.560
Saara Virani: Take our break but does it make sense to queue up the 2D
classification. So

1439
03:22:40.560 --> 03:22:40.800 Saara Virani: That's

1440
03:22:40.890 --> 03:22:42.420
Saara Virani: Going to run in the background before

1441
03:22:43.680 --> 03:22:50.610
Ali Punjani: We take a few questions right now start to to declassification
and then take a quick 10 minute break.

1442
03:22:51.660 --> 03:22:58.890
Ali Punjani: And come back. I think after this break we were intended. We
were supposed to go to the meeting mode for participants, but we still have a
lot of content to cover here.

1443
03:22:59.220 --> 03:23:05.520



Ali Punjani: I think we're delete over all through the day. So after the
break, we can just come back and continue through 3D reconstruction
refinements, and so on.

1444
03:23:06.540 --> 03:23:11.370
Ali Punjani: There's less practical elements in those parts of more slide
based discussion. So those willfully move faster.

1445
03:23:12.540 --> 03:23:15.060
Saara Virani: Right. So some of the questions that we have

1446
03:23:16.110 --> 03:23:17.760 Saara Virani: Can you please recap.

1447
03:23:18.930 --> 03:23:25.530
Saara Virani: The sort of rules of thumb or strategies for determining the
two kind of difficult numbers. So the first is when you're doing picking

1448
03:23:25.830 --> 03:23:35.640
Saara Virani: How will you know what the particle diameter is if you don't
know very much about the data set and the other one is, how do you determine
the extraction box as you had mentioned a rule of thumb for

1449
03:23:37.260 --> 03:23:38.310
Ali Punjani: both very good questions.

1450
03:23:39.390 --> 03:23:40.710
Ali Punjani: In terms of the

1451
03:23:42.390 --> 03:23:43.440
Ali Punjani: particle diameter

1452
03:23:45.870 --> 03:23:51.210
Ali Punjani: Usually most projects that I know of that particle diameter is
somewhat known because there may be

1453
03:23:52.200 --> 03:24:05.070 Ali Punjani: Either homology studies of similar
proteins or negative steam data that has been analyzed before or some other
previous source of information about maybe the overall low resolution
arrangement of the protein. If not, it has to be measured or

1454
03:24:06.150 --> 03:24:07.260
Ali Punjani: imaged or rather



1455
03:24:08.640 --> 03:24:16.830
Ali Punjani: Looked at directly on micro graphs on Christ broken. Firstly,
right now it doesn't have a simple way to like drag on a micro graph and
measure distance, but

1456
03:24:17.400 --> 03:24:23.550
Ali Punjani: If you're familiar with any other software for looking at images
of the most kinds of common one is called image, J.

1457
03:24:24.240 --> 03:24:33.030
Ali Punjani: That can load MRC files, for example, the micro graphs of our
motion correction on your own laptop or whatever computer using, you can use
that to directly drag a little ruler and measure

1458
03:24:33.510 --> 03:24:38.070 Ali Punjani: The size of particles in the image
and convert that to extremes and that will give you an idea of the particle
size.

1459
03:24:38.820 --> 03:24:42.750
Ali Punjani: So that's usually what people do in terms of actually choosing
the number you should use for the blog picker.

1460
03:24:43.500 --> 03:24:50.040
Ali Punjani: It really doesn't matter too much. You don't want it to be so
far off that you're going to end up picking everything other than your
particle

1461
03:24:50.640 --> 03:25:01.980
Ali Punjani: But so for example for this proteasome it's a sort of barrel
shaped 14 the top view diameter is maybe 120 x terms and the side view length
is maybe 190 or 200 extremes.

1462
03:25:02.970 --> 03:25:09.630
Ali Punjani: So we use the blog particle diameter between 102 hundred
answers. And that was perfectly fine to get our particle

1463
03:25:10.380 --> 03:25:24.390 Ali Punjani: Blood picking is just not that
sensitive the 2D template picking rather is also not sensitive, as I
mentioned, you just need to pick a number that is at least larger than your
particle damage because the way the template picker works.

1464
03:25:25.800 --> 03:25:36.660
Ali Punjani: Is that when it prepares the templates for using them. It adds a
little bit of padding around the number that you chose. And that's where it



cuts off the template. So if you chose a number that's too small.

1465
03:25:37.290 --> 03:25:43.650
Ali Punjani: You'll end up cutting off the corners of your template. And then
what you're actually matching and images will be different than what you
intended so

1466
03:25:44.970 --> 03:25:51.000
Ali Punjani: 2D classification and looking at these plots is another way to
just validate that you're a particle diameter is approximately right.

1467
03:25:51.660 --> 03:25:54.930 Ali Punjani: As long as your particles, a
little bit away from the edges of the circle.

1468
03:25:55.800 --> 03:26:03.690
Ali Punjani: Where the template generation is cut off that shape when you're
good. Another way to measure the particle dammers if you have gone to two
classes already and maybe

1469
03:26:03.960 --> 03:26:10.320
Ali Punjani: You're seeing that your boxes is a little bit too big or small,
or you want to readjust it, you can actually look at the 2D templates.

1470
03:26:11.010 --> 03:26:18.480
Ali Punjani: And each one is a little square image. You can also do this in
the inspect particle pics or any other view of the 2D templates and you can
measure

1471
03:26:19.230 --> 03:26:26.100
Ali Punjani: Or eyeball the fraction of the box size that your particle takes
up and then from there you know the box size that you used

1472
03:26:26.700 --> 03:26:31.260
Ali Punjani: And you know the pixel size. So for example, the in the early
parts of the log of 2D classification

1473
03:26:31.680 --> 03:26:47.310
Ali Punjani: We get a little line that tells us the box is being used for
doing to the classification and the pixel size at that box. So we know that
the extent of the image and extremes is 128 times 2.2 extremes that tells us
how big is one square in extremes.

1474
03:26:48.360 --> 03:26:52.080
Ali Punjani: And if we see that our particles, about half of that, then we



know our particle diameters about

1475
03:26:53.010 --> 03:27:02.760
Ali Punjani: 100 or 200 extras wherever it happens to be. So those are other
little tricks to get that in terms of choosing the box size itself. Again,
this is a question that we always get asked in the answer unfortunately is
that

1476
03:27:03.990 --> 03:27:09.990
Ali Punjani: It both matters and doesn't matter too much it matters in the
sense that if you're going for a very high resolution reconstruction.

1477
03:27:10.350 --> 03:27:17.970 Ali Punjani: You have to make sure that the box
is substantially larger than the particle either two times or two and a half
times the diameter of the particle.

1478
03:27:18.540 --> 03:27:24.390
Ali Punjani: So for extremely high resolution, for example, April 1 and data
sets, it's common to use a box size that is much bigger than the protein.

1479
03:27:25.230 --> 03:27:33.060
Ali Punjani: What that means computationally is that you're you're keeping
all of the signal from the CTF to spread information about the molecule
around

1480
03:27:33.510 --> 03:27:42.630
Ali Punjani: Nearby to the molecule in the image or keeping all that. On the
other hand, in your 3D reconstruction your 3D volume also has a tiny little
particle and a lot of empty white space.

1481
03:27:43.050 --> 03:27:52.710
Ali Punjani: And so computation. And there's just so much waste everything
takes longer, way more memory. It's slow. So in practice. If you're like when
you're first processing data.

1482 03:27:53.280 --> 03:27:58.800
Ali Punjani: Pick a box that's maybe one and a half one and three quarters up
to two times bigger than the diameter of the particle.

1483
03:27:59.520 --> 03:28:03.600
Ali Punjani: Once you process a little bit of data, you'll start to get
comfortable with what block sizes typically look like they

1484
03:28:03.990 --> 03:28:11.340
Ali Punjani: This is a perfectly fair box size around this 20th pretty. So if



you look at these squares. The long side of the

1485
03:28:11.850 --> 03:28:24.090
Ali Punjani: proteasome is a little more than half the length of the box. So
we're not quite at a factor of two. But this is perfectly fine. If we were
looking for a one point x x extra structure that we would want it to be a
little bit bigger.

1486
03:28:25.800 --> 03:28:31.680
Ali Punjani: But that effect also depends strongly on the D focus range if
your images or D focused, very little.

1487
03:28:32.460 --> 03:28:41.370 Ali Punjani: So the default values are small
than the extent of spreading of the CTF information is not very far. So you
don't need a big box if you do focuses very high like for micron.

1488
03:28:41.820 --> 03:28:50.370
Ali Punjani: Than your CTF is spreading information very far, and you need a
huge box. But then if you're if you're at that high D focus, you're probably
not going for a very high resolution anyway. So again, it's a trade off.

1489
03:28:51.330 --> 03:29:05.130
Ali Punjani: The overall rule of thumb is that pick something that's not
insanely large but as close to two times the particle damages. You can if you
end up getting a really good result. It's worth trying again with them even
bigger boxes, basically. Great.

1490
03:29:05.550 --> 03:29:06.030
Thanks.

1491
03:29:07.620 --> 03:29:21.390 Saara Virani: In this example, where we're,
we're looking at us. We have a micro graph that's well populated, but I
wouldn't say that it's crowded, would we have to adjust our picking strategy
in any way. If we had a very crowded micro graph. There are lots of
particles.

1492
03:29:22.230 --> 03:29:30.960
Ali Punjani: Excellent, excellent question. So in the template picker.
There's a parameter that's called minimum separation distance and it's in
units of diameter

1493
03:29:32.010 --> 03:29:34.530
Ali Punjani: This is a parameter that controls the

1494



03:29:36.780 --> 03:29:41.100
Ali Punjani: Picking strategy in a sense of how close are particles allowed
to be

1495
03:29:42.150 --> 03:29:50.700
Ali Punjani: Before they're counted. Sorry. How close are particle candidates
allowed to be before they're considered to be the same particle and one of
them's turn away.

1496
03:29:52.230 --> 03:29:59.790 Ali Punjani: So in this example, for instance,
we're saying that our diameter of 200 is how big were saying a particle is
but

1497
03:30:00.330 --> 03:30:12.450
Ali Punjani: A NEARBY particle can be up to half that diameter so 100
extremes away from center to center and still be considered to be a different
particle. And that's because you know our images we actually do have

1498
03:30:13.470 --> 03:30:20.850
Ali Punjani: crowding in the sense that if I zoom into this image, you'll see
they're often presumes that stack up one another side to side.

1499
03:30:21.930 --> 03:30:31.440
Ali Punjani: And there there are 200 rooms is longer than the long length. So
if we said that the center of the next one has to be more than 200 items
away, we would throw away a bunch of good particles.

1500
03:30:32.610 --> 03:30:34.320
Ali Punjani: So that separation distance controls.

1501
03:30:35.430 --> 03:30:42.120 Ali Punjani: How much crowding, we're
essentially tolerating if you know that your image is not crowded at all. And
you just have sporadically

1502
03:30:42.720 --> 03:30:51.030
Ali Punjani: Well, distributed particles, it's better to increase that number
so that you never have the chance of accidentally picking two things that are
too close together, you know that those both can be particles.

1503
03:30:51.840 --> 03:31:00.600
Ali Punjani: So that's kind of what you do in a crowding situation. Other
than that, you don't have to really do anything special there is something
special you have to do in 2D classification, but I'll cover that in the
advanced tutorial tomorrow.



1504
03:31:02.460 --> 03:31:14.640
Saara Virani: And finally, does the resolution of the 2D classification
reflect the resolution of the final structure. So I believe that's where
we've got our class averages and they've got some statistics associated with
them.

1505
03:31:15.750 --> 03:31:20.220 Ali Punjani: That's right, the class averages
each have a resolution estimate and some other numbers that will explain
later.

1506
03:31:21.990 --> 03:31:28.950
Ali Punjani: No, the 2D class resolution estimates are not a reliable measure
of the final result, you can expect to which you

1507
03:31:30.060 --> 03:31:35.700
Ali Punjani: In both directions. It's very possible that to the
classification hasn't separated out different views. Very well.

1508
03:31:36.120 --> 03:31:47.010
Ali Punjani: So there may be a bunch of different side of us that are off by
maybe five or 10 degrees from each other in terms of 3D pose in the same
class and averaging all those images together will obviously lead to a poorly
resolved.

1509
03:31:48.120 --> 03:31:48.960
Ali Punjani: blurred out results.

1510
03:31:50.790 --> 03:32:00.090 Ali Punjani: What you're really looking forward
to the class is whether the particle is intact, whether it looks like what
you think the particle should look like, which I know is a very vague notion

1511
03:32:00.630 --> 03:32:07.620
Ali Punjani: And whether you see things that look like secondary structural
details. So, for example, even in this class that's made of

1512
03:32:08.160 --> 03:32:18.600
Ali Punjani: Very few particles only 160 particles we can already start to
see some little lines and other small features in there which will turn out.
And at this point you may not be able to verify directly, but it will turn
out.

1513
03:32:19.020 --> 03:32:26.520
Ali Punjani: That those are actually alpha helix. These other classes like
this one really don't have that kind of structure that we're know can



consider

1514
03:32:27.120 --> 03:32:29.430
Ali Punjani: And so that's really what you're looking forward to the class,
but

1515
03:32:29.700 --> 03:32:34.770 Ali Punjani: By no means does this resolution
indicate what position, you're going to get at the end of the day, it could
be that you're you're missing a whole bunch of views.

1516
03:32:35.010 --> 03:32:42.570
Ali Punjani: If you only have five years of his previous home, you're never
going to get a 3D reconstruction letter, let alone a high resolution one so
it can go either way.

1517
03:32:43.740 --> 03:32:52.170
Ali Punjani: But to do classification is definitely the most powerful
straightforward way to tell the quality of the data without doing a 3D
reconstruction and finding apart, way more or less.

1518
03:33:00.510 --> 03:33:02.610
Ali Punjani: Should I go back to the slides in unless there is another and I

1519
03:33:02.610 --> 03:33:07.740
Saara Virani: Think in the interest of time, we should probably kick off the
tree classification and give everyone a break as well.

1520
03:33:09.180 --> 03:33:09.420
Saara Virani: Okay.

1521
03:33:09.780 --> 03:33:17.250 Ali Punjani: So we talked about particle
curation terms of picking the next stage of processing in in Chromium silver
em.

1522
03:33:17.670 --> 03:33:22.230
Ali Punjani: Analysis is to deconstruction, the, the point of to do
classification is to be able to inspect and curate

1523
03:33:22.740 --> 03:33:33.450
Ali Punjani: Generally speaking, massive data sets of particles, where you
can't look at every image on its own and you want to be able to separate junk
particles from good particles improve marginalia the particle stack.

1524



03:33:34.110 --> 03:33:37.830
Ali Punjani: And can invest to get a view not necessarily two separate
things, but

1525
03:33:38.250 --> 03:33:47.490
Ali Punjani: To be able to just intuitively see different confirmations that
may be present different viewing directions that you may have or missing
during directions that you may be looking for.

1526
03:33:49.200 --> 03:34:01.110 Ali Punjani: And really just get a much better,
cleaner sense of what the data looks like. Other than what you can tell from
my graphs, since, as we know, each paragraph is very noisy and it's only
through the power of aggregating signal that we can actually recover anything

1527
03:34:02.220 --> 03:34:07.890
Ali Punjani: So to the Constitution is a very important tool. It's generally
widely used in a project that you will do many rounds between classification
often

1528
03:34:08.250 --> 03:34:13.230
Ali Punjani: Multiple two classifications and pirate parallel usually you're
inputting all the particles that you've got so on.

1529
03:34:13.650 --> 03:34:25.080
Ali Punjani: 50 on 2000 or 5000 movies, you may have a million or 2 million
particles. All those are going to declassification so it's important that to
the Constitution is very fast. And that's one of the reasons why Christ bar
is very popular.

1530
03:34:26.130 --> 03:34:31.800 Ali Punjani: It's 2D classification is very
fast, even for very large data sets in large numbers of classes.

1531
03:34:32.160 --> 03:34:37.860
Ali Punjani: It uses something called an online expectation maximisation
algorithm, which I won't get into the details of right now, but might come up
later.

1532
03:34:38.760 --> 03:34:45.660
Ali Punjani: It also uses something called branch and bound alignment, which
is another algorithm that we developed and again I'll describe that a little
later in the context of 3D refinements.

1533
03:34:46.350 --> 03:34:53.190
Ali Punjani: Finally, it's important to know that Christ works today
classification is doing what's known as probabilistic classification or soft



classification

1534
03:34:53.880 --> 03:34:59.910
Ali Punjani: And every iteration of a 2D classification job as its optimizing
the 2D classes and the assignment of particles.

1535
03:35:00.390 --> 03:35:14.070 Ali Punjani: It's never actually discreetly
choosing that a single particle image belongs to a particular class. It's
always making that choice in a probabilistic sense. So the classification of
every image is actually a probability distribution over all the classes.

1536
03:35:15.120 --> 03:35:27.180
Ali Punjani: Every particle gets a score of how much probability. Does it
have of belonging to this class, and those probabilities evolve over time,
until we can become very certain of the classification of each particle into
a given class.

1537
03:35:28.260 --> 03:35:35.040
Ali Punjani: So that's a helpful thing to note, and one of the diagnostics
that we look at when we're looking at to the classification running, how
confident, did we become in the classification

1538
03:35:36.150 --> 03:35:41.520
Ali Punjani: The implementation of to declassification in Christ burgers GPU
accelerated. It can also be used on multiple GPUs at the same time.

1539
03:35:42.390 --> 03:35:51.240 Ali Punjani: For scaling and recently in newer
versions of Christ Park, we've made some other improvements under the hood
and how did you feel code works has gotten a lot faster.

1540
03:35:52.260 --> 03:35:54.270
Ali Punjani: Even more faster rather so

1541
03:35:56.610 --> 03:35:58.440
Ali Punjani: Let's just switch over to

1542
03:35:59.550 --> 03:36:05.940
Ali Punjani: Prosper and we can start creating our to the Constitution, it's
very simple to do. We'll go over to the job builder. Look for 2D
classification

1543
03:36:07.110 --> 03:36:11.430
Ali Punjani: Create that job. We're now at step one here into the
classification



1544
03:36:13.200 --> 03:36:25.320
Ali Punjani: We're going to take them micrograms from our extraction job,
sorry, the particles from our extraction job. There's 9700 of them here. So
this is obviously a very small set of particles and we don't expect to the
Constitution to take long here and maybe a couple of minutes.

1545
03:36:26.880 --> 03:36:33.750 Ali Punjani: And we're going to leave the
parameters as default right now. I'm not going to explain any of these in the
interest of time today, but tomorrow I'll be explaining a lot more of them.

1546
03:36:34.590 --> 03:36:39.540
Ali Punjani: And we're going to go with a number of classes of 50 which is a
default. So we can go ahead and cue this job.

1547
03:36:43.710 --> 03:36:44.730
Ali Punjani: And that's going to start it running

1548
03:36:46.050 --> 03:36:47.670
Ali Punjani: And that's actually all we need to do right now.

1549
03:36:48.630 --> 03:36:59.070
Ali Punjani: I actually have a note here to create another to do constipation
with 100 classes at the same time, just so we can see the difference in order
to do that, I'm going to take this job that I've already made number 28
that's running

1550
03:36:59.700 --> 03:37:02.910
Ali Punjani: Selected in the details panel. I see a button called clone job.

1551
03:37:03.600 --> 03:37:10.980 Ali Punjani: I'm going to click that button.
What that does is create a copy of this job that has the same inputs already
connected and the same parameter set but it hasn't been run

1552
03:37:11.520 --> 03:37:24.030
Ali Punjani: That's an easy way for experimenting with multiple parameters to
create copies of jobs and change one parameter and each one and then run all
of them at the same time and see what happens. So here I'm going to use 100
classes, my TV classification

1553
03:37:26.700 --> 03:37:28.170
Ali Punjani: And cue that job as well.

1554
03:37:33.120 --> 03:37:39.960



Ali Punjani: So now these two to diverse patients are going to run in
parallel. You can see that one of them has already started making beautiful
looking to the classes.

1555
03:37:40.980 --> 03:37:53.130 Ali Punjani: In a few seconds. And that's
because this data set is very clean and we've done a great job with a
particle picking already so we don't have too much junk and the particles are
large, easy to align everything's good. Tomorrow we'll see examples where
that's not always the case.

1556
03:37:54.510 --> 03:37:56.970
Ali Punjani: But for today, that's, that's what we're looking for.

1557
03:37:58.020 --> 03:38:06.840
Ali Punjani: Okay, so, um, that's starting the GED classes. I'm just going to
switch back to the slides because there are a few more things to mention
about the new classification, while the practical participants are sending
that up.

1558
03:38:07.920 --> 03:38:10.950
Ali Punjani: In terms of speed, as I mentioned, Chris works to the
classification is very fast.

1559
03:38:12.600 --> 03:38:19.890
Ali Punjani: Much faster, maybe even an order of magnitude faster than other
methods, even on the same GPUs due to the algorithmic choices that we've
made.

1560 03:38:21.300 --> 03:38:27.000
Ali Punjani: General resolving 2D classes in a variety of confirmations and
states and orientations.

1561
03:38:28.020 --> 03:38:36.660
Ali Punjani: And being able to resolve high resolution details, even up to
the point of seeing secondary structure, sometimes even helical pitch. If
you're lucky to have very clean data.

1562
03:38:37.260 --> 03:38:53.730
Ali Punjani: In the 2D classes. So, for example, 100,000 or 120 5000
particles can be classified into 15 classes in just eight minutes on a single
GPU a million particles into 50 classes in an hour and a single GPU and a
million particles into 200 classes in two hours on a single GPU.

1563
03:38:54.930 --> 03:39:04.440
Ali Punjani: In the latest versions of Christ, work with the latest hardware.
For example, if you're using an NVIDIA V 100 GPU a million particle is



getting classified into 200 classes in just 1.2 hours.

1564
03:39:05.640 --> 03:39:09.660 Ali Punjani: So that's very fast for anyone has
done to class patient and any other tools.

1565
03:39:10.260 --> 03:39:15.420
Ali Punjani: Makes it possible. The reason this is really important is that
it makes it possible to run multiple to the classifications in parallel or

1566
03:39:15.780 --> 03:39:24.390
Ali Punjani: To do multiple rounds of two classifications sequentially where
you do want to be classification select a subset of particles, maybe only the
good looking classes or maybe

1567
03:39:24.930 --> 03:39:37.980
Ali Punjani: Everything except for the very poor looking classes and some
medium classes are accepted and then due to the Constitution again find
another subset and separate them into more confirmations and views and that
repeated rinsing is a great way to

1568
03:39:39.030 --> 03:39:48.180
Ali Punjani: Remove junk remove aggregate proteins that aren't pics on
aggregate proteins that aren't actually a particle of interest broken
particles carbon edges, etc.

1569 03:39:48.840 --> 03:39:57.900
Ali Punjani: And this is generally the recommended way to deal with particle
picking on interesting or challenging data sets, don't spend too much time
trying to optimize your particle pics instead

1570
03:39:58.710 --> 03:40:04.110
Ali Punjani: Get lots of data, lots of pics and put them all into 2D
classification and spend more time doing classification

1571
03:40:04.500 --> 03:40:08.460
Ali Punjani: Both because it's much more effective at separating good and bad
particles then particle picking can be

1572
03:40:08.850 --> 03:40:17.310
Ali Punjani: And secondly, because it gives the practitioner, the user a
really clear idea of what's in your data. You get to see all the different
viewing direction. So for example, this

1573
03:40:18.240 --> 03:40:31.620 Ali Punjani: I own channel trip view on ion
channel, we can see different top views, even some slightly tilted. Oh, bleep



top us in this case unfortunate. I can zoom in here but you can even see the
alpha Ulysses that form in the central poor of the ion channel.

1574
03:40:32.670 --> 03:40:38.880
Ali Punjani: You can see side of us, we're, again, we're a secondary
structure is visible side of us with look what looks like different size
myself.

1575
03:40:39.300 --> 03:40:53.070
Ali Punjani: This one or this one. I mean, at this stage, we can't be sure if
this these are different views of an oblong myself or different size myself
but because we know the protein is see for symmetric and pretty much round,
we're pretty sure that these are different size of myself.

1576
03:40:54.120 --> 03:41:00.930
Ali Punjani: And so on, all that kind of heterogeneity can be detected at
this stage we can even find very oblique views, we can find in some cases if
you look hard enough.

1577 03:41:01.650 --> 03:41:10.980
Ali Punjani: versions were one of subunits has disappeared and stuff like
that. We don't need to actually manually separate those at this stage, if
there are confrontational changes. We're going to look for those 3D rather
than 2D

1578
03:41:11.940 --> 03:41:15.270
Ali Punjani: But at this stage we can really tell what's in the data to a
great extent.

1579
03:41:18.510 --> 03:41:26.310
Ali Punjani: That's all I want to say about to the classification for now we
can spend a few minutes on questions and then take a great

1580
03:41:27.000 --> 03:41:27.330
Great.

1581
03:41:28.380 --> 03:41:40.800
Saara Virani: Okay, this I think we're going to cover in a little bit more
detail as we go forward with the rest of the tutorial and also tomorrow, but
at a high level, at what point in data processing, would a user think

1582
03:41:41.310 --> 03:41:51.120 Saara Virani: I need to make particle picking
better and so therefore, I would like to generate a template from a 3D
volume, let's say, one from ab initio reconstruction. It's a week.

1583



03:41:51.360 --> 03:41:51.690
So,

1584
03:41:56.460 --> 03:42:10.260
Ali Punjani: I would say that the most telling point is when you're doing to
the classification. If you find that the vast majority of the 2D classes that
you're getting, like, let me show you what we're looking at right now in this
perfectly clean data set with great particle pics

1585
03:42:11.340 --> 03:42:21.000
Ali Punjani: In our experiment we're seeing that in terms of the well being
of particles going into classes, almost all the particles are going to very
well resolve classes with secondary structure detail.

1586
03:42:21.780 --> 03:42:28.140
Ali Punjani: Lots of you can see the symmetry very clearly, everything's
great. And there's barely any particles in the junk classes.

1587
03:42:29.400 --> 03:42:31.890 Ali Punjani: That where we don't see the
particle of interest, the person of interest.

1588
03:42:33.030 --> 03:42:39.420
Ali Punjani: There, we can say that are part of particle peaking is great.
The other telling thing is that all of our templates are really well centered

1589
03:42:39.780 --> 03:42:45.780
Ali Punjani: We don't have any half cut off pretty zones or other strange
arrangements of multiple parties zones in the same image.

1590
03:42:46.320 --> 03:42:51.570
Ali Punjani: And so we can tell that are particle picture centered and
there's not much other than protein that's being picked here.

1591
03:42:52.320 --> 03:42:57.570
Ali Punjani: On the other hand, if you do particle picking and you get, like,
I mean, sorry, due to classification, you get like one or two classes that
are

1592
03:42:57.900 --> 03:43:06.060 Ali Punjani: What you think your protein looks
like an arrest is unintelligible unrecognizable. It probably means that your
particle picking is picking up so much extra stuff.

1593
03:43:06.570 --> 03:43:10.050
Ali Punjani: So much junk that it really should be something that you spend



time to make better

1594
03:43:10.890 --> 03:43:23.100
Ali Punjani: And that could be done by using the templates that you have
gotten that are good and using that for template picking but there you have
to watch out for orientation distribution bias, if you if you accidentally
only have side use let's say inner, inner beauty classification

1595
03:43:24.150 --> 03:43:24.600
Ali Punjani: Or

1596
03:43:24.960 --> 03:43:30.300
Ali Punjani: If your dad is kind of mediocre getting to a 3D reconstruction
have initial stage, maybe just of course resolution reconstruction.

1597
03:43:30.690 --> 03:43:37.890 Ali Punjani: Projecting that back into 2D and
getting a diverse viewing population and using that for template picking can
be very effective. So, so

1598
03:43:38.280 --> 03:43:44.670
Ali Punjani: Those are the kind of things that you want to look out for into
the classification. Actually, I can just show you in comparison to the
classification that we did with our

1599
03:43:45.510 --> 03:43:52.470
Ali Punjani: Blog picker. That was a poor quality, you can see that there's
Cutler's Miss centered particles. That's very clear. There are also

1600
03:43:53.130 --> 03:44:03.900
Ali Punjani: Kind of junk looking classes that are that maybe have a
particle, maybe you're just not really a particle, but two particles
together. Those are telling signs that your particle picking is suboptimal

1601
03:44:04.860 --> 03:44:15.030 Ali Punjani: I mean this is still not bad but
those like this is a great example of what you don't want to see where you
have density, where you have significant density at the edges of the
template.

1602
03:44:16.800 --> 03:44:28.260
Ali Punjani: Either because that template is centered or because this is
actually a combination of pics that are a little bit too far one way and a
little bit too far the other way on a long molecule, for example, that's what
you don't want to see.

1603



03:44:30.870 --> 03:44:36.540
Saara Virani: Speaking of the centeredness of the particles. If the

1604
03:44:38.610 --> 03:44:44.760
Saara Virani: Sorry if the 2D classes are not well centered, will this impact
the final resolution and how can I fix it.

1605
03:44:48.930 --> 03:44:54.270
Ali Punjani: It depends on the degree of Miss centering if it's to the point
where the particles being cut off at one side, then definitely, yes.

1606
03:44:55.380 --> 03:45:01.500 Ali Punjani: It also has to do with the box
size argument that we said before that if an all the images. Your particles
are a little bit off center from the center of the box.

1607
03:45:01.860 --> 03:45:07.590
Ali Punjani: Then, by definition, you're cutting off information too close to
the particle where they're actually was signal due to the CTF

1608
03:45:08.010 --> 03:45:16.230
Ali Punjani: So essentially, in that sense, can also have an impact on high
resolution on the other hand, if the Miss centering is just a little bit like
10% 20% this way or that way.

1609
03:45:17.520 --> 03:45:25.710
Ali Punjani: It doesn't matter because in 3D refinements. We're also going to
be searching over the position of the particle and every image. And so that
will get optimized out

1610
03:45:26.970 --> 03:45:31.980
Ali Punjani: So only if it's really severe mid century than it matters at our
solution.

1611
03:45:32.460 --> 03:45:34.050
Saara Virani: And is there any way to fix that.

1612 03:45:36.120 --> 03:45:42.030
Ali Punjani: The way to fix that is really to redo the particle picking if
possible with the new templates that you have

1613
03:45:43.140 --> 03:45:44.760
Ali Punjani: Alternatively, you can

1614
03:45:46.020 --> 03:45:52.620



Ali Punjani: Someone manually after you've done a refinement and now you know
the position or the optimized position of the particle and every image.

1615
03:45:53.700 --> 03:46:07.530
Ali Punjani: Can go back and calculate the center of the protein in every
particle image and then re extract the particles around those new centers,
that's something that isn't a very well supported workload press work right
now, but you can do that manually.

1616
03:46:09.270 --> 03:46:09.630
Ali Punjani: Right.

1617
03:46:10.410 --> 03:46:15.900
Saara Virani: I think that's pretty much the questions that we have at the
moment. I just wanted to reiterate that

1618
03:46:16.950 --> 03:46:23.790 Saara Virani: We are really happy to receive
everyone's questions. We've actually answered over 150 of them since the
beginning of the crossbar tutorial.

1619
03:46:23.970 --> 03:46:35.670
Saara Virani: So thanks to the team for that if we weren't able to get to
your question today, we will definitely try and get it get to it tomorrow I'm
keeping note of the ones that we weren't able to answer today, but please
feel free to continue asking

1620
03:46:36.480 --> 03:46:49.920
Saara Virani: Also, it's not just today you have access to us every day on
the car spark discussion forum so please do feel free to post there as well.
And also via email at feedback at structure and a bio. I think it's perfect
timing to go into a break.

1621
03:46:50.790 --> 03:46:55.290
Ali Punjani: up just before the break, I just want to tell everyone what
we're going to be doing next, because it's probably

1622
03:46:55.740 --> 03:47:01.890 Ali Punjani: Even more exciting part. So for
those we're getting a little tired. Stick around a little more. We're going
to be going through

1623
03:47:02.640 --> 03:47:10.620
Ali Punjani: The initial reconstruction to recover 3D structures from 2D
images directly refinement to get to higher resolutions sharpening
localization estimation and then



1624
03:47:11.040 --> 03:47:21.690
Ali Punjani: In the slides will be talking about some of the more advanced
techniques that will go into depth in tomorrow, but given an example of ideas
and how you can use them and kind of results that people can get in today's

1625
03:47:23.760 --> 03:47:27.120
Saara Virani: Great, thank you. Oh, we'll pass it back to the Stanford team.

1626
03:47:28.650 --> 03:47:29.550
Ali Punjani: For a 10 minute break.

1627
03:47:31.680 --> 03:47:36.510
michael schmid: Yes, yes we can take a 10 minute break and thank you for stop
the screen sharing so

1628
03:47:39.240 --> 03:47:39.690
michael schmid: Thank you.

1629
03:47:42.510 --> 03:47:45.180
Ali Punjani: Thank. Thank you. I'll just start showing my slides again. One
moment.

1630
03:48:04.410 --> 03:48:04.890
Ali Punjani: Okay.

1631
03:48:07.110 --> 03:48:09.420
Ali Punjani: Can you see my screen yet.

1632
03:48:09.810 --> 03:48:12.660
michael schmid: Not yet. Now I can get back to you.

1633
03:48:13.380 --> 03:48:13.680
Thank you.

1634
03:48:15.030 --> 03:48:20.250
Ali Punjani: Alright, thanks to everyone who's listening and watching, we saw
a fair bit to cover. So I will

1635
03:48:21.300 --> 03:48:21.840
Ali Punjani: Continue.

1636



03:48:24.420 --> 03:48:29.040
Ali Punjani: We were going to have a section on performance and
troubleshooting and data management. We're going to move that to tomorrow.
Now,

1637
03:48:30.090 --> 03:48:38.760
Ali Punjani: What we're going to continue with is now that we are finished
today classification moving forward into 3D reconstruction for single article
em and this is

1638 03:48:40.350 --> 03:48:56.490
Ali Punjani: Kind of the core problem for single particle reconstruction and
the place where we're actually gaining the most insight by aggregating the
data from many different orientations viewing directions to recover 3D
structural information that we haven't directly observed in the images.

1639
03:48:57.600 --> 03:49:05.070
Ali Punjani: What makes the problem difficulties is interesting and important
to keep in mind. First of all, we don't know which way we're looking at the
particle in every 2D image that we have

1640
03:49:05.940 --> 03:49:10.920
Ali Punjani: There are three orientation parameters that we don't know, and
to shift parameters we don't know the center of the particle in every image.

1641
03:49:12.420 --> 03:49:24.000
Ali Punjani: There's also very high noise level that's irreducible D to beam
damage in each image there may be many particles hundred thousands or more,
or even millions in many cases and sorry

1642 03:49:26.010 --> 03:49:26.520
Ali Punjani: And

1643
03:49:29.130 --> 03:49:33.900
Ali Punjani: There's also corruption by the microscope transfer function
contrast transfer function that may be different for every single particle
image.

1644
03:49:34.590 --> 03:49:46.800
Ali Punjani: There may be multiple confirmation states present in the
different particle images or even multiple distinct particles entirely and
there may be flexibility or disorder of the molecule. So each particle image
is different in that sense as well. All these different

1645
03:49:47.880 --> 03:49:52.290
Ali Punjani: Problems are also things that we need to solve computationally.
Now that we have the data in this form.



1646
03:49:52.860 --> 03:50:06.780 Ali Punjani: And some cases, for example,
flexibility disorder and confrontational states if we can deal with them
properly computationally, they may actually be able to give us a lot more
biological insight into the protein itself that we're looking. Yeah, that's
really the the overall aim of

1647
03:50:08.130 --> 03:50:10.680
Ali Punjani: single particle, again, is to extract that biological inside

1648
03:50:12.330 --> 03:50:12.660
Ali Punjani: So,

1649
03:50:15.150 --> 03:50:18.390
Ali Punjani: Just to get into a little bit of math really in a very shallow
level of detail.

1650
03:50:19.080 --> 03:50:25.290
Ali Punjani: Overall, what we're trying to do the way we set up the problem
when we're doing 3D reconstruction is and this is common to almost all single
particle em approaches.

1651
03:50:25.920 --> 03:50:34.860 Ali Punjani: Or at least you can formulate
almost all approaches in this kind of a framework, the way we look at the
problem is a problem of inference a problem of probabilistic inference where

1652
03:50:35.370 --> 03:50:43.830
Ali Punjani: We're showing a bunch of data in a certain way certain form.
Those are 2D images and we're trying to infer an entity, a quantity

1653
03:50:44.340 --> 03:50:53.640
Ali Punjani: In this case, a mathematical object which is a 3D density
electron density map. So that's literally a grid of vauxhall's each one
assigned a value of floating point number

1654
03:50:54.690 --> 03:51:02.970
Ali Punjani: Or real number rather describing the electron density at every
point in the protein. We don't know what the electron density map is but
we're trying to find it.

1655
03:51:03.840 --> 03:51:11.160 Ali Punjani: And we're trying to infer it from
the images that we did see there are also microscope settings that we may
have seen, we may we can assume that we know at this point.

1656



03:51:12.030 --> 03:51:17.280
Ali Punjani: There's a CTF parameters and so on that we've talked about so
far. And there's the unknown pose that we don't know for every particle
image.

1657
03:51:18.870 --> 03:51:29.670
Ali Punjani: So in this setup. What we're trying to do is think of this
mathematical actually the probability of seeing a particular 3D structure.

1658
03:51:30.570 --> 03:51:40.740
Ali Punjani: Given all the images that we saw this object this abstract
mathematical notion of the probabilistic likelihood of having a given 3D
structure.

1659
03:51:41.220 --> 03:51:47.520
Ali Punjani: Given the all the images that we saw. That's what we want to
optimize. We want to find the structure that's the most likely, given the
data that we saw.

1660
03:51:50.460 --> 03:52:00.360 Ali Punjani: This arrow that in this diagram,
which I will explain too much that connects all the variables, the image
data, the microscope settings. The unknown pose and the 3D structure this
forward arrow.

1661
03:52:01.050 --> 03:52:06.840
Ali Punjani: Is what contains the image formation model everything we know
about physics of the electron microscope how projections were at the wild
sphere.

1662
03:52:07.200 --> 03:52:19.350
Ali Punjani: CTF aberrations being told, etc. Is all contained in that one
arrow and we're trying to go backwards, giving the data we know, given the
structure, how to generate what the data should look like, given the data we
want to infer the structure

1663
03:52:23.190 --> 03:52:30.750
Ali Punjani: What we do in practice. And again, this isn't necessarily to
fully grasp but just to give an idea for those interested in the mathematical
side of this in order to actually

1664
03:52:31.260 --> 03:52:40.350 Ali Punjani: Find out, find the structure that
best explains the data instead of thinking of that whole probability function
which is a very large and messy object.

1665
03:52:40.770 --> 03:52:45.030



Ali Punjani: We're looking for just one thing which is the maximum
probability estimate of the 3D structure.

1666
03:52:45.630 --> 03:52:51.540
Ali Punjani: We want to maximize the probability of the three structured,
given the data and researching overall possible 3D structures.

1667
03:52:52.140 --> 03:53:01.890
Ali Punjani: Looking for that. Just one three structure that best explains
the data different choices of how we set up the like what I explained the V
is just a 3D density or maybe it's a different model.

1668
03:53:02.550 --> 03:53:06.360
Ali Punjani: Actually yield all the different single particle reconstruction
techniques that

1669
03:53:07.320 --> 03:53:15.000 Ali Punjani: Have been developed so far. So if
the instead of being a 3D structure is a collection of 2D densities. That's
2D classification

1670
03:53:15.480 --> 03:53:20.820
Ali Punjani: If the is a single tree structure that's a refinement if V is
I'll just go to the next slide.

1671
03:53:21.420 --> 03:53:28.380
Ali Punjani: If these are things Civil 3D structure that's a homogeneous
refinement if he is actually composed of a set of difference 3D structures.

1672
03:53:28.740 --> 03:53:35.070
Ali Punjani: Where each image is drawn from one of those three structures,
then we get the case of discrete heterogeneity. That's like 30 classification

1673
03:53:35.730 --> 03:53:43.500
Ali Punjani: If the is a composition of multiple 3D structures that can
rotate relative to each other. We get things like local refinement or
multiparty refinement.

1674
03:53:43.890 --> 03:53:49.020 Ali Punjani: All these different methods are
actually all the same problem class that we're solving which is inference.

1675
03:53:49.560 --> 03:54:05.010
Ali Punjani: And in all cases, we have to solve this optimization problem.
That's kind of a core of 3D reconstruction in single particle analysis every
algorithm is a way to solve this optimization problem and every type of



method is a certain model in which we're doing that optimization

1676
03:54:06.150 --> 03:54:18.270
Ali Punjani: So making this a little more concrete. What we're going to focus
on. First is kind of the first problem and single particle reconstruction,
which is how do you get a 3D structure in the first place. How do you get a
3D structure from only having seen 2D images of the object.

1677
03:54:19.500 --> 03:54:28.410
Ali Punjani: And that problem is something that we call and is widely known
as I'm going to share reconstruction for reconstruction without knowing the
structure already or having an initial model.

1678
03:54:29.250 --> 03:54:38.880
Ali Punjani: The way we actually do it in practice is that in Christ, we were
able, we were able to invent an algorithm in back in 2017 that was published
in our first major methods paper.

1679
03:54:39.660 --> 03:54:44.790
Ali Punjani: That's called stochastic gradient descent or it's an application
of an algorithm called stochastic gradient descent.

1680
03:54:45.210 --> 03:54:52.800
Ali Punjani: To the Crimean reconstruction problem stochastic gradient
descent is one out of a class of modern to school optimization methods, known
as stochastic optimization

1681
03:54:53.550 --> 03:55:05.550
Ali Punjani: It's very successful in a lot of diverse optimization fields and
it powers all of modern deep learning in terms of actually being able to
train neural networks, the same exact optimization problem or processes used

1682
03:55:06.300 --> 03:55:12.870
Ali Punjani: What stochastic optimization does is it's a way to solve this
optimization problem by searching

1683
03:55:14.010 --> 03:55:23.130
Ali Punjani: Over the space of all three structures. So those are all the v's
that we could possibly consider and trying to find the one that maximizes
this probability is likely

1684
03:55:24.330 --> 03:55:31.830
Ali Punjani: That space. If we think of that actual objective function that
we're looking at. It's not very neat, in the sense that it may have multiple



1685
03:55:32.280 --> 03:55:41.700
Ali Punjani: Local optimize this is a well known problem in single particle
craving em what it boils down to, intuitively, is that if you start with an
incorrect initial model.

1686
03:55:42.720 --> 03:55:48.060
Ali Punjani: And you use a technique like refinement 3D refinement in any
program of your choice.

1687
03:55:48.600 --> 03:56:05.220 Ali Punjani: All of those methods are what are
called hill climbing or local optimization methods they will start from the
initial guests and climb the likelihood Hill in the space of 3D structures to
find the one that is optimal locally nearby to the starting point.

1688
03:56:06.300 --> 03:56:14.430
Ali Punjani: So if we use standard refinement techniques in whatever program
of your choice will actually end up with an incorrect structure that's not
the one

1689
03:56:14.850 --> 03:56:22.380
Ali Punjani: That best explains the data, but just a locally optimal one
where if you take that structure there isn't really any way to change that
structure that makes it look better.

1690
03:56:23.280 --> 03:56:31.890
Ali Punjani: Which is the definition of an optimum, but it's not a global
optimum. It's just a local optimum and an infrastructure and there have been
actually many cases not very recently, but

1691
03:56:32.220 --> 03:56:38.280 Ali Punjani: A few years ago of criterium
structure solved where the final result ended up being wrong because the
initial model was wrong.

1692
03:56:39.210 --> 03:56:46.380
Ali Punjani: And that's a, that's a danger that we have one single particle
em is that it is possible for refined and technique to converge and give the
wrong answer.

1693
03:56:46.800 --> 03:56:49.710
Ali Punjani: And this is exactly why ammunition reconstruction is so
important.

1694
03:56:50.220 --> 03:56:57.540
Ali Punjani: For new proteins or any kind of project that you're working on



where you don't already know the structure of the protein that you're trying
to solve. Without this algorithm.

1695
03:56:58.200 --> 03:57:06.870
Ali Punjani: There weren't really easy or straightforward ways to deal with
that problem. You'd have to create a either phenomenology model or create an
initial model from scratch, by hand or

1696
03:57:07.200 --> 03:57:13.470 Ali Punjani: Use some other technique like
random conical tilt or some other imaging technique to try and get an initial
3D structure of your

1697
03:57:14.730 --> 03:57:24.150
Ali Punjani: Protein. That's no longer the case. Thanks to this algorithm
that we were able to develop that actively searches over the space of three
structures in a stochastic fashion.

1698
03:57:25.380 --> 03:57:31.110
Ali Punjani: You can intuitively, think of think of it as like bouncing
around in that space, but in a way that's in a sort of

1699
03:57:32.190 --> 03:57:36.750
Ali Punjani: Guided in principle mentor with action which actually has some
guarantees as well. I've conversions.

1700
03:57:38.010 --> 03:57:52.230
Ali Punjani: In a way to search over the space of 3D structures to find the
region of the optimum structure in terms of likelihood. So with stochastic
optimization. And what we call have initial reconstruction in Christ Park,
you can start with a random initialization that's completely wrong.

1701
03:57:53.370 --> 03:58:03.540
Ali Punjani: And still resolve the final correct structure at least a course
resolution, the algorithm is not designed to refine to high resolution images
to find an initial model. That's correct.

1702
03:58:04.620 --> 03:58:12.480
Ali Punjani: In practice, it works very well across a wide range of
molecules. I'll just explain a little more detail about what's going on in
stochastic optimization

1703
03:58:13.050 --> 03:58:27.990
Ali Punjani: It's actually very simple and kind of elegant idea. The notion
is that the problem that we're trying to solve. Overall, is this maximisation
over 30 structures of the probability of a 3D structure, given all of the



images and the whole data set and and might be 100,000 in this case.

1704
03:58:29.430 --> 03:58:36.150
Ali Punjani: That problem is difficult because we have to in order to even
measure the likelihood the probability we have to compare the volume V to

1705
03:58:36.750 --> 03:58:41.520 Ali Punjani: All of the different images of
which there are so many and then we could try to update V to make it a little
bit more likely

1706
03:58:42.060 --> 03:58:46.860
Ali Punjani: Instead, and stochastic optimization. What we do is we take a
random subset of the data.

1707
03:58:47.610 --> 03:58:56.580
Ali Punjani: And the size of that random subset is a choice. And that's
called a mini batch. We might we might choose 100 or 500 or five. It could be
a small number.

1708
03:58:57.150 --> 03:59:06.450
Ali Punjani: Of images. And what we do is in each iteration of stochastic
optimization we solve an approximate version of the whole problem where we're
just looking at a few images.

1709
03:59:07.410 --> 03:59:15.120
Ali Punjani: And for those few images we try to compute what is a 3D
structure that better explains those images relative to the one that we have
right now.

1710
03:59:15.480 --> 03:59:20.310 Ali Punjani: So we take a small step in the
direction of the the locally optimal structure for these images.

1711
03:59:21.060 --> 03:59:30.660
Ali Punjani: And then repeat that with different random subsets of images and
the stochastic city introduced by this random selection. It turns out has
some very beneficial properties.

1712
03:59:31.170 --> 03:59:38.220
Ali Punjani: And overall, the algorithm is really neat because mathematically
we can guarantee that it actually converges to an optimum of the overall
problem.

1713
03:59:38.730 --> 03:59:46.980
Ali Punjani: Which I won't get into those kind of proofs right now, but



that's kind of interesting and important result that it's still, even though
we're doing something weird. We're still solving the original problem.

1714
03:59:47.880 --> 03:59:54.900
Ali Punjani: But in practice, because this computation each iteration now
takes very little time, we only have to look at a few images.

1715
03:59:55.410 --> 04:00:13.050 Ali Punjani: And we can do thousands of
iterations in the same amount of time as we could. A single iteration before
those small incremental changes repeatedly many, many of them add up to move
us from the location of an incorrect initialization towards the correct
structure of a protein.

1716
04:00:14.430 --> 04:00:27.480
Ali Punjani: Given the image data. So what that actually looks like in terms
of on real data. These are some videos. Hopefully they'll come through. Okay,
on the on the webcast of ammunition reconstruction apply to data sets of
single particle em proteins.

1717
04:00:29.010 --> 04:00:34.320
Ali Punjani: The first one is arrive ism, starting with an initialization
that's randomly generated

1718
04:00:35.550 --> 04:00:39.690
Ali Punjani: You can see here. Hopefully the video loaded for you. Well,
let's play it again, sorry.

1719
04:00:41.070 --> 04:00:41.640
Ali Punjani: It's great again.

1720
04:00:43.050 --> 04:00:51.600 Ali Punjani: That the ribosome structure is
generated from a random initialization just based on the data. The second one
is an ATP molecules, a dumbbell shaped

1721
04:00:52.230 --> 04:00:57.780
Ali Punjani: membrane protein and again from a random initialization, we can
solve the entire structure from scratch.

1722
04:00:58.710 --> 04:01:06.120
Ali Punjani: Without knowing anything about the protein or its overall shape
or anything like that. Just the image data alone using this algorithm can
resolve this initial model.

1723
04:01:06.630 --> 04:01:10.620



Ali Punjani: And this is another example of a symmetric grow yellow molecule.

1724
04:01:11.310 --> 04:01:17.850
Ali Punjani: This is an interesting example because of initial reconstruction
in this case is not aware that the protein is symmetric or that it has the
shape at all.

1725
04:01:18.450 --> 04:01:27.930 Ali Punjani: It just so happens that the most
likely structure that explains the data is this symmetric structure and we
can go ahead and look at this of initial results after it's been computed and
say,

1726
04:01:28.380 --> 04:01:36.570
Ali Punjani: Well, it definitely looks like there's symmetry. And then in
later stages of processing. We can enforce that symmetry and use that to our
advantage to get higher resolution results.

1727
04:01:37.890 --> 04:01:46.830
Ali Punjani: So that's single that's going to share. We construction to solve
3D reconstruction is from scratch from 2D images for a single object in the
sample.

1728
04:01:47.550 --> 04:01:53.250
Ali Punjani: What's beautiful about have an issue reconstruction and
enterprise work is that it actually has been we've extended it, and it works
very well.

1729
04:01:53.640 --> 04:02:01.920 Ali Punjani: In the heterogeneous case it can
actually solve multiple ab initio structures of multiple confrontational
states without any initial models.

1730
04:02:02.280 --> 04:02:12.210
Ali Punjani: And without assuming that the different states are similar to
each other in any way. So you can have totally different molecules in the
same sample and saw all their structure simultaneously classifying particles
as we go.

1731
04:02:13.350 --> 04:02:17.160
Ali Punjani: And even solve multiple confrontational states that are very
different, of the same molecule.

1732
04:02:18.390 --> 04:02:26.490
Ali Punjani: What I'm going to do right now is actually switch over to
Christ. So we can are practical students can start off and have an issue
reconstruction.



1733
04:02:28.020 --> 04:02:33.960
Ali Punjani: In order to do that, what we'll do is actually I missed a step
here. Step one should be

1734
04:02:37.530 --> 04:02:37.740
So,

1735
04:02:39.000 --> 04:02:44.550 Ali Punjani: What we'll do is take we had our
to 2D classification runs from before, and hopefully in your projects at
least one of them is finished.

1736
04:02:44.970 --> 04:02:50.790
Ali Punjani: If the second one with more number of classes hasn't finished
yet. It should have. But if it hasn't been you can kill that job. We don't
need it.

1737
04:02:51.330 --> 04:02:55.980
Ali Punjani: We can take the output of our first to declassification create a
select to the classes job.

1738
04:02:56.790 --> 04:03:10.650
Ali Punjani: Take all the particles and all the class averages from our 2D
classification connect those and queue up this job, which again is an
interactive job that's just going to let us choose templates and particles
that went into each class from 2D classification

1739
04:03:12.300 --> 04:03:20.730 Ali Punjani: In this case we want to select all
of the good looking classes right now. The classes are arranged in order
their number of particles, which is often a relatively good proxy for the
quality of the class.

1740
04:03:21.150 --> 04:03:29.610
Ali Punjani: So I'm going to come up to here and right click on this class
and choose to select all the classes above this point. So that's, that's all
of these. And also, like this one as well.

1741
04:03:31.020 --> 04:03:37.380
Ali Punjani: And all these classes. I'm going to ignore since they don't
contain many particles and they are not my interest.

1742
04:03:38.400 --> 04:03:40.830
Ali Punjani: So I'm going to going to go ahead and click done here.

1743



04:03:42.390 --> 04:03:56.760
Ali Punjani: And what I have now is a selection of templates and particles
and I'll see you in a second, that I have 9492 particles after this point and
then I will go ahead to the job folder again and she was an ab initio
reconstruction. All right.

1744
04:03:57.900 --> 04:04:03.780
Ali Punjani: Just to add dash and you find out. Michelle reconstruction in
the 3D reconstruction section.

1745
04:04:04.980 --> 04:04:12.240
Ali Punjani: So I'm gonna go ahead and create one of those. I can take now
the output of my selected it. I just need the selected particles.

1746
04:04:12.630 --> 04:04:19.230
Ali Punjani: Like I said, we don't need anything else, we don't need an
initial volume. We don't need the 2D classes, we don't need anything else,
just the raw data itself particles.

1747
04:04:19.890 --> 04:04:24.720
Ali Punjani: And the ab initio reconstruction job has a number of parameters
that we won't get into today. Those will be reserved for tomorrow.

1748
04:04:25.560 --> 04:04:34.380
Ali Punjani: The most important parameter of courses that number of classes
and we're going to look for for looking for heterogeneity or not. And right
now, we're just going to look for a single class. So we can go ahead and cue
this job.

1749 04:04:36.060 --> 04:04:39.870
Ali Punjani: without changing any parameters and that will start off our

1750
04:04:41.430 --> 04:04:45.480
Ali Punjani: Ab initio reconstruction will come back to this in a moment to
see what it has done.

1751
04:04:46.020 --> 04:04:53.400
Ali Punjani: This will take only about four or five minutes to run. I'll just
show you at the beginning of the job. It starts off with a completely
randomly generated initial density

1752
04:04:53.910 --> 04:05:03.360
Ali Punjani: Just a bunch of randomly placed blobs as the starting point. So
that could be arbitrarily wrong and then it goes through many, many
iterations of stochastic optimization



1753
04:05:04.200 --> 04:05:18.570
Ali Punjani: Very quickly, and we'll see as it continues that after a little
while, it will have resolved our structure looks like it's already started to
in a few seconds. Get the course overall shape of the parties on from a
random starting point.

1754
04:05:19.650 --> 04:05:31.560 Ali Punjani: Which is great to see. And you can
you can look at these plots day are three independent most are not
independent three orthogonal slices through the three volume of our
reconstructed density so far. So this is a

1755
04:05:32.430 --> 04:05:36.630
Ali Punjani: slice through the middle. A slice through the middle the
opposite way and a slice

1756
04:05:37.710 --> 04:05:42.630
Ali Punjani: Through the center of the tube. So overall the structures like a
barrel shape with four rings.

1757
04:05:43.560 --> 04:05:51.420
Ali Punjani: And that's exactly the prettiest on look like. And of course,
their solution. And this job will continue until it has resolved more detail
in this case it will start to resolve the seven

1758
04:05:51.840 --> 04:06:05.280 Ali Punjani: Subunits you can all see already
start to see them showing up in this early stage here if we let it run for a
few more minutes It'll resolve, of course resolution maybe eight or 10 x from
resolution structure of our parties on in just a few seconds.

1759
04:06:06.420 --> 04:06:13.080
Ali Punjani: While that's going on. I'm going to go ahead and continue
talking about admission reconstruction, like I said, what's really powerful
about ab initio reconstruction.

1760
04:06:14.250 --> 04:06:20.580
Ali Punjani: Is that. And all of this is is published in our 2017 nature
methods paper where we first introduced this algorithm.

1761
04:06:21.330 --> 04:06:33.630
Ali Punjani: Is that it can be used for solving multiple confrontational
states at the same time, all from scratch, without any initial models at all.
So one example here is is an HTTPS molecule actually going to be processing a
subset of this data tomorrow.

1762



04:06:34.980 --> 04:06:40.050 Ali Punjani: From a start from an initial model
that's been generated from an external source.

1763
04:06:40.710 --> 04:06:47.010
Ali Punjani: You can use standard three classification techniques to tease
out to different confirmations which are different rotations of the central
stock.

1764
04:06:47.790 --> 04:07:00.330
Ali Punjani: In contrast, in Christ Burke, you can start with just the
particle is no initial model start with three random initialization in our
avenues to reconstruction job basically by just changing that one parameter,
two, three, and what will happen is

1765
04:07:01.980 --> 04:07:10.200
Ali Punjani: It's the transitions here have been messed up. But what will
happen is that those three different classes will all optimize together
jointly at the same time.

1766
04:07:10.860 --> 04:07:22.350 Ali Punjani: Recovering three different
confrontational states of our molecule. And if we refine those each of them
and kind of slice through the middle. We can see that the algorithm was
actually found three different

1767
04:07:23.370 --> 04:07:24.990
Ali Punjani: rotations of the central stock.

1768
04:07:26.400 --> 04:07:30.240
Ali Punjani: Of this HTTPS, which has a rotary which is a rotary engine.

1769
04:07:32.400 --> 04:07:36.900
Ali Punjani: This is an interesting case. But obviously, in this case, the
three structures are very similar to each other. So we would expect that

1770
04:07:37.290 --> 04:07:44.160
Ali Punjani: More typical standard three classification approaches that all
start from the same initial model could also find these differences. And
that's probably true.

1771
04:07:44.880 --> 04:07:49.770
Ali Punjani: But there are many other cases where admission reconstruction is
able to generate results that can't be had any other way.

1772 04:07:50.520 --> 04:08:01.410
Ali Punjani: So for example, this is a structure. Those published in 2017 of



a triple A plus unfold is which at the time had never been seen in its active
confirmation

1773
04:08:01.890 --> 04:08:10.440
Ali Punjani: The team that was working on this actually purified this protein
anecdotally, as far as I'm aware, as a test sample for their microscope,
because it has a well known sixfold symmetric

1774
04:08:10.770 --> 04:08:20.010
Ali Punjani: State. That's the inactive state that's been crystallized, so
it's a great test to see how good of a reconstruction, you can get from your
microscope and software setup.

1775
04:08:20.940 --> 04:08:24.750
Ali Punjani: They created a sample had 170,000 particles in there that they
picked out. It was very crowded.

1776
04:08:25.380 --> 04:08:30.990
Ali Punjani: This is actually something we're also gonna be processing
tomorrow to deal with the crowding situation and some events to the
classification

1777 04:08:31.830 --> 04:08:37.440
Ali Punjani: Using all those hundred and 70,000 articles. They just throw
them into a five class I've been sure reconstruction in Christ were

1778
04:08:38.010 --> 04:08:46.020
Ali Punjani: And what they found was very interesting. They found too low
population junk classes one class of two particles. These are probably miss
pics where

1779
04:08:46.410 --> 04:08:56.940
Ali Punjani: The picking has focused on the midpoint of two particles, rather
than a single particle and then they found two larger classes one the six
fold inactive symmetric state.

1780
04:08:57.570 --> 04:09:06.990
Ali Punjani: six volt symmetric inactive state well known of this unfolds and
another one which seemed really odd and didn't have a cemetery, but still
showed the same overall

1781
04:09:07.530 --> 04:09:13.170
Ali Punjani: Protein structure, you could recognize it and had something else
attached when they refined that structure. It turns out

1782 04:09:13.800 --> 04:09:20.790



Ali Punjani: That they had found an isolated a state of the unfolding is
unfolding. It's siblings in the ice.

1783
04:09:21.360 --> 04:09:27.210
Ali Punjani: And this was just coincidental that when they prepare the sample
the concentration was so high, because they thought that was a mistake, but

1784
04:09:27.690 --> 04:09:35.070
Ali Punjani: The Constitution was so high that in between blotting and
freezing time. Some of the unfolding molecules had started to unravel their
siblings in the sample.

1785
04:09:36.330 --> 04:09:45.960
Ali Punjani: And then they were first and that meant that they found a
population of particles, where the unfolds was actually acting on substrate
which was another unfolds molecule.

1786
04:09:46.500 --> 04:10:00.900 Ali Punjani: And they were able to see for the
first time the unfolding mechanism and how the symmetry breaking happens in
this unfolding, which is really nice story. And so I've industry
Reconstruction was critical, and being able to find this confirmation state
that's both rare and unexpected.

1787
04:10:02.940 --> 04:10:10.950
Ali Punjani: Another example, even more drastic is data from 2016 he left
paper about a holiday junction. I'm not too familiar with holiday junction
biology, but

1788
04:10:11.340 --> 04:10:27.090
Ali Punjani: This data set was very dirty lots and lots of broken particles
junk and very few intact holiday junctions, starting from the entire data set
that was used in the study, which for the 2016 paper was manually curated and
processed through many weeks of processing and manual

1789
04:10:28.110 --> 04:10:34.020 Ali Punjani: Visualization and curation. We
just took the entire particle stock, put it into a five plus. I'm going to
see reconstruction in Christ Park and found

1790
04:10:35.460 --> 04:10:43.950
Ali Punjani: Five different structures appear, one of which was an intact
holiday junction. The other for making up the majority of the particles were
broken bits of something

1791
04:10:44.970 --> 04:10:52.020
Ali Punjani: Taking the particles that went into this intact holiday



junction. We did a further sub classification using initial reconstruction
again with three classes.

1792
04:10:52.890 --> 04:11:03.240
Ali Punjani: And were able to solve again three different states. One, the in
tax structure to structure or some of the junction proteins and fallen off
and three one where one of the hairpins and broken off.

1793
04:11:04.050 --> 04:11:11.040 Ali Punjani: And so with these final particles,
we were able to get a refinement. That was actually better than what was
published in newspapers as far as I recall.

1794
04:11:12.090 --> 04:11:23.160
Ali Punjani: And this is just again showing an example of the power of these
algorithms to resolve heterogeneity, even when you can't define it or you
don't know what all the classes look like and you don't know how many there
are.

1795
04:11:25.440 --> 04:11:27.360
Ali Punjani: So we'll talk about more advanced three

1796
04:11:28.380 --> 04:11:33.270
Ali Punjani: Reconstruction with ammunition reconstruction tomorrow for
multiple classes and so on. We won't actually do that with today's data sets.
Since

1797
04:11:33.600 --> 04:11:39.000
Ali Punjani: It doesn't have any appreciable heterogeneity. At this point, I
should just mentioned that in Christ work. We also have an implementation of

1798
04:11:39.300 --> 04:11:47.940 Ali Punjani: Heterogeneous we're finding which
is similar to standard 3D classification methods where you start from one or
more starting models for example from ammunition reconstruction and they
don't all have to be the same.

1799
04:11:48.570 --> 04:11:59.100
Ali Punjani: They can be all different starting models and this job will
simultaneously refine and classify particles into the different classes so
you can end up with higher resolution confrontational.

1800
04:11:59.760 --> 04:12:12.270
Ali Punjani: Changes between classes as well as better classification of the
particles and it's common practice to do a multi class ammunition
reconstruction and then do a heterogeneous refinement right afterwards with
the same outputs of administrate reconstruction.



1801
04:12:13.980 --> 04:12:18.870
Ali Punjani: So I'm just gonna switch back to class work for a moment. Since
our ab initio job here is now finished.

1802
04:12:20.640 --> 04:12:28.080 Ali Punjani: In this case, we can see now that
the final result here after 800 iterations, or so. And the job figures out
its

1803
04:12:29.190 --> 04:12:33.390
Ali Punjani: Convergence automatically after 800 or so iterations. The

1804
04:12:34.800 --> 04:12:35.310
memos.

1805
04:12:37.650 --> 04:12:48.000
Ali Punjani: 800 iterations, the structure has now resolve the overall TTS
along with it's clear sevenfold century along the access again this
ammunition reconstruction job does not know that the protein is symmetric.

1806
04:12:48.630 --> 04:12:55.800
Ali Punjani: But based on the top inside of us that has constructed the 3D
structure that best explains the data we can actually look at that, by
downloading

1807
04:12:57.360 --> 04:13:10.410
Ali Punjani: downloading a 3D map from our ministry reconstruction job by
clicking this little download button in the volume output and that will
download straight to our browser and I can open that on my laptop with UCSF
camera.

1808 04:13:11.970 --> 04:13:13.110
Ali Punjani: So I'll just pull over here.

1809
04:13:20.910 --> 04:13:30.330
Ali Punjani: And we can see that in just a couple of minutes this
reconstruction Avenue reconstruction has resolved. Our proteasome at course
resolution.

1810
04:13:30.840 --> 04:13:36.990
Ali Punjani: And enough for us to detect that there are 14 sub units that are
at least at this resolution, more or less similar

1811
04:13:37.740 --> 04:13:49.800
Ali Punjani: We made it to do a C one refinement to really verify that there



is symmetry that's that's strong enough to be worth enforcing and then we can
do a d seven refinements. And so we happen to know that it's pretty as long
as the seven symmetric

1812
04:13:51.090 --> 04:13:58.920
Ali Punjani: So I'm actually going to have the practical students do that at
this point. If you're having issues reconstruction is finished, even if it's
not finished. In fact, and this is an important point about Christ Park is
that

1813 04:13:59.670 --> 04:14:08.490
Ali Punjani: Even while jobs are running, you can take their outputs and
connect them to other jobs and then queue up those new jobs and the Christ
rep scheduler will automatically

1814
04:14:08.970 --> 04:14:14.160
Ali Punjani: Launch those secondary jobs. Once the first one is finished. In
this way you can construct a long chain of processing.

1815
04:14:14.580 --> 04:14:23.040
Ali Punjani: Queue at once, and then just let it run overnight or what have
you to process a lot of stuff. So I'm going to start a refinement job and
here

1816
04:14:23.820 --> 04:14:30.120
Ali Punjani: There are also a number of refinement methods implemented in
Christ, where we're going to choose homogeneous refinements new

1817
04:14:30.960 --> 04:14:40.830 Ali Punjani: There's also a legacy
implementation, that's still there. It's slower and older. It's still there
just for compatibility reasons but everyone should be using their homogeneous
refinement new job type of this point.

1818
04:14:42.540 --> 04:14:48.690
Ali Punjani: And to it. I'm going to connect all the particles from my ab
initio reconstruction than all end up starting volume from ab initio
reconstruction.

1819
04:14:49.800 --> 04:14:55.050
Ali Punjani: And in this case, I'm just going to go ahead and apply d seven
symmetry as the one parameter that I'm going to change.

1820
04:14:55.560 --> 04:14:56.580
Ali Punjani: And we want you there.

1821



04:14:56.790 --> 04:15:04.680
Saara Virani: Question. At this point, why did we do to the classification,
if we're not going to use that particle stock for ab initio reconstruction.

1822
04:15:05.640 --> 04:15:13.860 Ali Punjani: We did actually. So in the
workflow that I showed, we did use to declassification who we completed the
to the classification that we use to select to the job.

1823
04:15:14.820 --> 04:15:23.130
Ali Punjani: That from which we selected all the good looking classes and
along with that, under the behind the scenes to select 2D job also separated
for us.

1824
04:15:23.580 --> 04:15:32.970
Ali Punjani: All the particles that went into those good classes. So in my
case, I had some I had 29 classes that I rejected and those had 221
particles.

1825
04:15:33.570 --> 04:15:45.180
Ali Punjani: And I also had 21 classes that I accepted and those had 9492
particles. So I only used these particles in my ab initio reconstruction job
if I show you the tree view I might be more clear.

1826
04:15:46.230 --> 04:15:54.060
Ali Punjani: What happened here is that we ran. I asked everyone to run to 2D
classifications in parallel, but I only use the output of one of them.

1827 04:15:54.990 --> 04:16:01.440
Ali Punjani: I did the selectivity only those particles wanting to have
initial reconstruction and now only the particles that came out of ab initio
reconstruction, which are the same.

1828
04:16:01.860 --> 04:16:10.860
Ali Punjani: 9492 so that's post to the classification are going into the
refinement. So we are using the output of our to the classification in that
sense, right, what

1829
04:16:11.760 --> 04:16:12.240
Ali Punjani: Is that

1830
04:16:12.630 --> 04:16:14.790
Ali Punjani: I've initially reconstruction doesn't actually use

1831
04:16:15.150 --> 04:16:23.730
Ali Punjani: The templates. It doesn't care which particles went into which



to the classes and that information is not used for constructing the 3D
reconstruction.

1832
04:16:25.620 --> 04:16:31.590
Saara Virani: And one more question here. Can you please explain why we did
to 2D classification jobs with different number of classes.

1833
04:16:31.980 --> 04:16:33.660 Ali Punjani: Sure, actually the reason for that
is that I wanted

1834
04:16:33.720 --> 04:16:35.370
Ali Punjani: To show everyone what

1835
04:16:35.730 --> 04:16:40.530
Ali Punjani: Happens when you use more classes or less on the same data. We
just haven't had a chance to come back to

1836
04:16:41.160 --> 04:16:49.470
Ali Punjani: Look at that yet. So let me do that in one moment I'll just have
everyone start off this refinement job with d seven symmetry. Again, this is
a homogeneous refinement new

1837
04:16:49.950 --> 04:16:56.790
Ali Punjani: It's using the particles from ammunition reconstruction and the
volume from admonition reconstruction and we can go ahead and cue that

1838
04:16:59.370 --> 04:17:06.480
Ali Punjani: And now while that's running. I'll just show you the difference
between these two classifications that we did in parallel. So the first one
which was done with only 50 classes.

1839
04:17:07.980 --> 04:17:13.860 Ali Punjani: I will open this image in a new
tab so we can come back to that. And the other one was done with 100 classes.

1840
04:17:18.150 --> 04:17:22.710
Ali Punjani: So we can see the difference now between these I'll flip between
the images. Maybe I can

1841
04:17:24.210 --> 04:17:24.540
See

1842
04:17:42.660 --> 04:17:43.860
Ali Punjani: So what we can see is that in the



1843
04:17:45.330 --> 04:17:50.970
Ali Punjani: Class version. We have a bunch of sorry good looking classes and
some very

1844
04:17:52.110 --> 04:18:01.410
Ali Punjani: Poorly populated bad looking classes in the 100 class version.
We have a bit more diversity of different classes that we found. So, for
example,

1845
04:18:01.920 --> 04:18:10.830
Ali Punjani: We have multiple oblique tilted views that are a little more
rare even a week tilted views from slightly different angles, like this one.

1846
04:18:11.700 --> 04:18:19.170 Ali Punjani: We also have many more core
classes that have few particles, but in a different configurations. We also
have some classes where

1847
04:18:19.560 --> 04:18:27.960
Ali Punjani: We started to resolve not only a protein molecule but also its
relationship to a neighbor. And that's actually something we don't want. And
that's an advanced topic will cover tomorrow.

1848
04:18:28.560 --> 04:18:32.580
Ali Punjani: We really want to focus on individual proteins not pairs of them
are triplets.

1849
04:18:33.150 --> 04:18:42.000
Ali Punjani: And we've resolved, for example, proteins that have a goal
nanoparticle beside them. We just have a wider diversity of sampling of the
different confirmations reviews that are present.

1850
04:18:42.600 --> 04:18:58.230 Ali Punjani: So with more classes, we always
will achieve that sort of stratification of the particles into more classes
and that can be helpful, especially with larger data sets where we're looking
at more different views for let's say an asymmetric module. So that's what I
wanted to show

1851
04:19:00.480 --> 04:19:06.420
Ali Punjani: Okay, that is it for admission reconstruction and refinement or
refinement. We're coming to next.

1852
04:19:07.710 --> 04:19:08.100
Ali Punjani: So,



1853
04:19:11.730 --> 04:19:21.540
Ali Punjani: High Resolution we're finding is the next step of single part of
the processing and ab initio reconstruction. We talked about already can only
get us to a course low resolution reconstruction.

1854
04:19:22.260 --> 04:19:30.300
Ali Punjani: And that is due to the way the algorithm is set up, we can solve
the initial model problem, but it can't actually resolve high resolution
detail from all the images at the same time.

1855
04:19:30.840 --> 04:19:35.700 Ali Punjani: That's where and I wouldn't call
it heard of refinement is necessary that can proceed to recover that high
resolution detail.

1856
04:19:36.330 --> 04:19:43.590
Ali Punjani: In the past this iterative refinements technique or method has
been computationally very expensive using hours or days.

1857
04:19:44.490 --> 04:19:55.320
Ali Punjani: In the past, even weeks or months of multi CPU cluster time
multi node time on CPU clusters nowadays with GPUs and better implementations
other programs can do it now hours or days.

1858
04:19:56.400 --> 04:20:04.920
Ali Punjani: And there may be many refinements in a complicated chromium
workflow in Christ, where we've developed a new method and you algorithm
which is

1859
04:20:05.490 --> 04:20:18.540 Ali Punjani: I mean it's not new anymore. It
was part of also our 2017 nature methods publication. It's a technique that
massively minimizes the competition or burden of high resolution refinements
allowing us to do refinements of large data sets up to higher resolution
minutes

1860
04:20:19.560 --> 04:20:25.050
Ali Punjani: And obviously, a lot of the redundant competition that happens
in other approaches.

1861
04:20:26.400 --> 04:20:38.880
Ali Punjani: We've already started our refinement jobs so we can continue
with these slides to explain how our technique works. First of all, it's
important to understand that in the refinement process. What we need to do is
take an initial model of our 3D structure.

1862



04:20:39.900 --> 04:20:42.990
Ali Punjani: And take all of our images before which we may have 100,000 or
more

1863
04:20:44.310 --> 04:20:52.620 Ali Punjani: For each image search over all the
possible ways that the image and three structure could be aligned. So that's
five dimensions of pose space.

1864
04:20:53.040 --> 04:21:00.180
Ali Punjani: Search over that space to find the one pose that is most likely,
given the image and the current reference structure.

1865
04:21:00.900 --> 04:21:07.950
Ali Punjani: So we're trying to find that image alignment and then using that
image alignment for all the images we can reconstruct a new structure.

1866
04:21:08.640 --> 04:21:16.440
Ali Punjani: Which is an improved version of the old structure and then
repeat the loop align reconstruct align reconstruct that's what iterative
refinement is all about.

1867
04:21:17.970 --> 04:21:22.710
Ali Punjani: And of course there's mathematical ways to write that down in
terms of expectation maximisation and so on, but I won't get into that right
now.

1868
04:21:23.400 --> 04:21:31.980 Ali Punjani: The most expensive part, by far,
of a refinement technique is the post search because like I said, for every
image, we have to search over five dimensions of pose.

1869
04:21:32.280 --> 04:21:39.090
Ali Punjani: We have to look at every direction viewing direction to see
which way are we looking at the protein every possible Tunis shift and all
combinations of those

1870
04:21:39.540 --> 04:21:48.570
Ali Punjani: An existing techniques have all solve this problem either
exhaustively by literally scanning over all possible views to find the one
that best matches or locally.

1871
04:21:49.020 --> 04:21:55.890
Ali Punjani: By taking either a previous guests or some other estimate of the
pose and only searching nearby poses a few degrees this way, a few degrees
that way.



1872
04:21:56.370 --> 04:22:05.940 Ali Punjani: Both of those techniques have
their drawbacks exhausted searching is just excruciating the slow and local
searches can get stuck in a locally optimum looking pose that may be totally
incorrect.

1873
04:22:06.450 --> 04:22:19.380
Ali Punjani: As the structure improves so impressed. What we were able to
develop a new technique a mathematical optimization procedure using a concept
called branch and bound, which is a sort of classic algorithm design
principle.

1874
04:22:20.460 --> 04:22:28.290
Ali Punjani: The idea branch of bound for alignment in a simplified one
dimensional sort of figurative world, we can think of the space of poses.

1875
04:22:28.680 --> 04:22:35.130
Ali Punjani: All the different three poses that we're looking for. And we can
think of this dashed line which is the actual error.

1876
04:22:35.520 --> 04:22:43.110 Ali Punjani: What we call image alignment error
between the observed image and a projection of the three structure that we
currently have from a particular post

1877
04:22:43.680 --> 04:22:50.880
Ali Punjani: So what we're trying to do is search over this post space to
find the one pose that has the minimum alignment error. That's the optimal
pose.

1878
04:22:51.510 --> 04:23:01.080
Ali Punjani: Now this dashed line is very expensive to compute. That's the
true error function where we have to literally take our 3D structure
projected in some direction. Take our 2D image compare them.

1879
04:23:01.770 --> 04:23:07.200
Ali Punjani: Add up the differences of all the values and some of those all
together and finally get this image alignment error, very expensive to
compute

1880
04:23:08.010 --> 04:23:21.990 Ali Punjani: So we don't really want to compete
the whole thing and then find the minimum instead in the branch and bound
approach. What we can do is if we can cleverly, think of a different function
that will call a lower bound, some different function that's inexpensive to
compute, but

1881



04:23:23.070 --> 04:23:32.790
Ali Punjani: is guaranteed to always be less than the dashed line. That's
what we call our lower bound and figuring out what that function is is the
hard part of driving this algorithm that we were able to do

1882
04:23:33.840 --> 04:23:43.200
Ali Punjani: And secondly, pick one point on that lower bound. Let's say the
minimum of the lower bound and evaluate the true error one time at this
point.

1883
04:23:44.100 --> 04:23:53.640
Ali Punjani: That forms what we call an upper bound, what we can say after
having computed the red line and the blue line is that we know that the
dashed line is always above the red line.

1884
04:23:54.690 --> 04:24:03.930 Ali Punjani: So we know that our up the error
at our optimal pose has to be above the red line everywhere. And because
we've computed the true error at one point.

1885
04:24:04.740 --> 04:24:13.080
Ali Punjani: We know that the minimum error has to be less than that one
point. I mean, if it wasn't, then that would be the minimum. So we know that
the minimum error is less than this dot

1886
04:24:13.710 --> 04:24:22.890
Ali Punjani: And that means somewhere between this blue line and the red line
lies are optimum. And all of a sudden by computing this lower bound, which is
ideally inexpensive and one upper bound

1887
04:24:23.550 --> 04:24:29.910
Ali Punjani: We've shrunk our space of candidate poses that could possibly be
the correct alignment to a very small set

1888
04:24:31.350 --> 04:24:39.120
Ali Punjani: We can then repeat this procedure with candidates from this
first iteration of ranch and bound with another lower bound. That's still
inexpensive but a little bit

1889 04:24:39.600 --> 04:24:48.090
Ali Punjani: Tighter a little closer to the gray line. Another upper bound
and so on. And repeat that. Sorry, over and over until we keep shrinking the
set of Canada poses.

1890
04:24:48.540 --> 04:25:00.930
Ali Punjani: And this isn't an optimization strategy for doing this kind of
search that's highly effective and a lot of fields and as equally powerful



and some a particle em where we can now using this technique align 2D images
and three structures in a matter of milliseconds.

1891
04:25:01.950 --> 04:25:04.530
Ali Punjani: So for example, this is an image of a

1892
04:25:06.930 --> 04:25:13.380
Ali Punjani: HTTPS molecule. And this is the actual reference structure and
we're trying to find which way should we worked a this reference structure to
look like this image.

1893
04:25:13.980 --> 04:25:20.580
Ali Punjani: The true alignment error is this large function over the space
of viewing directions, it's projected on a globe.

1894 04:25:21.210 --> 04:25:25.290
Ali Punjani: And the optimal poses this red hotspot, where the image
alignment error is minimized.

1895
04:25:26.280 --> 04:25:34.980
Ali Punjani: We don't want to compute this whole function. So instead we
compute the lower bound everywhere. It's very inexpensive to compute. And I
won't go into what the lower bound is, but it's essentially

1896
04:25:35.430 --> 04:25:44.370
Ali Punjani: A way of using only certain for a components at certain times
and competing some other extra terms that account for the higher resolution
for you components to compete this lower

1897
04:25:44.970 --> 04:26:00.300
Ali Punjani: So that lower bound looks like it has lots of great read regions
that may be the optimum. And then we compete that one upper bound and using a
lower bound at a certain level, we can call down the space opposes to this
gray region.

1898
04:26:01.650 --> 04:26:11.430 Ali Punjani: And that's a very little
computation now only in this gray region, we can start to evaluate to the
next level of lower bound and call it down again and then again.

1899
04:26:12.630 --> 04:26:17.250
Ali Punjani: Until we've now narrowed down our possible search space of the
optimal post of this tiny region.

1900
04:26:17.760 --> 04:26:24.900
Ali Punjani: Doing almost no competition at all, compared to the exhaustive



version of the search the two great things about this technique or that,
first of all, we've done a global

1901
04:26:25.350 --> 04:26:30.300
Ali Punjani: Search over poses. We have an assumed that we're looking at the
protein from any angle we could find any results.

1902
04:26:31.140 --> 04:26:44.160 Ali Punjani: But we don't have to do any of the
extra computation that has been done in other methods and this is what makes
PRICE BREAK so fast, the same technique is used in 3D reconstruction and 3D
refinement in 2D classification and every time we have to do image alignment
research.

1903
04:26:46.230 --> 04:26:53.160
Ali Punjani: So overall, what that means is that branch and bounds
dramatically reduces the competition required without any loss in quality,
since we're not actually

1904
04:26:53.850 --> 04:26:59.010
Ali Punjani: Missing we're not losing are not changing the result we're just
reducing the competition or burden of finding the result.

1905
04:26:59.670 --> 04:27:04.650
Ali Punjani: And we can refine structures and reconstruct and high resolution
in minutes. So for example, this benchmark data set.

1906
04:27:05.190 --> 04:27:13.380
Ali Punjani: Of 105,000 rhizome particles that refines the 3.2 extremes can
be done in just 11 minutes now on a single Nvidia GPU.

1907 04:27:13.920 --> 04:27:24.750
Ali Punjani: For comparison. That's according to the for example rely on
which is another GPU accelerated quite young computational tool from an
academic lab that's developed an academic context.

1908
04:27:25.860 --> 04:27:30.750
Ali Punjani: Is about according to their benchmarks about 20 times slower on
the same hardware for the same benchmark data set.

1909
04:27:31.320 --> 04:27:41.940
Ali Punjani: On large data sets and on real projects where you have to
iterate through many refinements to get high resolution structure. This is
particularly important because it dramatically cuts down the time to get a
reconstruction.

1910



04:27:42.420 --> 04:27:45.030
Ali Punjani: So all these techniques together are what have allowed

1911
04:27:45.060 --> 04:27:54.120
Ali Punjani: Us to well partially part of what it may cry spark so popular
and widely adopted in, with its adoption growing very fast, but also allowed
us to construct some you

1912 04:27:55.020 --> 04:28:02.310
Ali Punjani: Overall methods that rely on these building blocks. One of them
that I'll just touch on very briefly is Christ Park live, which is our newest

1913
04:28:02.880 --> 04:28:10.320
Ali Punjani: Addition to the suite of things that we're trying to build
coursework live is a real time 3D reconstruction engine for doing data
processing on the fly.

1914
04:28:11.190 --> 04:28:17.670
Ali Punjani: And it can take it does all the pre processing that we talked
about patch Bay's motion CTF estimation particle peeking in various ways to
declassification

1915
04:28:18.390 --> 04:28:26.730
Ali Punjani: In real time and 3D refinement in real time with data
collection. So as images are coming out of the microscope we can extract them
pick them.

1916
04:28:27.780 --> 04:28:38.610 Ali Punjani: Cut them out due to the
classification, select the 2D classes and then have those particles that are
good according to our to the classification be used in a streaming refinement
that updates every few minutes

1917
04:28:39.570 --> 04:28:46.410
Ali Punjani: Every time you particles are seeing from the microscope, and
this is a great way. This is now being used widely by several of the largest
facilities.

1918
04:28:46.800 --> 04:28:55.140
Ali Punjani: That do single particle em data collection, even for external
users and it can be used for many purposes, especially for identifying
regions of

1919
04:28:55.530 --> 04:29:01.410
Ali Punjani: A grid or square that are better than others, based on 2D and 3D
reconstruction and for getting an initial reconstruction.



1920
04:29:02.040 --> 04:29:12.390 Ali Punjani: That can be used for downstream
processing immediately as soon as a data collection session is finished.
That's especially useful in context where the pace of data. Question is high
in the pace of solving structures needs to be high as well.

1921
04:29:14.490 --> 04:29:19.230
Ali Punjani: Okay. And I think that's where I'm going to pause for a moment.

1922
04:29:20.310 --> 04:29:36.150
Ali Punjani: And switch back to questions or if we can just quickly look at
our crisper window or refinement may be complete sore this refinement that
I've just done has finally got us to a 2.9 Engstrom reconstructed map. I'll
just download this result for everyone to

1923
04:29:36.150 --> 04:29:36.480
Saara Virani: See

1924
04:29:37.050 --> 04:29:37.920
Ali Punjani: We'll talk about

1925
04:29:38.190 --> 04:29:52.980 Ali Punjani: Depending on whether we have time
today or not we'll talk about interpreting all the different plots that come
out of refinement and various parameters that can be changed all that stuff
will also be discussed tomorrow on the more advanced session. But yeah,
that's a refinement in Roseburg

1926
04:29:55.230 --> 04:30:00.360
Ali Punjani: Obviously, in this case, we're using a relatively small amount
of data. So we would expect this to be fast. Anyway, but

1927
04:30:04.200 --> 04:30:06.480
Ali Punjani: Open this map in Maryland.

1928
04:30:12.630 --> 04:30:20.190
Ali Punjani: And this time we will see our nice 2.9 Engstrom structure where
we can zoom in and look at

1929
04:30:21.600 --> 04:30:33.300
Ali Punjani: Inter of these new beta sheets. Lots of side chain detail and
you and maybe some water molecules, but maybe not at this resolution.

1930
04:30:35.760 --> 04:30:41.700 Saara Virani: Great. And we do have a few
questions. So first of all, with respect to ab initio reconstruction.



1931
04:30:42.780 --> 04:30:51.000
Saara Virani: Should we or should we not enforced symmetry, if we know
something about the symmetry of the of the particle. And let's say in the
case of a large virus.

1932
04:30:51.840 --> 04:30:54.600
Ali Punjani: Great viruses are definitely a special case.

1933
04:30:56.100 --> 04:31:04.920
Ali Punjani: What's important to think of for symmetry is that when you have
a highly symmetric molecule, many of its of us end up looking very similar.
And so for example, if you think of a virus.

1934
04:31:06.060 --> 04:31:09.420
Ali Punjani: If you have, let's say I procedure cemetery all the views that
you can get

1935
04:31:10.140 --> 04:31:17.430
Ali Punjani: At a course resolution pretty much look like spheres and there's
very little assignable information at that resolution were issued
reconstruction is working.

1936 04:31:18.420 --> 04:31:26.190
Ali Punjani: So what ab initio reconstruction ends up doing. And if you just
think intuitively of what would this algorithm try to do it's trying to come
up with a 3D structure, not knowing the symmetry.

1937
04:31:26.520 --> 04:31:36.600
Ali Punjani: A 3D structure that best explains all the data, but all the
images kind of look the same, they're pretty much just circles. And so the
simplest, easiest 3D structure that explains all those images is a donut.

1938
04:31:37.980 --> 04:31:48.000
Ali Punjani: That projected all in one direction creates that lower
resolution version of the virus. And that's exactly what we don't want. Since
obviously we know that the virus is a shell, not a donut ring.

1939
04:31:48.660 --> 04:31:55.350
Ali Punjani: But ab initio reconstruction doesn't know anything about the
structure and it doesn't assume anything about the structure, so not
enforcing symmetry and virus case.

1940
04:31:56.310 --> 04:32:01.380 Ali Punjani: You probably won't end up with a
definition reconstruction that works. It is possible, depending on



1941
04:32:02.340 --> 04:32:08.460
Ali Punjani: Playing with the parameters and what have you. But most of the
time you want to enforce symmetry. In that case, especially if you notice
some true the virus.

1942
04:32:09.060 --> 04:32:14.100
Ali Punjani: On the other hand, if you have lower cemeteries, like any kind
of C or D symmetry. That's

1943
04:32:14.580 --> 04:32:25.380
Ali Punjani: Sort of reasonable even for example this pretty ism, which is 14
foot symmetric. You want to not enforced symmetry as far as possible until
you can be sure by, for example, doing a see one refinements.

1944
04:32:25.860 --> 04:32:31.530
Ali Punjani: That the reconstruction actually does have symmetric properties
and then you will enforce symmetry and have initial reconstruction. It turns
out

1945
04:32:32.100 --> 04:32:40.590 Ali Punjani: In those lower century cases if
you enforce the symmetry that can actually create local optima and sort of

1946
04:32:41.250 --> 04:32:46.950
Ali Punjani: sticking points that I've initial reconstruction can break out
of. So for example, the Proteas own if you enforce symmetry and at the

1947
04:32:47.310 --> 04:33:02.820
Ali Punjani: Initial iterations of optimization. I'm an issue reconstruction
starts to think that the particle is if this is the Zen access the particle
is the long axis is across that the symmetry ization operator will turn that
structure into a seven sided starship.

1948
04:33:03.840 --> 04:33:12.390
Ali Punjani: And immediately after that admission reconstruction can't really
make a huge change to rotate the structure along the symmetry axes and it'll
get stuck in the star shaped

1949
04:33:12.900 --> 04:33:17.280
Ali Punjani: Multi multiple copies of the Proteas own land where it can
escape from so

1950
04:33:17.850 --> 04:33:24.660 Ali Punjani: It's always best if you can, to
not enforced symmetry. One of the important things that will discuss also
tomorrow about ab initio reconstruction is that



1951
04:33:25.230 --> 04:33:31.020
Ali Punjani: You can generally assess some degree of confidence in the
structure, either because you know what the structure looks like.

1952
04:33:31.380 --> 04:33:36.630
Ali Punjani: Or based on viewing directions and in this case with this highly
symmetric molecule that's not a good example, but

1953
04:33:37.410 --> 04:33:40.440
Ali Punjani: With other molecules that are less symmetric or other shapes.

1954
04:33:41.280 --> 04:33:47.790
Ali Punjani: The viewing direction plot distribution helps understand whether
or not ammunition reconstruction is actually constructing a 3D structure.

1955
04:33:48.150 --> 04:33:56.850 Ali Punjani: From many different viewpoints.
Or, for example, in the case of the virus. It's just constructed a structure
that only looks right from one direction for a few images and events.

1956
04:33:57.870 --> 04:34:06.900
michael schmid: Okay, only in that, in that case, there were we just showed
the the orientations of the orientation distribution.

1957
04:34:07.260 --> 04:34:18.720
michael schmid: I would have expected since it since from the top. It's got
sevenfold symmetry, I would have expected seven peaks along the the
equatorial band.

1958
04:34:19.680 --> 04:34:31.710
michael schmid: Where it would could have found any one of seven different
ways, which would have been good. And this looks like it it's picking one
direction from the side. Wouldn't that I would have expected that

1959
04:34:31.710 --> 04:34:34.440
michael schmid: Yeah, and an elongated

1960
04:34:35.550 --> 04:34:37.530
michael schmid: Missing wedge sort of thing well

1961 04:34:38.250 --> 04:34:47.820
Ali Punjani: To be honest, I'm also, I feel like this plot is not making a
lot of intuitive sense to me either. I did talk to Ben, I think. Let me see
what the refinement has



1962
04:34:48.180 --> 04:34:59.520
michael schmid: Yeah, that's cool. That's perfect. That's the thing yeah
that's that's what you expect top us and a whole bunch of side views, you
know, all the different possible directions. Why did that other one show that

1963
04:34:59.970 --> 04:35:07.140
Ali Punjani: I'm honestly not sure we may have may need to investigate a
little bit but I mean the structure is obviously correct and

1964
04:35:07.230 --> 04:35:11.400
michael schmid: Oh yeah, from the top. It's sevenfold but from the site tell
that with sevenfold

1965
04:35:11.670 --> 04:35:17.400
Ali Punjani: Exactly. So I'm not sure I'm not sure. But we'll have to look
into that a little. It is reassuring that in the refinement. We do get

1966
04:35:17.460 --> 04:35:21.780 michael schmid: A right eventually yeah
obviously people enforce it. It's gonna yeah

1967
04:35:23.070 --> 04:35:25.050
michael schmid: That that once the enforced one, of course.

1968
04:35:25.440 --> 04:35:37.560
Ali Punjani: Actually the the orientation distribution here. We don't
actually use the symmetry during the alliance to inquire iceberg. So each
particle is allowed to align at any position around this fear around the
viewings fear.

1969
04:35:37.560 --> 04:35:38.520
michael schmid: Okay, so it's not

1970
04:35:38.640 --> 04:35:45.360
michael schmid: The one seventh of the the rotation. But that's all the
rotations. Okay. But still, then the other one doesn't make sense.

1971
04:35:45.480 --> 04:35:46.980
Ali Punjani: Yeah, that makes sense. Something's

1972
04:35:48.030 --> 04:35:49.710
Ali Punjani: We'll have to look into that. Thanks for pointing that out.

1973



04:35:50.340 --> 04:35:50.670
Okay.

1974
04:35:52.770 --> 04:35:58.560 Saara Virani: Other notes about ab initio
reconstruction. Is there a resolution limit that we should be using or
enforcing

1975
04:35:59.550 --> 04:36:07.350
Ali Punjani: Yes. So Avenue sure reconstruction has no notion of measuring
resolution. In fact, the optimization techniques setup where

1976
04:36:07.920 --> 04:36:15.330
Ali Punjani: You tell Avenue sure reconstruction what resolutions, it's
allowed to consider wallets optimizing but it can't tell you whether those
whether there's

1977
04:36:16.050 --> 04:36:25.020
Ali Punjani: A system statistically significant signal at any particular
resolution, the resolution and limits do matter a lot though, especially for
smaller particles. So our default

1978
04:36:25.590 --> 04:36:31.620
Ali Punjani: tuning of the algorithm is set to use an initial resolution 35
extremes and maximum resolution of 12 extremes.

1979
04:36:32.190 --> 04:36:40.920 Ali Punjani: But for small particles at 12
Engstrom even at 12 eggs terms, the whole object we still look more or less
like a sphere in which case there's no nothing really to align

1980
04:36:41.400 --> 04:36:49.200
Ali Punjani: And I told the extremes, like if you're looking at a very small
membrane protein or something you actually won't be able to get an accurate
ab initio reconstruction with these settings. So you have to

1981
04:36:49.980 --> 04:36:57.450
Ali Punjani: Increase both the resolutions through smaller numeric values. So
for example, you could do initial resolution of 15 inch rooms and maximum
resolution of six angles.

1982
04:36:57.870 --> 04:37:07.140
Ali Punjani: Computationally that's a little more expensive but for smaller
particles or four very highly symmetric, things like people fair terms and so
on, where again a lower resolutions, they just look like spheres.

1983



04:37:08.520 --> 04:37:09.810
Ali Punjani: Those changes are necessary.

1984 04:37:11.940 --> 04:37:16.290
Ali Punjani: But again, not a resolution estimate. It's just a limit for the
algorithm. Perfect.

1985
04:37:18.060 --> 04:37:31.530
Saara Virani: In the case of heterogeneity. If you're not quite sure about
the heterogeneity within your data set. How many classes. Should you specify
for an ab initio reconstruction and how long does a five class ab initio
reconstruction take

1986
04:37:32.640 --> 04:37:40.800
Ali Punjani: That's a good question. So you should probably try in parallel.
Multiple numbers of classes. The reason is that obviously reconstruction
doesn't

1987
04:37:42.120 --> 04:37:50.910
Ali Punjani: It doesn't assume anything about the number of classes. So it is
perfectly able to find a solution where let's say you asked it for five
classes and

1988
04:37:51.180 --> 04:37:58.860
Ali Punjani: Two of them will be empty. Like they'll have almost zero
particles classified to that class at the end of the day. So in that way you
can

1989 04:38:00.270 --> 04:38:07.530
Ali Punjani: Sort of detect the number of distinguishable classes, at least
for this album. There may be other confirmation of changes that atmosphere
reconstruction can't distinguish

1990
04:38:08.550 --> 04:38:14.790
Ali Punjani: So you should generally try until you start to either find some
empty classes or another phenomenon that I was going to

1991
04:38:15.510 --> 04:38:22.530
Ali Punjani: Talk about more in detail. Tomorrow is that ab initio
reconstruction. Again, not knowing anything about the 3D structures can
actually take

1992
04:38:23.010 --> 04:38:29.580
Ali Punjani: Your particles, like for example with this proteasome is a great
example. And instead of classifying them based on their confirmation

1993



04:38:29.910 --> 04:38:35.640
Ali Punjani: classify them based on their viewing direction. So, for example,
the parties. If you do it to class ab initio you're highly likely to get

1994
04:38:36.090 --> 04:38:49.440 Ali Punjani: One structure that absorbs all the
top us and becomes just a small round don't have top of us and another
structure that becomes that takes up all the side of using becomes like a
ladder. Just a flat four lines.

1995
04:38:50.610 --> 04:38:56.310
Ali Punjani: Thing that from one direction. Looks like the side view of the
present low resolution and those are the two confirmations that it separates

1996
04:38:56.700 --> 04:39:01.110
Ali Punjani: Again, because it doesn't actually know anything about three
structures and it can't enforce any bias and it doesn't have any

1997
04:39:01.680 --> 04:39:08.640
Ali Punjani: So once you start to see once you start to see viewing
directions separating which again, you can diagnose by the viewing dressing
distributions.

1998
04:39:08.970 --> 04:39:15.570
Ali Punjani: Then you know that I've initially reconstruction is now
splitting hairs and turning things that should have been one class into
multiple classes in an incorrect way.

1999
04:39:16.590 --> 04:39:28.140
Ali Punjani: But that's something that you have to do by trial and error on
each data set. And yeah, that's so it's recommended to do a one class 2357 as
many as you want in terms of the runtime.

2000
04:39:30.600 --> 04:39:43.500
Ali Punjani: I'm not sure if I actually recall the runtime for a five class
of initial reconstruction, but it does depend on the number of articles, I
would say a three class I've initially reconstruction 400,000 particles
probably take something like 30 or 40 minutes

2001
04:39:45.870 --> 04:39:48.600
Ali Punjani: But don't quote me on that. It's probably in that ballpark doing

2002
04:39:49.740 --> 04:39:56.760
Saara Virani: Great. I'm going to move on to a few questions about
refinements specifically why did we choose



2003
04:39:58.170 --> 04:40:00.510
Saara Virani: Symmetry for the 20th data set.

2004
04:40:02.130 --> 04:40:06.780
Ali Punjani: Is because the protein has a well known D 714 foot symmetry.

2005 04:40:08.730 --> 04:40:18.420
Ali Punjani: We knew it already, so be enforced it and that helps us get a
much higher resolution, you can actually try and for those doing the
practical, you can try creating a clone of this homogeneous refinement job.

2006
04:40:19.650 --> 04:40:24.690
Ali Punjani: Let's do that right now where you don't enforce symmetry at all.
And so it's a see one reconstruction and see what that does.

2007
04:40:25.350 --> 04:40:34.740
Ali Punjani: And you'll find that it's still resolves the same pretty zone
but just that are very much lower resolution, because each it because the
image because of protein actually is symmetrical to this resolution.

2008
04:40:36.030 --> 04:40:44.400
Ali Punjani: We can use each experimental image as 14 different observations
for the same subunits that's repeated 14 times in a molecule.

2009
04:40:44.820 --> 04:40:52.290 Ali Punjani: So each image counts 14 times as
much as as if we had collected 140,000 images of an asymmetric protein,
getting the same result here.

2010
04:40:53.040 --> 04:41:00.030
Ali Punjani: And so because we need to symmetry. We can enforce it. If we
didn't know the symmetry would always do a see one refinement first find out
what

2011
04:41:00.450 --> 04:41:07.380
Ali Punjani: The structure looks like and then decide if we want him for a
symmetry and a lot of cases, you may have pseudo symmetry, like for example
may people are processing the

2012
04:41:08.190 --> 04:41:20.250
Ali Punjani: coronavirus to spike protein that is parts of it at least our C
three symmetric and the, the actual receptor binding domain is often breaks
the cemetery because of its flexibility.

2013
04:41:20.850 --> 04:41:25.680



Ali Punjani: And so if you apply if you don't apply symmetry. In that case,
you're likely to start to align particles so that

2014
04:41:26.100 --> 04:41:31.440 Ali Punjani: Whichever of the receptor binding
domains is in the opposition, they all start to align across all the images.

2015
04:41:32.010 --> 04:41:40.020
Ali Punjani: On the other hand, if you do enforce this imagery, you can get a
much higher resolution structure of the part that is symmetric. And so it's
really depends on the dog set and depends on what you're doing.

2016
04:41:41.700 --> 04:41:49.140
Saara Virani: Thanks. Um, can you show us again how we can queue up a chain
of jobs and just let them run

2017
04:41:49.620 --> 04:41:50.490
Ali Punjani: Through a phase.

2018
04:41:50.520 --> 04:41:57.810
Saara Virani: Where we don't have all of our resources available or we
already know kind of what we want to do, and we just want to queue up some
jobs and go do something else.

2019
04:41:58.590 --> 04:42:07.500 Ali Punjani: So right now I have this job
number three. That's in running status. So it's not finished. And I can't use
the outputs are the puppets are not ready for me to actually use since they
haven't been created yet.

2020
04:42:07.950 --> 04:42:13.200
Ali Punjani: But what I can do is create another job. Let's say I'm doing a
heterogeneous refinement, so I can start a heterogeneous refinement and

2021
04:42:13.560 --> 04:42:19.980
Ali Punjani: This job number 33 which like I said, it's still in running
status. I can inspect it, and it's outputs still show on the right hand side.

2022
04:42:20.460 --> 04:42:34.860
Ali Punjani: But they're not final. Their outputs from an intermediate
iteration. What I can do is take those outputs, like the particles and
connect them to my heterogeneous refinement. Take the volume and connected to
my heterogeneous environment, maybe three times to start off at three way
classification

2023
04:42:35.880 --> 04:42:44.730 Ali Punjani: Set up any parameters and Q this



refinement job sorry heterogeneous refine my job. And what that is going to
do is

2024
04:42:46.440 --> 04:42:46.920
Saara Virani: Oh, sorry.

2025
04:42:47.130 --> 04:42:51.210
Ali Punjani: We're finally already finished. So that was about. Let me stop
this.

2026
04:42:53.700 --> 04:42:55.290
And here, this as well.

2027
04:42:56.400 --> 04:43:04.770
Ali Punjani: I'll just run this refined it again so that it's it's still
running instead of competing and I will now start off this heterogeneous
refinement.

2028
04:43:06.450 --> 04:43:12.690
Ali Punjani: So now, what we see is that I go through the cards view and
scroll down the refinery that's running job number 33

2029
04:43:13.230 --> 04:43:20.070
Ali Punjani: Is apparent of job over 30 for a job number 34 is include status
and stays there. And it says waiting because inputs are not ready.

2030
04:43:20.730 --> 04:43:29.370 Ali Punjani: And that job will continue to sit
there and wait until the previous refinement job is finished. And in fact, we
can continue doing is changing like this heterogeneous refinement, even
though it hasn't even started yet.

2031
04:43:29.970 --> 04:43:39.570
Ali Punjani: Still reports all the different outputs that it's going to
create it hasn't created any of them. Yet the counters zero for all of them,
but we can still go ahead and let's say we want to further refine

2032
04:43:40.140 --> 04:43:49.140
Ali Punjani: One of the sub classes that we're going to find your all of
them, then we can go ahead and connect particles from class zero volumes from
class tomorrow to this refinement.

2033
04:43:50.610 --> 04:43:51.570
Ali Punjani: And cue that as well.



2034
04:43:53.250 --> 04:43:59.340
Ali Punjani: And now we have a chain of three jobs that if we look at our
tree. The you are all connected together and waiting for each other.

2035
04:44:00.930 --> 04:44:08.490 Ali Punjani: So this refining will finish this
heterogeneous refinement will run and then this refinement run. We can even
create multiple refinements here to refine each of the different

2036
04:44:08.820 --> 04:44:14.040
Ali Punjani: Classes that come out of the heterogeneous refinements. And
those will start up and running parallel as soon as that urge initial pilot
is done.

2037
04:44:15.090 --> 04:44:15.540
Perfect.

2038
04:44:17.160 --> 04:44:26.640
Saara Virani: Okay, going back a little bit to ab initio reconstruction and
the influence of your particle stuck. How forgiving is the ab initio
reconstruction.

2039
04:44:27.000 --> 04:44:42.930
Saara Virani: We did a two day class selection to help and then got a
refinement to 2.92 extremes. If we use all the particles from our 2D
classification in ab initio reconstruction. I'm assuming this means without
actually selecting a good subset and refined that how bad would that be

2040
04:44:43.530 --> 04:44:49.710 Ali Punjani: That's a great question. I
ministry reconstruction is supplies surprisingly robust to outline particles
so junk particles. In fact,

2041
04:44:50.100 --> 04:44:57.900
Ali Punjani: Many groups have a strategy of not even doing tree
classification and a lot of cases and taking all their particles and going
straight to a multi class ab initio reconstruction.

2042
04:44:58.740 --> 04:45:11.250
Ali Punjani: For some reason, that's not completely understood by us yet
doing classification in 3D, especially with ab initio reconstruction can
often be more powerful and selective in a single round that in 2D
classification

2043
04:45:12.180 --> 04:45:19.230
Ali Punjani: Somehow in ab initio reconstruction. When you get one class



conversion to the correct structure. And it may be that in that case, you
only need

2044
04:45:19.830 --> 04:45:30.120 Ali Punjani: 20 or 30% of the particles to be
true particles. The other 70% can be junk one class will converge to absorb
all of those good particles and the other classes will turn into

2045
04:45:30.630 --> 04:45:34.590
Ali Punjani: wacky shapes that absorb all the junk particles from different
directions.

2046
04:45:35.280 --> 04:45:43.050
Ali Punjani: We're still not sure why that works much better than to do
classification. But in a lot of cases, it does so it's highly recommended to
us. I've initial reconstruction has a way to sort out

2047
04:45:43.650 --> 04:45:56.310
Ali Punjani: Good and bad particles as well. And many people do that in
practice. Another common strategy is to take all your articles, maybe due to
the classification ones just to get rid of the really obvious junk feed it
to, let's say, three or five class of initial reconstruction.

2048
04:45:57.360 --> 04:46:08.880 Ali Punjani: And then take all those particles
and use them in a five way heterogeneous refinement, which has been seated,
not only with the good classes from Avenue show reconstruction, but also the
bad ones.

2049
04:46:09.510 --> 04:46:17.520
Ali Punjani: And that heterogeneous refinement will also classified particles
between the different structures, one of them being the intact particle of
the other ones being junk.

2050
04:46:18.060 --> 04:46:26.700
Ali Punjani: And make a even more robust way of separating jump from the
particles, but that again is a really does a dependent type of thing that has
to be tried experimentally.

2051
04:46:28.710 --> 04:46:40.980
Saara Virani: Another question. In a similar vein, how might ab initio
reconstruction work for a heterogeneous protein cage, wherein you might have
some cage samples with one or two subunits missing.

2052
04:46:41.430 --> 04:46:56.010 Saara Virani: Presumably those particles would
be weeded out during particle picking since they would look different in the
2D class relative to a complete cage. Correct. I think I think a little bit



for a little bit more context, maybe what we can kind of get into here is

2053
04:46:57.840 --> 04:47:09.780
Saara Virani: How sensitive is ab initio reconstruction or multi class
Punisher we can we can. Sorry, I'm not sure we construction to the
differences or similarities between the particles in the data set.

2054
04:47:10.080 --> 04:47:11.760
Ali Punjani: That's a great again. A great question. I think

2055
04:47:12.930 --> 04:47:21.810
Ali Punjani: The cage example is sort of special because the cages like
viruses are often shell like at low resolution kind of spiritual

2056
04:47:22.620 --> 04:47:30.750
Ali Punjani: And the missing some units in a cage. Often, you could think of
as a pseudo cemetery were still the rest of the cage is more or less
symmetric

2057 04:47:31.290 --> 04:47:35.370
Ali Punjani: And similarly, I'm understanding the data context, right. I
haven't done too much with cages, but

2058
04:47:36.000 --> 04:47:43.020
Ali Punjani: What you would kind of expect to see in that case is that our
initial reconstruction wouldn't be very good at separating the complete cages
from the incomplete cages because

2059
04:47:43.470 --> 04:47:52.290
Ali Punjani: The incomplete cages still look very much like the complete
cage, except for missing sub unit or two. And so they're very they're much
more similar to

2060
04:47:52.740 --> 04:48:09.510
Ali Punjani: The complete cage than they are to each other unless you can
already align the pseudo cemeteries of, like, let's say you have to cages
both missing to subunits, if they're misaligned. They look less like each
other than they both look like a complete cage.

2061
04:48:10.590 --> 04:48:17.460 Ali Punjani: Only if they're already aligned to
the look more like each other than they do to improve the cage and so ab
initio reconstruction, not knowing anything about the structures ahead of
time.

2062
04:48:18.000 --> 04:48:28.380



Ali Punjani: Is probably highly unlikely to find the complete cage and the
incomplete cages, you can definitely classify cages of different sizes or
different assemblies that end up looking different. No matter what

2063
04:48:29.010 --> 04:48:38.640
Ali Punjani: But missing subunits is not too easy, unless the missing
subunits dramatically changed the confirmation of the cage. Hopefully that's
enough of an answer there is some more advanced detail about

2064
04:48:39.240 --> 04:48:48.210
Ali Punjani: parameters that you can change to make our industry
reconstruction more or less sensitive to smaller or larger confrontational
differences between structures but that's going to come tomorrow on the
events section.

2065
04:48:48.750 --> 04:49:03.390 Saara Virani: Wonderful. We just have a few
more questions, I think, to kind of wrap this up. One is going back to
today's class vacation. You mentioned that the 2D classification algorithms
scales well with data set size is this big. Oh, and log n to declassification

2066
04:49:05.220 --> 04:49:11.160
Ali Punjani: Actually linear, it's actually just linear in the number of
particles, it's

2067
04:49:12.210 --> 04:49:21.960
Ali Punjani: It's a technically it's quadratic in the number of, well, it's
actually like oh of n times k where as the number particles in case number of
classes.

2068
04:49:25.530 --> 04:49:29.280
Ali Punjani: And in practice, it ends up being more like

2069
04:49:31.560 --> 04:49:40.590
Ali Punjani: It ends up being a little more than linearly dependent on the
number of classes because of the way online expectation maximisation works
iterations of refinement.

2070
04:49:41.370 --> 04:49:48.150 Ali Punjani: Will need to use fewer particles
at the beginning. If there are less classes. So when you increase the number
of classes, not only do you make the computation bigger

2071
04:49:48.480 --> 04:49:58.620
Ali Punjani: You also need to look at a larger end at the early iterations.
The final iterations of on that expectation maximisation use the entire data
set. And so they are only dependent on n times k



2072
04:49:59.280 --> 04:50:10.170
Ali Punjani: But the overall runtime can actually appear to get faster, more
than linearly as you decrease the number of k the number of classes.
Hopefully that answers the question. Perfect.

2073
04:50:11.100 --> 04:50:17.700
Saara Virani: Just a few more questions to wrap up refinement. First of all,
is there a way to increase the number of iterations and refinement.

2074
04:50:21.060 --> 04:50:29.760 Ali Punjani: Yes, you can change the advanced
parameters to add more iteration. So for example, you can go to the
parameters and choose number of extra final passes.

2075
04:50:30.120 --> 04:50:37.260
Ali Punjani: And after the refinement algorithm has detected convergence
based on resolution estimation, it will continue for a certain number of
iterations that generally doesn't hurt.

2076
04:50:38.760 --> 04:50:50.220
Ali Punjani: You can always you can tend to always add four or five if you
don't really mind a few extra minutes or time spent and that can sometimes be
beneficial. There are other lots of other advanced parameters that again. I'm
hoping to talk about tomorrow.

2077
04:50:51.240 --> 04:50:54.810
Ali Punjani: For making refinement work better in some cases, perfect.

2078
04:50:55.440 --> 04:51:01.440
Saara Virani: Is it possible to use an external volume with a different pixel
size as a template for refinement.

2079
04:51:01.680 --> 04:51:09.870 Ali Punjani: Definitely, you can use the import
three volumes job and import any volume with any pixel size and boxes and
then you can use the volume tools.

2080
04:51:11.460 --> 04:51:25.680
Ali Punjani: To take that input box size and pixel size crop it re sample it
either up sample or down sample to the same box and pixel size as your
protein your target or your particles and then use that as a reference.

2081
04:51:26.820 --> 04:51:31.830
Saara Virani: Okay. And finally, we have a user who actually has experimented

2082



04:51:32.100 --> 04:51:43.470
Saara Virani: With two homogeneous refinement jobs one where they applied see
one symmetry, both in the case of the 20th protozoa parties and the other, or
they applied d seven symmetry and got a drastic difference in resolution.

2083
04:51:43.770 --> 04:51:48.780
Saara Virani: With the d seven symmetry which was 2.92 extremes, so can you
please comment on the difference

2084
04:51:49.710 --> 04:51:58.020 Ali Punjani: So the difference is due to
several factors, mainly that in the d seven case you literally have 14 times
as much signal as you do in the sea. One case.

2085
04:51:58.410 --> 04:52:05.520
Ali Punjani: Let's see one case every experimental image only counts from a
single view indirection in the d seven case because we know there are 14
identical subunits.

2086
04:52:06.000 --> 04:52:17.130
Ali Punjani: Every experimental image contains information about all 14 of
those civilians and because we know they're identical. It's the same thing as
saying that each image is actually 14 images of this asymmetric unit.

2087
04:52:17.730 --> 04:52:24.600
Ali Punjani: And so in effect when you're enforcing the symmetry, you have 14
times as much because of the d seven symmetry 14 times as much signal.

2088
04:52:25.290 --> 04:52:31.560
Ali Punjani: And that alone is the largest part of the contribution. But that
actually ends up causing a snowball effect where

2089 04:52:32.460 --> 04:52:38.550
Ali Punjani: With the sea one symmetry initial refinement iterations are so
low and resolution that there isn't even enough

2090
04:52:38.940 --> 04:52:51.480
Ali Punjani: structural characteristics in the sea one result to align
images. Well, and that causes a kind of chain reaction that later iterations
don't actually improve the resolution much because we can't align the images
because the references so bad.

2091
04:52:53.310 --> 04:53:04.410
Ali Punjani: In a way it could be possible that if you use if you start with
a small refinements and use the initial set the initial resolution cut off of
the initial model to a higher resolution.



2092
04:53:04.920 --> 04:53:13.650
Ali Punjani: That could help in forging the initial alignments in the sea.
One symmetry, a little bit better. But overall, you would expect it to be
much, much worse than the decent decent in case

2093
04:53:15.630 --> 04:53:19.440 Saara Virani: Perfect think that's all we have
time for at the moment.

2094
04:53:21.510 --> 04:53:23.640
Saara Virani: So perhaps can

2095
04:53:24.660 --> 04:53:30.600
Saara Virani: Call it a day for the webinar portion and move on to meeting
with our practical participants as well.

2096
04:53:31.140 --> 04:53:35.040
Ali Punjani: We actually have unfortunately we did have a lot more to cover
in today's

2097
04:53:36.390 --> 04:53:42.540
Ali Punjani: Plan about sort of more advanced topics measuring resolution
orientation distribution CTF refinements high resolution refinements.

2098
04:53:43.020 --> 04:53:51.960
Ali Punjani: Local resolution and filtering non uniform or feminine and stuff
like that, um, any more flexible proteins and stuff in some case studies, but
I think we'll just go over those tomorrow at this point.

2099
04:53:52.980 --> 04:53:55.980
Ali Punjani: Since there's since we're already at a later time.

2100
04:53:56.700 --> 04:54:09.180 wah chiu: Yeah, Adi that has been wonderful XML
Sarah you naval good digests all the questions and goes into it I I enjoy. I
learned a lot, listening to you. Thank you very much.

2101
04:54:10.170 --> 04:54:15.510
wah chiu: So I think, in view of the time, I wonder whether we could

2102
04:54:16.440 --> 04:54:27.930
wah chiu: Call it off today and maybe we can start a bit early tomorrow,
since most of the register participant public be here. Some of them are
different time zones, so



2103
04:54:28.260 --> 04:54:40.830
wah chiu: I would guess, perhaps we can start tomorrow at 830. We have a
question and answer to start with and then you resume your, your, your
tutorial. Would that work. Okay, actually.

2104
04:54:41.700 --> 04:54:45.630
Ali Punjani: I think that sounds like a good plan. I think everyone's a
little bit exhausted at this point.

2105
04:54:46.830 --> 04:54:50.340
wah chiu: Or that the mandible and a lot of ideas.

2106
04:54:51.420 --> 04:54:56.130 wah chiu: I'm impressed that you're able to
talk continuously basically

2107
04:54:57.720 --> 04:54:58.710
wah chiu: Our so

2108
04:54:59.370 --> 04:55:00.510
Ali Punjani: I don't do it too often, but

2109
04:55:02.580 --> 04:55:12.630
wah chiu: That's a big a great tweet to us. So we've all the audience for
those of you who can get up early. Well, depends on where you are.

2110
04:55:13.980 --> 04:55:20.310
wah chiu: And then we'll start at 830 and the formula tutorial we start at my
car mocking awesome

2111
04:55:21.150 --> 04:55:21.960
michael schmid: Okay, and

2112
04:55:22.440 --> 04:55:42.180
michael schmid: And the participants are getting now a, a, a questionnaire
which we would love to have your responses and your end and your feedback for
for for Alia and for the for the lecture that we had this morning from David.
We'd love to hear from that and

2113
04:55:43.380 --> 04:55:46.200
michael schmid: Look forward to your, your responses.

2114 04:55:47.430 --> 04:56:03.720
michael schmid: And I I second the having a field of the questions from the,



from the morning lecture I'm really impressed with how Sarah and all of the
other people answering the questions in the background have have fielded
interpreted

2115
04:56:05.220 --> 04:56:12.990
michael schmid: And and filtered all the questions is, it was a fantastic job
to to all of you. Awesome. Thank you.

2116
04:56:14.070 --> 04:56:18.660
Saara Virani: Well, we're really excited today to for day two, rather, so
we'll see everyone tomorrow.

2117
04:56:19.140 --> 04:56:20.610
Suhail Dawood (Structura): Everyone tomorrow. Take care.

2118
04:56:22.620 --> 04:56:23.940
michael schmid: Have a great day. Thank you. All right.

2119
04:56:24.210 --> 04:56:24.750
Saara Virani: Thank you.


